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1 
1 Introduction  
 
1.1 Background 
 
In this thesis, I examine the phenomenon of buying term papers and dissertations in 
Russian higher education. The thesis is based on in-depth interviews and fieldwork that I 
carried out in the city of Kazan during the first three months of 2015. I interviewed 
students of different fields, both those who write themselves and those who have bought 
work. In addition, my data also includes interviews with teachers, graduate students, 
people who have written work for sale, and young professionals. I encountered the 
phenomenon for the first time when I studied in Kazan in exchange in 2012–13. Back 
then other exchange students – with more fluent Russian – told me stories they had heard 
or discussions they had witnessed concerning the topic. I was perplexed by the offices in 
the centre of the city openly advertising term papers and dissertations for sale. Once a 
young man handed me a leaflet advertising such services in the main street, accompanied 
by some standard phrase of encouragement to buy. What comes to looking at the 
phenomenon academically, a friend told me about a small study carried out in the city 
about the theme, suggesting that this might be an interesting theme for me to look at in 
terms of research. I firmly declined his suggestion, imagining my discomfort prying into 
such questions. However, the idea came back to me with a greater force a year later when 
I was choosing a topic for my master’s thesis. One of the central themes I had looked at 
in my bachelor’s thesis was how the gap between official discourse and people’s actual 
practices could be theorized in the context of the Soviet Union. In my master’s thesis I 
wanted to continue looking at how people understand the practices going against the 
“official” rules and how prevalent informality is experienced in the context of today’s 
Russia. Buying term papers and dissertations seemed like a not bad framework to look at 
such questions amongst my own generation of Russians.  
 
With my interest towards such thematic, I was at the heart of classical topics in the study 
of Russia and the Soviet Union. As Alena Ledeneva has noted, bridging the gap between 
“the way things are formally declared to be and the way in which things get done in 
practice” is often presented as what Russian modernization is essentially about (2013: 3). 
It is also no wonder that my own interest was caught up by such questions. Taking into 
account that Finland shares its longest border with Russia and was a part of the Russian 
Empire for more than hundred years, the difference between the countries in this respect 
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is striking1. Such differences are reflected in listing such as Transparency International’s 
Corruption Perception Index, but have also become embodied in national stereotypes: the 
skill of finding “roundabout ways” (Humphrey 2012: 24) or – in more sombre 
descriptions – the persistence of corruption seem to occupy a central place not only in 
accounts written from the etic perspective, but also in Russians’ images of their own 
country (Ries 1997). Even if my topic concerns directly higher education I consider that 
the work’s implications are not limited to it. As Caroline Humphrey writes, the 
anthropological approach enables the researcher to take any event or action as significant 
in itself and that by looking at it in “all its dimensions of interpretability, createdness, and 
capacity for containing implicit power, this action can also be read for what it connotes 
about the world in which it exists” (2002: xix). Accordingly, in my thesis I approach the 
buying of term papers and dissertations as a prism, the existence of which – and the ways 
in which informants make sense of it – allows reflection on wider issues concerning the 
world the informants inhabit. In addition, I argue that studying the practice can provide 
insights for theorizing informal practices across social contexts.  
 
Buying term papers and dissertations seemed like an interesting example of shadow or 
informal practices to study for several reasons. First of all, the practice would provide a 
chance to look at young people’s experiences. Today’s students are the first generation 
of Russians who were born and grew up in the post-Soviet times and they are the ones 
who will be in charge of the direction the country will take in the future, which seems 
somewhat of a mystery in the light of current political climate. In their childhood Russia 
was going through the economic and social crises related to the fall of the Soviet Union, 
while their youth was spent in the climate of increased stability and economic growth of 
Putin’s era. What kind of things does the first post-Soviet generation find worth pursuing? 
The topic also allows interrogating the generation’s perceptions of Russian market 
economy. With the offices selling academic papers working openly in the city, there 
seems to have happened a move from the Soviet times of no markets to a situation, where 
everything is available for money. Is buying a sign of education turning into a commodity 
or service in post-Soviet Russia? Further, the topic is interesting because it draws 
attention to the agency of the students. Even if the practice occurs in a field where other 
kind of informal and shadow practices are widespread, it allows a more of a diffuse kind 
                                                      
1 Such differences, however, have not prevented Russia from being Finland’s biggest trade partner until 
the sanctions imposed by the European Union and counter-sanctions imposed by Russia in 2014 
(Registered Association Finnish-Russian Chamber of Commerce 2016). 
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of view of power relations compared to simplistic accounts of “corrupt” civil servants, 
relying on standard definitions of corruption as the use of public office for private benefit 
(World Bank 1997: 8). As university life is not about acquiring skills and knowledge as 
written down in the syllabus, but also about the kind of soft skills students learn and get 
socialized into. This has implications also to the way students will pursue the kind of ends 
they find worthwhile in the future.  
 
I set out to study whether students would address the phenomenon mostly through ethical 
(e.g. honesty) or pragmatic concerns (e.g. lack of time). I also wanted to see whether these 
issues would correlate with the students expressed attitude towards the phenomenon and 
what such accounts would reveal about students’ ideas concerning the meaning of 
education and their expectations and ideas of how higher education system or even 
society “works”. Very quickly, and to my initial surprise, it became clear that students 
framed the decision to buy as a “personal choice” (lichnуу vybor) and “everyone’s own 
business” (delo kazhdogo), refusing to take definite stances towards the phenomenon and 
approach it as an explicitly ‘moral’ question. As a rule, this was common for both those 
who wrote themselves and those, who had experience of buying work. Typically buying 
was not presented as a matter concerning teachers or group mates and those who wrote 
themselves portrayed this as a question of self-respect. Students, nevertheless, presented 
a variety of perspectives concerning the motivations of the buyer, which were not free of 
evaluations. In addition, students who had experience of buying also varied in how they 
related to their deed. Students’ remarks on the lack of control and buying becoming 
something “normal” during the course of their studies pointed to the role of the structures 
of higher education. How does buying, then, emerge as a “personal choice”? Such 
dynamics led me to ask questions concerning students’ expectations of moral, social and 
economic reward.  
 
In addition to the talk about “everyone deciding for themselves”, I became aware of 
another kind of rhetoric: that of “help” (pomoshch'). Whereas buying was termed as a 
personal choice, as if deliberately blocking comparison, helping one’s classmates – when 
it came up in the interviews – was usually presented in ethical terms and was in many 
cases not subjected to similar rationalizations. This resulted in curious statements, in 
which students described the situation as “everyone for themselves while helping others”. 
Why is it that buying becomes shuttled into the realm of personal choice, whereas help is 
portrayed in terms of an obligation? When does a question become framed in moral terms 
4 
and what is the role of structures, institutional and other, in this? In my thesis, then, I wish 
to shed light to how informants navigate within structures such as those of higher 
education in conditions where informal practices – shadow transactions as well as help 
and cooperation between classmates – are common. I also ask how these structures and 
the prevalence of informality enable and disable informants to pursue the kind of things 
they consider worthwhile or valuable in life and consider the political implications of this.  
 
For studying the phenomenon, anthropological theories of value appeared to me as a 
fruitful way forward. Informal practices are “good to think with” – in Lévi-Straussian 
terms – as they raise both issues of conceptual and epistemological significance2. In 
situation where the limitations of normative approach to action seemed limited due to the 
normalized nature of the phenomenon, value framework would allow including both 
differences between the students (“the personal choice”) and the normative (what is not 
so open to negotiation). Dieter Haller and Cris Shore write that “if anthropology is 
concerned with understanding the rules and norms that govern social conduct, then a good 
way of exploring these codes is to examine instances where they are violated, how people 
react to such transgressions, and the strategies and tactics that actors use to negotiate 
between different norms and rules” (2005: 9). I argue that one cannot do this without 
addressing the question of value. Further, the value framework allows shuttling between 
the personal, social and politico-economic and thus presents a possibility for resolving 
the theoretical dilemma of overcoming the difference between “top-down and bottom-up 
perspectives” as David Graeber has noted (2001: 20). This is important, because focusing 
simply on the choices of the students without taking into account the wider institutional 
and socio-economic conditions behind them would distort the picture by focusing on a 
difference that manifests is in the lowest level of power relations. 
 
 
1.2 Research gap and questions  
 
Literature about post-Soviet Russia has paid a lot of attention to the novel discourses 
accompanying post-Soviet transformations and the establishment of the markets. Often 
such accounts have been dealing with the creation of new kinds of subjects such 
discourses create, whether termed entrepreneurial or neoliberal (Zigon 2011; Yurchak 
                                                      
2 This point is inspired by Haller’s and Shore’s (2005) points about the study of corruption 
anthropologically. 
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2003; Hemment 2009; Matza 2009). Many such accounts have focused on Foucauldian 
practices of subjectivization or self-work, that is, the way in which individuals are 
encouraged to work upon themselves under new conditions. Simultaneously, the 
prevalence of informal practices in the Soviet Union, as well as their continuation in post-
Soviet Russia has been well established in social scientific literature (Ledeneva 1998, 
2006, 2013; Verdery 1996; Humphrey 2002). However, these two strands of literature 
have not really converged and the focus on work on the self has not been matched with 
accounts of the ways people experience and negotiate the everyday dilemmas related to 
the prevalence of informality. In fact, one can see a seeming contradiction at play. 
Whereas authors such as Nikolas Rose (1999) have argued that the establishment of 
markets in the West required a whole new set of internalized disciplines, the case of 
Russia seems to be an example of how the introduction of the markets seems to have led 
to the increase of practices deemed corruption instead of decrease – also in higher 
education (Klein 2011; Leont’yeva 2006)3. Focus on discourse and technologies of the 
self without looking at the concrete situations people encounter in their daily lives might 
lead to misleading results, especially taking into account the way Alexei Yurchak (2005) 
has convincingly argued that in the late Soviet Union people engaged with the official 
discourse on a performative level, implying that the literal meanings of the discourse had 
become of secondary importance to their practical consequences, people thus reproducing 
official socialist discourse to get things done. I do not refute the usefulness Foucault’s 
concepts for the study of Russia, but simply wish to point out an area requiring more 
attention and ask the question: how do people navigate in a society where informal and 
shadow practices are widespread? How does this influence people’s expectations of 
others and the society in general and their ideas of ethical interactions in different 
relations, including both interpersonal relations and interactions with institutions? In my 
view, such considerations have not yet been adequately addressed in the Russian context 
after the chaotic 1990s.  
 
My research questions are: 
 
                                                      
3 Shore and Haller point out, the privatization processes since 1980s have proven false the old 
assumption that corruption is primarily a product of over-regulating states and the absence of 
free market (2005: 9). Instead, they write, deregulation and globalization seems to have added 
opportunities for corruption and its scope (ibid.). 
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1. How do informants account for the existence of the phenomenon of buying term 
papers and dissertations? How do these accounts relate to institutional changes in 
higher education and deliberations over value in post-socialist Russia? 
 
2. What kind of ideals are present in students’ accounts? Does buying necessarily 
imply the absence of a value it formally violates? How does buying enable and 
disable students to pursue the kind of thing they find important? 
 
3. How do the structures of higher education affect students’ ideas of the value of 
writing oneself? What kind of ideas and expectations do the informants express 
about the kind of activity to be rewarded in higher education and society in 
general?  
 
4. What do shadow economic practices but also positively valued informal practices 
such as help in higher education reveal about the location of value? What does 
this show about the continuations and transformations of informal practices from 
the Soviet times? 
 
I start the thesis by introducing my theoretical framework, the anthropological study of 
value(s) in chapter 2. In chapter 3, I introduce my field and data and address ethical 
concerns related to the study. In chapter 4, I look at how students account for the existence 
of the phenomenon. I connect this to the institutional changes in higher education in post-
Soviet times, arguing that there are several different logics of value at play in higher 
education leading to an uncertainty the students need to deal with. In chapter 5, I look at 
the ways in which students navigate within the structures of higher education examining 
gaps between the normative, the ideal and practice. I examine how the structures of higher 
education affect student’s idea of the value of writing oneself and how students ideas of 
valuable action outside university might add to this uncertainty. In chapter 6, I discuss 
the phenomenon from the perspective of location of value. In the concluding section of 
the thesis, I draw together the findings and arguments presented in the thesis.  
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2 Anthropological study of value 
 
2.1 Anthropological approaches to the study of value 
 
David Graeber writes that “there is a fairly widespread feeling among anthropologists 
that there is something out there that can be called ‘value’ --- and that all human beings 
do, in some sense, organize their lives, feelings, and desires around the pursuit or 
furtherance of them” (2013: 219). In fact, Graeber notes that the whole discipline could 
be said “to have emerged around questions of value, and such questions have remained 
just below the surface of every important theoretical debate” (ibid: 219–20). Questions 
concerning theorizing value in a more systematic manner have sparked a lot of interest in 
anthropology in recent years (Graeber 2001; Pedersen 2008; Otto & Willerslev 2013a&b; 
Angosto-Ferrández & Presterudstuen 2016). Even if the idea of the possibility of an 
overarching anthropological theory of value divides anthropologists in terms of its 
possibility – or even desirability (Angosto-Ferrández 2016: 8; Otto & Willerslev 2013c: 
2) – Graeber argues that the recent debates have pointed to the discipline’s potential to be 
a theory builder on its own right (2013: 222).  
 
Value as a concept is elusive. As Graeber notes, it can be taken to mean “just about 
anything” (2013: 219). When it comes to the specifically anthropological study of value, 
Otto and Willerslev identify two major lines of questioning (2013c: 1). The first of these 
deals with “the comparability and incomparability of cultural worlds” (ibid.: 1) and how 
the social and religious values people hold inform their actions. The second branch has 
looked at the questions of exchange and the social forms related to different forms of 
exchange (ibid.: 1–2). In addition, Otto and Willerslev point to a kind of synthesis of 
these two views in a line of reasoning focusing on actions, looking at “how action is 
informed by values and simultaneously creates value” (ibid.: 3)4. I will next outline some 
features relating to the study of value in anthropology, which are of relevance to my study. 
Firstly, I discuss the value question in relation to its implications for the nature of social 
structures and politico-economic and cultural change. Secondly, I connect the study of 
values and action to the study of anthropology of ethics. Thirdly, I raise questions relating 
                                                      
4 It is worth emphasizing as all three approaches view value as social, and thus ultimately deal with 
relations. An exception which serves to underline this is what Gregory has termed ‘the cultural economy 
approach’, inspired by Arjun Appadurai’s (1986) work on social life of things. Gregory argues that this 
approach turns Marx’s fetishism around by arguing that things themselves can have intensions (2014: 48).  
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to the way the value of actions can be theorized. Finally, I explicitly address the problems 
related to concepts, which can easily obscure analysis by smuggling in valued differences.   
 
Studying values as cultural worlds involves identifying values and defining their 
relationships to each other. Louis Dumont (1970) famously envisioned the Indian society 
as consisting of different value levels, organized into a holistic system by the 
encompassing value of ‘purity’. Dumont’s idea of encompassment implied that seemingly 
contradictory values in lower levels can be united in higher levels and thus his view of 
society was one of harmony. Nancy Munn’s (1986) study of symbolic analysis of Gawa 
is similar in its holistic approach: also Munn identified a paramount value, that of 
“intersubjective spacetime”, in relation to which Gawans compare their success and status 
in society. Dumont’s and Munn’s holistic approach is Durkheimian in a sense that values 
are something shared in a society. As such, it gives little space for theorizing the 
contradictions and conflicts (Robbins 2015: 221). Max Weber, on the other hand, argued 
that several different values coexist in society in a state of constant conflict. This implies, 
as Joel Robbins explains Weber’s views, that people are often “faced with ‘tragic’ choices 
that require them to forgo realizing one value in order to realize a conflicting one” (2015: 
227). Robbins has named the Weberian situation value pluralism against the Dumontian 
value monism. It is notable that the question concerns the relationship between the values: 
monism does not exclude the existence of several values, but implies their existence as a 
harmonious, hierarchically ordered whole instead of a state of conflict. As Robbins 
explains Dumont’s views, such value monism is possible “because society allocates the 
realization of different values to different social domains” and if people properly identify 
the domain in which they are acting (e.g. family or market) they are able to determine the 
value they should realize (ibid.).  
 
Karen Sykes has noted that the problem with monist accounts is that one cannot agree 
about which values in society are shared without exerting power (2009: 22). Dumont 
escaped this question through hierarchical organization of society, but left no space for 
historical change (Graeber 2001: 20)5. Since the 1980s anthropologists have increasingly 
sought to theorize and accommodate social and cultural change in their accounts (Ortner 
                                                      
5As Graeber points out, according to Dumont Indian caste system would either hang together or collapse 
(2001, 20).  Dumont’s holism was based on a sharp division between traditional societies, which were in 
his view always organized hierarchically and modern Western society, as an exception based on the 
supreme value given to an individual. As Vita Peacock writes, he was not able to show how individualism 
and holism could coherently work together (2016: 101). 
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1984: 158). Chris Gregory (1997) approaches the value question from a point of view 
inspired by political economy, arguing that “for any given historical period and region, 
there is a limited range of values are in the ascendancy” and it is these values that “give 
time and place its recognizable cultural unity” (ibid.: 5). Gregory writes that over the past 
decades the values on the rise have been those of the neoliberal market (or “free market 
anarchists”). Anthropologists and other social scientists have studied the spread of the 
logics of the markets to ever new areas, both geographically and in terms of individual 
societies. In fact, Sherry Ortner (2016) has recently written about the rise of “dark 
anthropology” since the 1980s, by which she connotes the study of inequalities and 
suffering, most often attributed to the rise of neoliberalism.  
 
However, despite noting the spread of neoliberalism to ever new arenas, the heart of 
Gregory’ argument is the coevality of value systems, which he considers anthropology to 
have failed adequately address. He points out that humans are “never trapped in a single 
set of values”, which applies as much to the West as it does to Papua New Guinea, and 
that the reciprocal values of the ‘House’ co-exist with the values of the ‘Market’ and the 
‘State’ (1997: 8). This shortcoming of anthropology to recognize the coevality of value 
systems, argues Gregory drawing from Johannes Fabian’s critique (1983), has been made 
possible by assigning the objects of anthropological discourse to a different time – which 
has allowed by-passing the question of how different value systems coexist and how 
people constantly switch between them (1997: 8–10). The importance of historical 
contextualization Gregory advocates is even more self-evident when looking at 
deliberations over value in places going through radical socio-economic change. 
 
2.2 Action as a source of value 
 
As Ortner has noted, the focus on history and social change in anthropology in the 1980s 
was accompanied with theorizing the role of humans in either reproducing or changing 
the existing social structures, with ‘practice’ becoming the key symbol of anthropology 
(1984: 158). The newest theoretical developments in the study of value are in line with 
this and Otto views “rethinking of the connection between action and value provides the 
most promising direction for developing a contemporary anthropological theory of value” 
(Otto & Willerslev 2013c: 3). Graeber (2001) has extended the insight of Marx’s labour 
theory of value and considers action as the source of value. Graeber’s approach is useful 
in solving the theoretical dilemma of explaining the connection between value in its 
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singular, economic sense, and values in plural:  
Rather than having to choose between the desirability of objects and the 
importance of human relations, one can now see both as refractions of the same 
thing. Commodities have to be produced --- social relations have to be created and 
maintained; all of this requires an investment of human time and energy, 
intelligence, concern (2001: 45).  
 
Considering value of actions instead of objects has indeed widened the accustomed 
theoretical frameworks in the study of value by moving away from the “exchangist” view 
of society (Humphrey 2012: 26) or what Strathern has called the “barter model of value” 
(1992: 169). As Otto and Willerslev note, Marx’s and Mauss’ explanatory frameworks 
were both based on “the premise of an expected return for something parted with: whether 
this was in the form of a gift given or labour time expended” (2013d, 1–2). Focus on 
action has thus allowed considering the value of actions that do not involve reciprocity, 
such as sharing (Widlok: 2013). As Widlok notes as “people do not live in enclosed 
worlds consisting of a single mode of transfer and an associated single regime of values. 
--- in those situations in which one mode is more dominant than others, it need not be that 
of exchange” (ibid.: 15).  
 
 
2.3 Evaluation – anthropology of ethics 
 
Another related theoretical approach focuses more explicitly on evaluation. As Sykes 
points out, whereas anthropologists have often described how people create valued 
relationships through acts such as exchanging, giving and selling, fewer have asked what 
kind of judgment is exercised to value these relationships (2009: 13). Drawing from 
Gregory, Sykes thus reminds that “’value’ is not an abstract, non-human entity; value has 
valuers”, defining value as “the effect or outcome of the judgment of people, as these are 
expressed in their social actions” (2013: 98). Simultaneously with the attempts to theorize 
value in anthropology, questions of ethics and morality have also emerged with a new 
force in the discipline during the past decade. Understandably, the fields have been 
drawing from one another, with several authors making contributions to both theoretical 
discussions (Robbins 2013, 2015; Lambek 2013, 2015; Sykes 2009). Even if 
anthropological research has always addressed questions of morality and ethics, the 
Durkheimian equation of moral and the social has left little room for the kind of concerns 
alluded to above (Laidlaw 2014: 10). James Laidlaw has argued that the question is not 
about introducing a new sub-discipline to anthropology, but instead making the ethical 
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dimension an intrinsic part of the anthropological project (2014, 1–2). He argues that this 
would not imply that “all or most people choose to conduct themselves well, all or most 
of the time”, but simply to recognize that humans are evaluative (ibid.: 3).  
 
 
2.4 How does action become valuable? 
 
While approaching value of actions allows one to look at almost any kind of activity in 
terms of value, but how is the value of an act to be decided? Are some acts more valuable 
than others? Do acts always produce value? Can value be lost? In this chapter, I will raise 
some preliminary questions central to my thesis concerning the way the value of an act 
could be considered.  
 
Graeber argues that insofar as value is social, it can only be realized in the eyes of others, 
thus requiring an audience and an arena for its realization (2013: 226). He writes that in 
a general sense, “society” can be seen as playing this role, but as Bourdieu’s concept of 
social fields and Weber’s status honour point out, in a modern society exist a multitude 
of such fields. The relationship of such fields to each other is what Graeber argues politics 
is ultimately about (ibid.: 228). In addition to an arena, Graeber argues that value is 
reflected in some form, both symbolic and material in nature (ibid., 225). One of the 
aspects related to my study is the objectification or realization of value (Lambek 2013) – 
or even more simply, rewards. An important point to raise is what difference does the 
concrete form does the realized value make? Rewards can be more or less formalized 
(salaried labour vs. domestic labour) and the qualities of the reward also has implication 
to how the rewards can be compared: proportionally, as with money---, through some sort 
of ordinal ranking system, or as unique, particular values is proportional, as with money, 
through some ordinal ranking system (Graeber 2013: 225). It is important to consider the 
effects of socio-economic system on differently evaluated action. Following Marx’s 
argument about labour theory of value Graeber points out that by “disguising the fact that 
value comes from labour, it >capitalism@ operates on an even more insidious level by 
encouraging us to believe that only certain forms of labour (waged labour, or at best, 
labour that contributes to producing marketable commodities) produce value in the first 
place” (ibid.: 224). Graeber’s point is crucial in considering how the role of socio-
economic system is directly related to ideas of value and valuable action.  
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One of the issues addressed by anthropologists has been the tension between individualist 
and collectivist goals. Munn (1986) identified in her study of Gawa also a negative value, 
that of witchcraft, which contracted the paramount value of intersubjective spacetime, 
being thus its direct antithesis. Munn saw the negative value as a manifestation of the 
internal contradiction of the Gawan value system between the individualist pursuit of 
fame and the egalitarian ethos of the society. However, for Munn negative value was part 
of the same holistic system and the society had developed rituals to deal with it (ibid.: 
234). The tension between individualist and collectivist goals exemplified by Munn has 
been a central point in the study of value in anthropology in general and studying value 
in societies termed “individualist” has proven somewhat problematic. Sykes notes that in 
anthropological studies it has been typical the understanding of “most value judgments 
as evidence of either the practical economic reason of Euro-Americans --- or other’s 
culture and counter to practical reason” (2013: 100). One of the major strands in the 
anthropological literature on value has involved examining the effects of the spread of 
markets on local communities, asking whether there is something this necessarily brings 
about an erosion of local communities and reciprocal social relations. Parry and Bloch 
(1989: 23–9) famously argue that this was not the case for non-Western societies. Instead 
of the focus Parry and Bloch place on monetary and non-monetary objects, Sykes argues 
that what actually stands out from their account is the “very nature of valuable 
relationships” (2013: 100).  
 
As visible from some of the examples above, questions of value involve questions of time 
and transformations. In Munn’s (1992) account, the value of an act was to be decided by 
its capacity to expand spatio-temporal spacetime. However, Nielsen (2013) has shown 
that the value of an act can also be temporal inversions can also work in a more complex 
manner, such that the value of current act becomes encompassed by subsequent, contrary 
ones. This he argues is the case of value transformation of salaries among road workers 
in Mozambique, when the primarily negatively valued meagre salary for their labour 
becomes positively valued in its conversion to cement for house building. Parry and Bloch 
(1989), in turn, separated between the individualistic short term cycle, which monetary 
transactions belonged to, and the long-term collective and idealized cycle, which is the 
realm of the reproduction of society. The discussion here involves not only questions of 
socio-economic systems and accompanying temporalities, but also the co-existence and 
hierarchical organization of different temporalities within a single system (Bear 2014; 
Guyer 2012a&b).  
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2.5 Concepts imbued with value: value as always “already there” 
 
From the coexistence of different kinds of values follows what Gregory calls “a 
commonplace contradiction”, a situation where same event can be seen as either good or 
bad, depending on the point of view of the valuer (1997: 9–11). Gregory’s focus here is 
on what he calls an antagonistic commonplace contradiction. Unlike a non-antagonistic 
commonplace contradiction, of which one can find several examples of in 
anthropological literature and of which Dumont’s (1970) encompassment is a prime 
example, antagonistic commonplace contradiction does not lead to shared values on a 
higher level but equivocation (ibid., 11). To take seriously the coexistence of rival 
cognitions, it is necessary to address explicitly the question of the way concepts can 
implicitly convey values. This is important, because as Gregory notes, “values determine 
the question posed, the mode of description, the evaluation of that description, and the 
normative judgments that follow” (ibid.: 7). This I experienced myself when writing the 
first version of my thesis after fieldwork, I was overcome by a feeling that something did 
not quite match: whereas in the interviews the students had been talking about buying, 
paying and ordering, copying answers from others and helping, I – having started working 
from sections written earlier for my research plan – wrote of cheating and corruption. It 
was clear that values had sneaked into my work before I had begun the analysis.  
 
The problem with concepts imbued with value is addressed by Roy D’Andrade, who 
argues that the critical post-modern project has sought to push aside the objective model 
of the world by substituting it with a moral model (1995: 199). He claims that this is 
visible in the use of concepts which carry heavy moral implications, such as ‘oppression’ 
and its necessary remedy through ‘demystification’ of the relationships of domination 
(ibid.: 400). D’Andrade makes an important point, but perhaps overestimates the extent 
to which a researcher can escape the problem by adopting more ethically neutral concepts. 
This is because how an act is portrayed through language always conveys a moral 
message, as noted by Laidlaw (2010: 144). Laidlaw points this out convincingly in 
relation to practice theory’s concept of agency, arguing that it imports into research 
assumptions about the values and goals of the actor. This happens through recognizing as 
effaciousness only actions conducive toward certain ends, which are “imputed as valued 
and interests to all members of the human race as such” (ibid.). Yurchak (2005) 
convincingly illustrates this impossibility of a “view from nowhere” in his study of the 
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late Soviet Union, arguing that the prevalence of dichotomies of accounts of the Soviet 
Union are symptomatic not only of their externality, but also posthumousness.  
 
In relation to the topic of the study at hand, Lilya Nizamova has noted that there is no 
Russian term that would adequately denote the phenomenon of buying academic work 
(2011: 615–6). She writes that terms such as grey economic relations in higher education, 
illegal entrepreneurship, deception in educational process, cheating and corruption bear a 
direct relation to the phenomenon but do not cover the whole content and multiple 
meanings of the phenomenon (ibid.). One of the specific terms used in relation to the 
phenomenon of students outsourcing their work is ‘contract cheating’, which was 
originally used in the field of computer sciences (Lancaster & Clark 2014). Sergey 
Golunov (2014) discusses the phenomenon under the rubric of academic malpractices, 
under which he combines both cheating and corruption. E. O. Leont’yeva (2008b) has 
critiqued the tendency of social scientists coming from countries with little corruption to 
include under the rubric of corruption practices which Russian scholars tend to call 
informal in writings concerning higher education. Even if she notes that some practices 
that go under such rubrics can be defined as outright bribery or corruption, this should 
not be taken as given. Her critique essentially concerns the tendency to name corrupt 
simply something differing from the bureaucratic model of doing things. Anthropologists 
have tended to be more careful with their concepts than the social scientists critiqued by 
Leont’yeva, which has been manifest in the reluctance to engage with the concept of 
corruption until recently (Torsello 2011: 1). Even if anthropologists have been actively 
studying practices that form “the bread and butter” of corruption, as Torsello notes, they 
have been uncomfortable with the ethnocentric assumptions build into the standard 
definitions of concept as “the use of public office for private benefits and gains” (ibid.: 
4). Such definitions take categories public and private as fixed and unproblematic, even 
though they are not bounded or clear-cut, as Haller and Shore argue (2005: 4). The 
problems with such standard definitions become even more pronounced when corruption 
is institutional and systemic, as they tend to reduce the problem to that of ‘rotten apples’ 
working in the private sector instead of the ‘barrel that contains them’ (ibid.: 2). 
 
Leont’yeva herself uses terms “shadow” or “informal” in writing about relations and 
practices such as “academic guardianship” in higher education (2004; 2006; 2008a&b).  
In my thesis, I will follow Leont’yeva’s lead and include the phenomenon of buying term 
papers under the concept of ‘shadow’ or ‘informal’ practices. I chose the concept not to 
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imply that the practice itself is ethically neutral, but to allow recognition of the ambiguity 
of the practice from the point of view of the informants, and to keep my concepts as free 
from evaluation as possible – to the extent that it is possible – to allow analysis, which 
also recognizes the existence of commonplace contradiction. This is to recognize that 
these concepts cover practices which are differently evaluated by the informants and that 
these practices can be both disabling and enabling by nature. This becomes even more 
visible when I turn to the positively valued concept of “help” (pomoshch'), which I will 
also engage with in my analysis of informal practices. The word “help” was used by the 
informants to cover actions varying from unconditional favours to friends and sharing 
between peers to transactions, both monetary or nonmonetary and legal or illegal. I thus 
look for the differentiations that explicitly and implicitly emerge from the accounts of the 
informants and evaluations these involve.  
 
 
3 Field, data, ethics 
 
3.1 The field: city of Kazan  
 
I carried out my fieldwork and interviews in the city of Kazan, located around 797 
kilometres east of Moscow in the banks of Volga. Kazan is the capital of the Republic of 
Tatarstan, one of the 85 federal subjects of the Russian Federation. Out of the 3,8 million 
people in the republic, 1,2 million reside in Kazan. According to the latest census, around 
half of the population of the city are ethically Tatar (47,5%) and half Russians (48,8%), 
the rest of the population consisting of several different nationalities (Stephenson 2015: 
21). According to my own experience, the citizens take great pride in the multi-ethnic 
nature of their city and the peaceful coexistence of different nationalities. Tatarstan is 
economically developed, ranking 7th by GDP out of the 89 federal subjects (RFFSSS: 
2015a). Kazan inherited a large economic base form the Soviet era and republic also has 
oil and gas reserves. The economic crises of the first half of the 1990s was less severe in 
Tatarstan in comparison to other regions and the republic remained one of the few donor 
regions of the Russian Federation from the late Soviet period onwards (Stephenson 2015: 
46). In the late Soviet Union and 1990s the city was infamous for its street gangs 
(Stephenson 2015), but the situation has since stabilized. In recent years, the city has 
attracted significant investments. Since the year 2000, Kazan has built a metro and its 
international airport has been extended and wholly renovated. The city’s infrastructure 
was further developed in preparation for the World Student Games (Universiada), which 
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Kazan hosted in the summer 2013. The occasion gave the city international visibility and 
other major international sports events, such as the water sports championships in the 
summer 2015, have followed. The inhabitants now often call their city the sports capital 
of Russia, in addition to talking of “the third capital of Russia”6.  
 
My choice of the field was mainly dictated by my previous experience of studying as an 
exchange student in Kazan, which meant that I already had contacts in the city. Also, I 
wanted to do my fieldwork outside the two Russian capitals, which tend to be 
overrepresented in research in comparison to regional capitals. However, there are several 
reasons for why studying higher education in Kazan is interesting. The city has the second 
oldest university in Russia, with students such as Leo Tolstoy and Vladimir Lenin 
attending – even if they were drop-outs (Stephenson 2015: 23). When it comes to the 
number of higher education institutions in the regions, Tatarstan ranks among some of 
the highest (RFFSSS: 2015b). Naturally, the majority and most important of these are 
located in Kazan. Institutions in Kazan attract many students not only from Tatarstan, but 
also from neighbouring republics and Central-Asian states. Kazan also provides good 
examples of some of the major reforms that have taken place in the recent years in 
education, including the federalization of universities, which aimed to reduce the number 
of higher education institutions. In addition, Kazan Federal University participates as a 
flagship university in the government’s program aiming to get five Russian universities 
into the world’s top-hundred raking lists by 2020. This means that the university competes 
for extended fun-ding in fulfilling the goals set by the government, which included 
attracting more international students and researchers (5/100 Russian Academic 
Excellence Project 2015).  
 
3.2 Market of academic work in Kazan 
 
The office is located in a new business building, very close to the main metro stop, but 
still away of the crowds of the shopping street. The company has another branch in 
Kazan, located in another part of the city. I enter the clean hall that has the slightly 
artificial feeling of the many new buildings in the city. The office is rather small, with a 
desk and two girls standing behind it. I tell one of them that I’m doing research on the 
topic of buying term papers and dissertations and she asks me to talk to the other who is 
currently talking on the phone. Meanwhile, I get a chance to take a look at the office. The 
                                                      
6 After Moscow and St. Petersburg. 
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notice board has an official looking document stating that the company is registered and 
pays it taxes. There is also a document declaring the percentage of originality the 
company guarantees and another advertising their other branch in the city. When she has 
finished talking on the phone, the smartly dressed and very confidently mannered young 
lady tells me that all the information that she can give me I can easily find on their web 
page. She then asks which topic I am writing my thesis on and without blinking an eye 
makes further questions about the length of the thesis and the language it needs to be 
written in, in the end naming a price. I mumble that I am really going to write my thesis 
myself, feeling completely pathetic in front of her confident smile, which probably 
assumes a shy customer. She tells me to think about it.  
 
As Nizamova (2011) has noted, the market of term papers7 and dissertations has become 
institutionalized in Kazan and a student setting out to buy a paper will have no lack of 
options where to turn. During my fieldwork I visited five centres or offices selling such 
work for the students. There were many more offices that I came across in the internet, 
through informants’ accounts, when trying to find my dance class or when handed a card 
advertising such services near a metro stop. All the five companies I visited were located 
within about one-kilometre radius from the main building of the city’s biggest university, 
one of them having an office right on the opposite side of the street. Another central office 
was located on the other side of the street from the entrance of the most central metro 
stop. The visible presence of companies selling coursework and dissertations applies even 
more to the internet: Vkontake, Russian social media similar to Facebook, is full of groups 
of companies and “private” entrepreneurs who advertise their services. In addition to all 
sorts of written work, one can also find groups renting out mini-earphones 
(mikronaushniki), used for cheating in exams, and programs to get around plagiarism 
check. Adverts of such companies appear on the columns of the page and people are 
members of groups advertising such services openly with their own profiles. As I was 
looking through the websites of such companies, advertisements of term papers and 
dissertations started to appear routinely also on other pages. This led to strange 
juxtapositions, with articles proclaiming the peril of students buying papers right next to 
advertisements of companies selling work. I think this is illustrative of the situation 
                                                      
7 It is worth noting that I use the word ”term paper” as a substitute to the Russian word kursovaya rabota. 
This is slightly inaccurate as Russian students write kursovaya pabota once in a year, not in a term 
(Russian word kurs is used to refer to the year of studies in a sense of 1st year, 2nd year etc.).   
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students encounter: on the one hand buying is something officially forbidden, but on the 
other hand, the offices and internet sites work and advertise their services openly.  
 
The prices of the work on sale are very low, which makes them accessible. It is thus 
important to note, that buying term papers and academic is a mass market, not limited to 
wealthier students, who are, however, more likely to have more selection what comes to 
quality of such services. Leont’yeva argues, that the main client of shadow services in 
higher education is a student with middle or lower middle-income (2006: 156). A student 
can find a term paper easily for 1500 roubles, which at the low rate of rouble of the spring 
2015 was around 20 euros. For an actual bachelor’s thesis, a student would expect to pay 
more, prices starting from 7000 roubles. It is notable that prices vary depending on the 
discipline and the time frame in which the work should be delivered. The companies also 
have seasonal discounts as well as discounts for regular customers and group orders. One 
of my informants had gone to an office with ten of her classmates, which had qualified 
them for a discount. The low price of the term papers reflects the degree of competition, 
as well as the quality of services offered. Informants had experiences of ordering work 
which did not pass the plagiarism test or had many obvious mistakes. Instead of relying 
on the services of the companies and offices, students can also use their networks to find 
a person who can write them a paper. One of my informants, who had been writing 
dissertations and term papers by order for seven years, had never advertised herself but 
people had found her through word of mouth.  
 
 
3.3 Interviews  
 
It is afternoon, the time when classes end and students are flowing down to the main street 
from the direction of one of the main building of one of the universities. I bump into two 
students I know, Arthur and Irina8, and we start talking. Coincidentally, I have sent them 
both a message earlier this morning, asking help with finding interviewees, this time 
specifically with someone who has experience of buying a term paper. We discuss the 
question and to my surprise, Arthur starts approaching familiar faces from the crowd of 
students passing by. “Hey, did you write yourself or buy?”, he asks from people, some of 
whom he obviously does not know too well, and at least to me, look quite confused. Ira 
                                                      
8 All the names in the thesis are pseudonyms. I have also changed some other personal details 
to protect the anonymity of the informants (see chapter 3.4). 
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and I observe him from the side the street, quite astonished. After approaching several 
people, finally one girl in high heels and a fur answers that she had “half” bought. Arthur 
introduces us and we agree to meet for an interview.  
 
The aforementioned anecdote is illustrative of the way I found my informants, who were, 
overall, a mixed crowd. They included students of law, natural sciences, computer 
sciences, engineering, social sciences, humanities, medicine and business. The biggest 
part of the informants were bachelor students, but I also interviewed some masters and 
PhD-students, teachers, people writing work for sale and other young people who had 
already graduated but were interested in sharing their views with me. In more detail, my 
material from Kazan consists of twenty-nine recorded interviews, out of which majority 
were one-on-one interviews and five with two or three participants. Interviews were 
mostly semi-structured as I had a set of themes I usually covered, but they were also open 
for taking the discussion further into directions that surfaced during the interview or were 
relevant in the case a this specific interviewee. Informants interviewed include twenty 
undergraduate students and two students studying in tekhnikum9. Eleven informants had 
already finished their undergraduate degrees, some having continued to pursue masters 
or PhD and some already having worked for several years. Two of the three informants 
writing work on sale, were doing their PhD. I had two interviews with teachers and some 
consultations with local scholars10.  
 
I also draw from casual discussions I had with people on the theme. The informants 
included both girls and boys, people from Kazan and other cities, and a couple of students 
from near abroad. Some of my informants were people I knew from the time of my 
exchange. Some others I found through events organized in a café, which gathers a 
specific kind of audience of active young people, and through other hobbies. I did not 
have any strict criteria for choosing the informants and thus coincidence played a great 
role. Such an approach might seem like a chaotic one, but it had positive aspects: not 
focusing on any certain group of informants allows me to identify traits that were common 
                                                      
9 Tekhnikum is a post-secondary non-university vocational education institution (NIC ARaM Ministry of 
Education RF: 2013). I will include the interview because one of the theme of the discussion was equally 
relevant and one of participants was studying in university.  
10 Before heading to the field, I had four preliminary interviews in Helsinki, the interviewees being 
chosen solely based on them having experience of the Russian higher education system. I will not refer to 
these interviews, but similar attitudes expressed in the interviews of buying as a “personal choice” 
indicate that the main points of the thesis might be generalizable across different regions, cities and 
institutions, even if the scope of the phenomenon would vary. 
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across disciplines and for people in different positions. It was also dictated by my topic: 
I could only hope that I would be able to conduct interviews not only with students who 
write themselves, but also with students who had bought work.  
 
It is important to note that despite their heterogeneous disciplinary backgrounds, the 
informants did have similarities, which are of significance. Firstly, all of them studied – 
or had studied – full-time in state institutions. This already rules out two groups of 
students that were generally portrayed as most likely to buy by the informants: those of 
private commercial institutions11 and those attending evening courses in either public or 
private institutions. These two groups are not small is size: 2012 Russia had 1,24 million 
students studying in private institutions and almost a half of all the students are enrolled 
in evening or distance learning programs (Golunov 2014: 447; Balzer 2011: 3). Despite 
such similarities, I would further suggest that my average informant was not an average 
student even for a full-time student in a state institution. The people I have come to know 
during my stays in Kazan were very active outside their studies, many were studying 
languages and many of them spent time in a café that is known for gathering a young and 
creative crowd. Some had experience of studying abroad for some period and a few were 
hoping to continue their studies in Europe or in the US. Most of my informants studied 
on so called budget places in government institutions, meaning that they received a free 
education, which was usually connected to demonstrated good academic performance in 
earlier studies. However, the number of “budget places” radically varies between 
different disciplines12 and for example the students I interviewed majoring in business or 
related disciplines often paid fees. In general, students portrayed those paying for their 
education more likely to buy, even if many noted that no conclusions should be drawn 
simply based on this fact.  
 
Out of the twenty undergraduate students I interviewed13, at least six had experience of 
buying term papers and one was contemplating whether to buy her dissertation or to write 
herself at the time of the interview. In addition, few other interviewees had experience of 
buying smaller tasks. As will become clear later on the thesis, the fact that student does 
                                                      
11 It should be noted in making the distinction between state and private institutions that there are also a 
few prestigious private universities, considered amongst the best in the country.  
12 As Volokhonskiy and Sokolov (2013) note, often most popular disciplines have also the fewest budget 
places as universities seek to maximize their income. 
13 These included also interviews with informants who did not write term papers, such as the students of 
medicine.  
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not buy, does not mean that the student’s work would necessarily be original as copying 
from the internet is also common. In comparison to those writing mainly themselves, 
those buying came across as a much more varied crowd, about which it is difficult to 
make generalizations. It is noteworthy that out of those buying, many had done so without 
really planning ahead. This sets them apart from the segment of students who enter higher 
education “because they have enough earnings so that they can buy everything” 
(Leont’yeva 2004: 123)14. My study is not a quantitative one, but based on my material I 
would say that the commonness of buying varies not only between institutions by also 
within them, even significantly between different groups studying in the same year15.  
 
 
3.4 Limitations of the data and ethical concerns  
 
I cannot say whether the interviewees felt nervous about the interviews beforehand, but 
as an anthropology student doing research for the first time in her life in another country 
in a foreign language, I can from my own point of view imagine the possible conflict 
between the desire to make a good impression and the rather ambivalent nature of the 
topic. Despite the relative normalization of the phenomenon, the theme was still 
somewhat sensitive as it went against the official rules and “the ideal” and I assume that 
the reflection provoked by the interviews was not always pleasant for the informants. On 
the other hand, for some informants the interviews seemed like an important chance to 
bring forth their point of view. Additionally, the phenomenon was “normal” enough to 
talk about in the interviews and even potential exposures would have been unlikely to 
cause serious consequences. Nevertheless, I feel my responsibility as an outsider coming 
to study a theme that could potentially cause harm for the informants, either directly in 
terms of breaking the anonymity, or indirectly by being turned into a sensationalist 
account of problems in Russian higher education. I have done my best to present and 
contextualize the cases in this study as fully as possible to do justice to the nature of the 
phenomenon. All the names and other details that might result to the recognition of the 
                                                      
14 That is, I am not focusing on students who would have entered higher education just in order to get the 
certificate and would be buying all their work, exams or whole semesters. As my informants pointed out, 
many of them opt for the evening or part-time studies or studies in private, commercial institutions. 
However, for example Leont’yeva points out, that the need to get an exemption from the military service 
requires that the student studies in full-time, which has also created more demand for buying “the whole 
package” (2006: 8). Only one of my informants did not attend classes on regular basis, which was the 
case with the majority of his classmates. This he portrayed as a result of disappointment with the quality 
of studies, not his initial intention. Some other students bought work regularly as a study strategy. 
15 Students can be divided into groups based on their entrance points or whether they study in budget or 
paid places, which might result in grouping the academically stronger students together into one group. 
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informants have been changed and I do not specify the names of the institutions where 
the informants studied, even if they might be recognizable from the context. As my study 
is not a case study of a certain institution or faculty and the concerns are rather general 
than specific, I consider this to be acceptable.  
 
I received a lot of positive feedback and encouragement, but also a few critical enquiries 
about the point of studying such a theme. Like a good friend told me, “Then people in 
Finland will know that we have such a problem, but so what? ---Maybe if you could 
suggest some sort of a model for the solution of the phenomenon…”. I took such remarks 
seriously. Haller and Shore note in relation to anthropological study of corruption Ernest 
Gellner’s words about studying patronage: ‘we may as well admit that the subject appeals 
to our political voyeurism. We like to observe a political relationship which we suspect 
of being illicit’ (Gellner 1977: 1, quoted in Haller & Shore 2005: 8). My friend’s 
suggestion also reflected the frustration about the existence of the phenomenon: the vast 
majority of the informants seemed to be more than aware of the problems in higher 
education – and perhaps their possible solutions – but were still pessimistic about the 
possibility that such problems would be solved anywhere in the near future. However, 
one of the reasons why I wanted to study a theme related to informal practices had to do 
with my surprise of how corruption was a problem people were well aware of and also 
publicly discussed, but how this seemed to do little good in terms of any concrete reforms 
that would address the causes of the problem. However, studying the phenomenon 
qualitatively is important, as it can draw attention to factors that quantitative studies 
cannot detect and provide understanding that is of a wider relevance and applicability. 
 
Despite my own shyness stemming from studying problems of “others”, my outsiderness 
did have clear advantages. As I was not studying in any local institution, I did not need 
to think about the risks related to my topic or what my institution’s administration or PR-
team might think about the topic. In addition, as Russia is often termed to be a low-trust 
society (Kuznetsov & Kuznetsova 2008), trusting an outsider might have in fact been 
easier. Further, I was not a total outsider: I had studied in exchange in Kazan before, 
which meant that I already had contacts and people who knew me in the city and also 
introduced me to people they knew. People readily helped me by agreeing to meet up for 
interviews despite being busy with their own lives and projects. Nobody refused an 
interview and those who did not reply my requests were only few. I was also supported 
by a local scholar in my choice of topic.  
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The outsider view was also helpful in formulating research questions. Having some 
experience of the Russian higher education system, on the one hand, but coming from a 
very different institutional background, I had the benefit of comparing the differences of 
the systems. Informants were also very keen on asking about the Finnish system, which 
also forced me to reflect on how I would myself answer the kind of questions I was giving 
– or in several cases, being asked back. I also ran into frustration when trying to explain 
why buying, in my opinion, would make little sense in the Finnish education system. A 
good example is my discussion with a student, who asked whether I could imagine that 
my professor could write a thesis for someone. I started my negation by explaining that 
she has very little time, to which he said “But writing such a text wouldn’t take a long 
time for a professor!”. Such comparisons together not only caused reflection, but also 
pointed to also my own feeling of inability to convey to informants only verbally why the 
systems were different. The frustration also points to the importance of participant 
observation – which my research had a limited amount – to gain experience of the daily 
contexts in which practices are normalized. However, the experience I had of studying in 
exchange was of crucial help here. Another limitations of interviews is that they do not 
capture the naturally occurring discourse on the topic, even if interviews with more than 
one participant were somewhat useful in this respect.  
 
Comments above also point to an aspect that is important to mention: even if my focus 
does not involve dealing with comparative ethnographic accounts of education from other 
countries it is worth emphasizing that the market of academic work, informal practices or 
corruption in higher education are in no way specifically Russian phenomena and much 
has been written especially about the latter two in social sciences (as one of the numerous 
examples see Hallack and Poisson 2007). However, the comparative ethnographic 
material is present in my thesis through concepts informed by ethnographic fieldwork. 
As my approach is to examine different structural, political, economic and social forces 
that act upon the students and their hierarchical organization in time and place, my 
account is an unessentializing one. Further, gender, class, ethnicity or other factors related 
to identification are not central to my approach.  
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4 Context: institutional changes in higher education 
 
In this chapter, I look at how some standard accounts of how students accounted for the 
existence of the phenomenon of buying term papers and dissertations. I then contextualize 
these with respect to the radical institutional changes that have taken place in higher 
education in post-Soviet times and that have led to education partially entering a new 
“regime of value” (Reeves 2005: 12), that of money, and a creation of mass market for 
education. I argue that higher education institutions have become more vulnerable to the 
logic of the markets due to the dependency on fee-paying students. However, instead of 
total commodification, I argue that buying has not become legitimate in the eyes of many 
of my informants, who understood the structure to be “not right” and that the values of 
learning coexist with values external to the content of education. This multiplicity of 
value logics or double structures results in an uncertainty, which the students need to deal 
with and that needs to be theoretically addressed.  
 
4.1 Students studying for the sake of the certificate vs. students studying for the sake of 
knowledge? 
 
When asked why students bought term papers and dissertations informants typically 
connected the phenomenon to the perception that there were large amounts of students 
not oriented towards their studies in higher education, which was further connected to the 
idea that anyone could enter higher education if they paid. Farida, 19, who studies 
international relations, describes the situation accordingly:  
The students are absolutely not motivated to study, even if the teacher --- puts in 
effort, the bigger part >of the students@ pay for their studies a lot of money16 --- 
and they are despite this not interested at all, not motivated, they don’t have any 
interest to begin with. --- of course there are students who are studying on budget 
places --- and who find it interesting to sit in the lectures, to take part in the 
scientific activities, conferences and so on. There are some but very few.  
 
Alexey, 19, who studies social sciences, describes the situation in a similar vein: 
--- getting into Russian universities today is relatively easy, partly because of the 
paid section. People go, not because they want to study, but because their parents 
told them to or because it’s prestigious…you just need to study formally, and you 
can tell that if you study in a certain university that brings you a certain status and 
the end goal is getting a diploma.  
 
                                                      
16 See p. 20 of the thesis on paid and “budget” places in universities.  
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However, in addition to connecting the amount of demotivated students to the idea that 
anyone could pay their way in, students also talked of the way higher education had 
simply turned into a standard alternative and the pressures for getting one. Irina, 21, 
explains that  
Most of the people go to university because they have to. Because it seems that if 
you don’t have a higher education, you will never become anyone. Even though 
while studying we come to understand that education won’t be a guarantee of 
employment, that we would be immediately given a profession and a salary. --- 
as if after school you have to go to the university, that’s normal. It you don’t go, 
that is already something strange, something bad.  
 
Guzel, 30, comments on the lack of higher education: “In Russia, not to have a higher 
education is like --- not finishing school elsewhere in the world, it’s something really bad, 
right? Well, in Russia the same goes for university. --- It’s like you wouldn’t be a whole 
person (polnotsennyi). No matter if you’ll ever need this diploma in your life!”.  
 
Even if students also raised several additional reasons for attending higher education – 
such as meeting girls or good fiancés, making useful contacts for the future and avoiding 
the army (not an insignificant factor for the boys) or prestige –, which did not really have 
to do with the contents of the education itself, the dominant explanation for attending 
higher education raised by the informants to explain the high number of disinterested 
students was that it was simply the standard choice, diverting from which would be 
viewed in negative terms. The necessity of the higher education certificate was also 
visible in comparing it to official documents. Kristina, 25, who is continuing her studies 
in a master’s programme and has experience of both teaching and writing work on sale 
notes: 
The certificate today is above all a formality, like a copy of a passport, a bank 
statement. That is, the certificate has been devalued---, it doesn’t have a value, 
unless it’s a certificate from HSOE17 or Saint Petersburg State University.  
 
Kristina was not alone among the informants in comparing the higher education 
certificate to passport or anketniye dannyie, information to be filled in a form. However, 
as visible from Kristina’s remark, the perceived necessity of the certificate 
simultaneously implied the devaluation of higher education certificate. According to 
Kristina certificate only shows that “one made a conscious choice of not just competing 
                                                      
17 One of Russia’s leading and largest universities. 
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for a position lowest of the low position, but managerial”. Kristina, who was pursuing a 
career as a researcher, did not consider certificate to be an adequate symbol of learning 
or skills, dissociating her experience and education from the actual certificate: “I take a 
very cold attitude towards my certificate, because it wasn’t important for me to get a 
certificate but to get experience and an education”. In addition to considering certificate 
not to be indicative of actually studying and learning, informants also expressed the 
disparity between the skills required in work life and those that the higher education 
provides. Arthur, 19, answered the question about what he thinks employers think about 
higher education that:   
You go to work and you don’t need your education at all for the work you do, 
but you must have something to show that you studied ---. So you can’t just go 
and work, even if you don’t need the knowledge, you must have a document to 
show them.  
 
The perceived necessity of the certificate, together with the dissociation of skills it 
provided for work life, was manifested in division students often made into those who 
came to university for the of sake of knowledge and those who came in order to get a 
certificate. The previous group were those who had entered university because they 
wanted to study, were interested in their subject and often were also portrayed as having 
a plan for the future. Those studying for the sake of the certificate were portrayed as 
having no interest in continuing their studies further and as unlikely to work in a 
profession directly linked to their studies – and more likely to buy. Such an approach to 
education finds its expression in a set of standard expressions and phrases, such as 
“studying dlya galochki”18, “study in order to get a korochka”19 and referring to higher 
education certificate as bumazhka20, a diminutive form of Russian word for ‘paper’.  
 
Despite the rather cynical view the informants took in describing the meaning and state 
of higher education today, both Kristina and Arthur point out that for the older generations 
higher education has different associations. Kristina tells that for her family living in the 
countryside it is important that she is the first person in the family with a higher education. 
                                                      
18 Studying for the sake of formality, in order to “tick a box”. The phrase refers to Soviet time task lists 
on the wall at work, where people needed to mark the task they had completed. 
19 Korochka has become a synonym for the certificate and is a diminutive referring to the case holding the 
diploma, awarded in graduation. 
20 One student mentioned the verses “without bumazhka - you’re poo, with bumazhka – a person”. The 
verses are modified from those by the Soviet poet Vasily Ivanovich Lebedev-Kumach (original version 
goes “without bumazhka - you’re a bug---”) and refer to the power given to documents even to the 
existence of proving the existence of a person. 
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Arthur tells how his grandfather was the only one in his class from school who continued 
on to getting a higher education. As Lenar, 19, describes:  
 
In the Soviet Union higher education was --- respected. Parents were left with a 
memory, that university is a cool thing, and therefore they want their children to 
get a higher education. >Thinking@ ‘I could not get a higher education myself back 
in the days --- but I can provide one for my son’.  
 
Students accounts of large amounts of unmotivated students entering higher education 
and the role of money in this point to the fast-paced changes that have taken place in the 
Russian higher education system in post-Soviet times and that in turn reflect the radical 
socio-economic transformations related to the fall of the Soviet Union. After the fall of 
the Soviet Union governments throughout the former socialist bloc introduced a variety 
of new policies, which were to facilitate the transition to capitalism, following the advice 
of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (Phillips 2005: 437; Hemment 
2009: 39). The rupture with the past was established most infamously with the so called 
“shock therapy”, involving the rapid privatization of state enterprises and disintegration 
of state support systems. The period was defined by the withdrawal of the state in several 
sectors and by the chaotic nature of the privatization process, with old institutions 
disintegrating and new ones not being yet at place (Humphrey 2002: xvii). In the Soviet 
times higher education system had been centrally controlled and, for example, the number 
of students in different disciplines was decided in the State Plan (Volokhonskiy & 
Sokolov 2013). As Reeves notes, the educational system was in a way very much part of 
the Soviet planned economy with its focus on producing cadres and prescriptive curricula 
(2005: 11). As a consequence of the post-Soviet de-regularization, the establishment of 
private educational institutions functioning on commercial basis was made legal and state 
institutions, which were largely left on their own devise to search for alternative sources 
of funding, started collecting fees from their students. According to Golunov, since 2002 
the number of students paying for the education has exceeded the number of those who 
did not (2014: 451). Paradoxically then, as Golunov notes, Russian higher education 
system expanded in the 1990s despite the severe economic crises (2014: 365-377): 
whereas in the 1990 there were 514 higher education institutes, in 2000 the number was 
already 965 and in 2010 reached 1115 (RSFSSS 2016)21. The rise is even more notable 
because of the diminishing number of young people due to the “demographic hole” of the 
                                                      
21 The rise is mainly explained by the establishment of private higher education institutions.  
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post-Soviet period (Golunov 2014: 220). Today Russian higher education system is one 
of the largest in the world, both by the number of students and higher education institutes, 
the country scoring third in the list of countries with the largest share of working age 
population with higher education (ibid.: 221).  
 
4.2 Commercialization of higher education: is education turning into a service? 
 
The move away from the Soviet system meant that services, which were previously 
provided by the state free of charge, became a subject of new kind of calculation (Reeves 
2005). Humphrey writes that the “idea that housing, social services, transport, education 
and so forth might be paid for at the cost of producing them never entered people’s heads, 
if only because there was no way to know how much this cost was” (Humphrey 2002: 
131, quoted in Reeves 2005: 11). Thus, as Reeves notes, after the fall of the Soviet Union 
higher education together with many other previously state provided services become a 
subject of new kinds of calculations, “entered a new regime of value” (2005: 11). This, 
writes Reeves, “necessitated new practices of ethical discrimination – a radical 
reconfiguration of the boundaries between ‘legitimate’ and ‘illegitimate’ ways to obtain 
an education” (ibid.). One of the ways the process has been contested by professionals in 
the educational sector are the outcries of education turning into a “service”, access to 
which can be bought. For example, Nizamova writes, that whereas in the Soviet times 
higher education was highly valued and considered a means of personal development, 
today education has become a commodity, and the relations between the faculty staff and 
the students have become commercialized (2011: 613). Concerns about education turning 
into a service are not simply a reaction to the introduction of fees, but should be 
understood in a context where education has become to an extent commodified (Reeves 
2005: 17). For example, Anna, 24, a student of marketing, estimates that half of her course 
mates buy their term papers and tells that they are not afraid of being suspended: “Well, 
we just have a fully commercial department. And it’s as if everything is already bought. 
You need to be a complete idiot to be kicked out. If you do something, you will get 
through”. Anna’s remark reflects the way the dynamics in higher education have changed 
in the post-Soviet circumstances. With the introduction of fee-based tuition in higher 
education, students emerged as an important source for income also for the state 
institutions. The establishment of the so called “money follows students” –policy, 
according to which state institutions are allocated money based on the number of students 
they manage to attract, has further promoted the dependence of the higher education 
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institutions on the number of students, and the institutions needs to reimburse the state, if 
they expel students (Denisova-Schmidt 2016: 131). In addition, the high number of 
education institutes in comparison to the number of high school graduates accentuates the 
competition for the students, which has led to Volokhonskiy and Sokolov (2013) 
conclude, that students have turned into the “dominant group” of post-Soviet university. 
Reeves describes the situation accordingly:  
 
--- the dependence of universities upon their fee paying students represents a 
complete rupture of the logic of student-as-apprentice and turns him/her into 
student-as-consumer. The student expects to receive good grades and a diploma 
at the end of his/her studies for no other reason than simply having paid his/her 
dues – a situation which represents a dramatic threat to the integrity of the 
educational process (2005: 15). 
 
As Golunov notes, it is not in the short term interests if the higher education institutes to 
start vigorously searching for cases of cheating and plagiarism, as this might lead to a fall 
in the university ranking lists and losing financial support from the state and paying 
students (2009: 250). Accordingly, instead of leading into true reform, publicity pressures 
universities face in their competition for students and state support might lead to hiding 
the problems instead of guarding the integrity of educational process. It becomes clear 
from my own data that very few courses of action are available to teachers if they suspect 
a term paper of not being the work of the student. In practice teachers could either demand 
the student to bring another, self-written paper – in which case they risk of receiving and 
checking yet another bought one under strained time conditions – or give the student the 
lowest passing grade.  
 
It is worth raising the question how legitimate buying has become in such circumstances. 
In the case of Kyrgyzstan Reeves writes that commodification of education had taken 
place to such an extent that her informant placed her payment for the term papers “within 
the same ethical category as payment for university tuition” (2005: 7). Writing of Russian 
higher education, Leont’yeva argues that shadow practices have gained some kind of 
legitimacy, as students reflexively make decisions to use them (2004: 123–4). Regarding 
my own data, informants repeatedly referred to buying as a “personal choice” or 
“everyone’s own business”. For example, Ira, 28, who has already been working for 
several years after attending several institutions – but not finished any of her degrees – 
took a very pragmatic attitude: 
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To me it seems that as a rule when it comes to moral concerns or conflicts – if you 
set out to buy a dissertation – in principle they don't exist. You either buy it or you 
don't. If you don't buy it, you're interested in what you study and you have time. 
If you know that you aren't going to work in the field of your studies and you need 
a certificate...you have money...you don't have time, you buy it. That is...I don't 
know people, who would have experienced some sort of difficulties with buying 
a dissertation. That is, if there's a possibility and there's a necessity, then why not. 
But I, for example, wouldn't do this, because I usually do [study] what I'm 
interested in and what I like. That is, to waste time on something that isn't 
interesting isn't an option.  
 
In such accounts, buying does emerge as a choice responding to the individual student’s 
needs, interests and plans. However, the majority of my informants expressed a negative 
attitude towards buying, even if refusing to denounce buying in principle because 
“different kinds of cases exist”. Alexey, 19, who is very enthusiastically aiming for an 
academic career and actively participating in conferences, replies to a question about his 
reactions to the fact of some students write themselves and others buy their papers that 
 
In me arises a displeasure towards the Russian education system. That it’s being 
devalued. And that’s why a person who has money can get a diploma. I think that 
this isn’t right. There should be a strong selection process, so that diplomas would 
be given to real (real'nyye) people, who served, and not every person, not 
everyone on the line. Can you imagine, for example, that in Oxford, some sort of 
random (levyy) person, who would just have money, would get a diploma? That 
couldn’t be. You’d be kicked out during the first semester. We don’t have that. 
I’m specifically displeased about the education system. And so it is all the same 
to me (i tak mne bez raznitsy).  
 
 
Alexey expresses his dissatisfaction with the education system and evaluates the act of 
students buying within that system. Thus framing the decision to buy as an “individual 
choice” is a fact connected to the realities of the higher education and the problems 
perceived in them. The system was perceived as not doing quite what it should. 
 
 
4.3 Broken structure, double structures?  
 
I have sought to demonstrate above that the post-Soviet de-centralization and 
accompanying partial commercialization of higher education have resulted in creation of 
uncont-rolled educational mass market and resulting in elements of commodification in 
Russian higher education system. The dependency of state institutions on students as a 
source of income has contributed to this development. An indication of this are students’ 
accounts of higher education certificate, highly valued in Soviet times, having now turned 
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into a formality or “information to be filled in a form”. Following Turner, Graeber writes 
that in every value system there is a tendency for the fetishization for whatever acts as a 
symbol of value for that system, that the socially recognized “concrete material medium 
of value realization” seems to generate the power it embodies and therefore the reason 
for completing these actions in the first place (2013: 225). The disassociation of skills 
from the certificate and the possibility of “buying” a higher education have resulted in 
the weakened symbolic power of the certificate to represent the value of learning. 
However, this does not mean that the values of learning and education would have ceased 
to exist. Instead of denouncing the whole Russian education system as commodified and 
corrupt, or just the opposite, ignoring the problems, what needs to be addressed is the 
following crucial point coming out of informants’ accounts: there are several logics of 
value at play within the Russian higher education system, which results in  a kind of 
structural uncertainty. How students deal with this uncertainty and how it affects their 
ideas of the value of writing oneself in the topic of the following chapters.  
 
 
5 Structures and ideals: bridging the gap  
 
 
In the sections that follow, I seek to demonstrate why buying becomes represented as a 
“personal choice” by directing my attention to more concrete examples of how students 
navigate the structures of higher education. The ethnographic fact of buying helps to root 
students’ discourses in the realities of higher education, away from the realm of the ideal, 
and to reflect upon the gap between the normative and practice. In addition to looking at 
what the student ‘did’, I consider it important to look at the way students portrayed their 
choice and rationalized it. I am thus following Lambek in his call to look at not only the 
advice given for his generation of prospective fieldworkers “to distinguish what people 
say from what people do”, but to break this further into distinguishing “what they say 
they do from what they say ‘one does’ or ‘one should do’”, looking at how people 
themselves address possible gaps (2016: 6). Such an approach allows investigating 
possible conflicts between students’ expectations and experiences and is useful for 
considering a situation where something is “normal”, but not “normative” (Kruglova 
2016: 21). In considering informants’ own evaluations between the normative and 
practice, I draw from Yurchak’s (2005) account on performativity in the late Soviet 
Union, asking whether buying necessarily implies the absence of the ideal or value it 
formally violates. Useful here I have found Gregory’s approach of considering fact and 
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norm as “parts of a dialectical unity mediated by value”, instead of the seeing values as 
“equated with ought, the norm or moral, and separated from is, the fact” (1997: 7).  
 
Importantly, I address through concrete example the social nature of value, how acts 
become or are experienced as meaningful by the actors. As Graeber notes, “insofar as 
value is social, it is always a comparison; value can only be realized in other people’s 
eyes” (2013: 227). Thus, even if the informants’ accounts emphasizing individual’s 
“need” or “choice” give the impression of an engagement in a rational cost-benefit 
analysis, explanations relying on individual motivation are inadequate. Such theoretical 
considerations allow for a more nuanced look at the explanations informants made in the 
previous section. A case at hand is the division students made into those who study for 
the sake of knowledge and those who study for the sake of the certificate. The division 
seems quite straightforward, but its self-evident character is misleading.  As such it 
assumes that the students would be aware of their goals and plans when they enter higher 
education, which is hardly the case for the majority of 17-year-olds – and which students 
themselves recognized by agreeing that having a higher education is a standard option. 
Further, the division assumes a clear separation between inner and outer motivation and 
therefore fails to account for how structures direct meaningful agency (Mahmood 2005).  
 
I begin the chapter by asking the question whether buying necessarily implies the absence 
of academic values of learning, as the division into students who study for the sake of 
certificate and students who study for the sake of knowledge might imply. I then enquire 
into structures of higher education as “an arena for realization of value” (Graeber 2013: 
226), looking at objectification of value, or rewards, in higher education. After this, I look 
at how students connected education to their ideas of future and what kind of skills are 
required and rewarded in society and consider how rationalizing one’s behaviour by 
drawing from available discourses on valuable action in society can result in becoming a 
self-fulfilling prophecy. Finally, I will look at how buying enabled or disabled students 
from pursuing things they found meaningful or important in life and how such 
considerations of value can be related to time.  
 
 
 
5.1 Ideal and fact: the question of performativity 
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As mentioned above, in this chapter I will address Yurchak’s (2005) account on 
performative shift in the late Soviet Union. In his account Yurchak points out the 
prevalence of dichotomies such as oppression and resistance, state and people, public self 
and private self, second economy and first economy in both scientific and journalistic 
literature dealing with the Soviet Union (ibid., 5). Such accounts often present Soviet 
person as either without agency or with schizophrenic tendencies – internally resisting, 
outwardly complying. According to Yurchak such accounts are affected by their 
situatedness – either as external or posthumous to Soviet Unions – and informed by an 
assumption that socialism was experienced by people as something bad or immoral 
(2005: 5, 16). Combining archival material such as letters and diaries with interviews he 
attempts to provide an alternative picture of how people experienced everyday socialism 
(ibid.: 6). Drawing from John Austin’s (1965) speech act theory Yurchak argues that in 
the late Soviet Union took place what he calls a performative shift: as the wooden, 
infinitely replicated language of the authoritative socialist discourse drifted further and 
further away from its constantive, literal meanings, people’s engagement with the 
discourse became primarily performative. That is, people replicated the forms of 
authoritative discourse both in speech and in ritualized acts such as voting, but such acts 
are not to be understood as actors making truth claims, but as action producing certain 
consequences. Important was the felicitousness of the action, that it produced certain 
results, such as in the case of voting the reproduction of the institution and one’s position 
in it, with all the possibilities that followed out of this (ibid.: 18–26). This rendered the 
meanings of the discourse unpredictable, enabling people to pursue meanings and 
projects, which were not always in line with the literal meanings of the socialist discourse, 
while allowing people to deal with the oppressive sides of the system.  
 
I have found Yurchak’s contribution to theorizing the gap between practice and the 
constantive meanings of the discourse useful because it draws attention to the way the 
gap is experienced by the actors themselves. As such, Yurchak provides tools to deal with 
apparent contradictions. As also Lambek has pointed out, interpreting utterances in terms 
of logical contradictions is problematic because actors are engaged in doing things with 
the discourse rather than making truth claims, as the pragmatic school of linguistic 
anthropology – including Austin – has demonstrated (Lambek 2016: 7). The accounts of 
students resonate in many respects with Yurchak’s remarks on performativity such as 
studying formally to gain a certificate in order to pursue other ends in life, not necessarily 
connected to what one studied. However, they also bring forth some of its limitations, 
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which I will address in the coming chapters. This is in my opinion important, because as 
Yurchak writes – and I very much agree – the principle of performative shift did not 
disappear anywhere with the dissolution of the Soviet Union (2005: 296).  
 
5.1.1 “The result is one and same, knowledge will not be added or lost” 
 
 
The students I interviewed can be divided into some rough categories based on the 
ethnographic fact of whether they had bought work and the attitude they took in relation 
to it. Firstly, there were the informants who had not done their work themselves, but did 
not present this as a problem for themselves or indicative of problems in higher education. 
Elvira, 19, studies marketing in her second year and has so far needed to hand in one term 
paper. She took care of the task by getting an old term paper from a girl who had been 
helping her with studies before. Elvira seems to have initially hoped to receive a ready 
piece of work, but instead she needed to revise the old work sentence by sentence in order 
not to get caught in plagiarism check. “But it’s not bad, because I really used my 
intelligence, thought of synonyms…it was a massive amount of work (global’naya 
rabota), as if I would have myself written”, she tells. Elvira estimates having spent two 
weeks redoing the paper, whereas writing from scratch would have taken a month or two. 
She considers that it has always been easier for her to “perfect something, --- rather than 
to do it from the beginning”, the difference being in the process rather than the result: 
“For me it makes no difference, to redo >an old paper@ or to write oneself. The result is 
one and same, knowledge will not be added or lost --- in any case I will read the whole 
thing”.  
 
A similar question of whether buying makes a difference is raised in another interview 
with three friends Laysan, Alfira and Kamilla, all 21, who study humanities in their third 
year. Laysan had ordered her last term paper in an office together with ten of her group 
mates – the more people, the bigger the discount given by the firm. Laysan was at the 
time working and explains that as she did not have time to write so “it was simpler just 
to pay”. However, she had been very unhappy with the bought paper, which included 
both grammatical and factual mistakes. As she did not have enough time before the 
deadline to send the work back to the company to be corrected, she fixed the mistakes 
herself and got the best grade. She considers that the experience was negative: “They 
don’t work with good consciousness, better to write oneself…”. Also Kamilla ended up 
ordering her term paper after her teacher had not accepted the work she had initially 
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handed in. Having three days left to close the semester she turned to a firm for work. 
Their friend Alfira had “half-written herself”, by downloading a couple of papers from 
the internet and combining those. The girls agree that in an ideal case student should write 
herself. However, they differ on whether this makes a difference in terms of skills:  
 
Roosa: --- does buying affect the level of the knowledge of the student? 
Laysan: To me seems, that yes. Better to study---. 
Alfira: But you do read what you buy! 
Laysan: Well, but it does not affect your knowledge in the same way in 
comparison to if you’d research, understand, copy, gather.  
 
Alfira, who like Elvira states that buying does not make a difference in terms of 
knowledge, emphasises that all information is anyways taken from the internet: “Even 
the teachers, who write the works students buy, take material from the internet. --- It’s 
the same when you do yourself”.  
 
How should one understand Alfira’s and Elvira’s statements about writing oneself or 
buying as not making a difference? I suggest that it is worth reflecting seriously upon why 
some students considered this to be the case (Reeves 2015: 6–7), instead of seeing such 
statements through moralistic lenses as simple dissimulations. Firstly, I suggest that they 
can be better understood if placed within a context of a certain kind of pedagogical 
tradition. As Reeves points out, Soviet higher education emphasized “the acquisition of 
factual material --- rather than its critical, analytical assessment in the manner celebrated 
by Western theorists of liberal education, and a rigid hierarchical distinction between the 
student and teacher” (2005: 15). The classroom-heavy curricula, Reeves writes, 
“naturally de-emphasizes individual research work in favour of a more passive and 
prescriptive approach to learning: there simply isn’t the time in the student’s week 
actively to assimilate, assess and critically reflect upon the material presented in the 
classroom, let alone to develop new ideas and positions in the form of individual research 
papers” (ibid.: 15–6). Importantly, following Thompson (2003) she argues that “such 
institutional and structural factors entail a totally different role for the student than that 
typically encountered in the West: concepts such as ‘peer review’, ‘plagiarism’, and 
‘critical thinking’, which draw upon a particular philosophy of education and model of 
the student–teacher relationship, take on profoundly different associative lives when they 
are transferred to a context in which students are not presumed to possess the credentials 
independently to review, author, or criticize” (ibid.: 11).  
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Reeves’s remarks are crucial for understanding the case at hand and suggest several 
fruitful openings for discussions on plagiarism involving differing ideas of property and 
different academic traditions. It is not possible, however, in the scope of my thesis to 
engage more fully with sociological and anthropological literature on plagiarism here 
(e.g. Blum, 2009; Buranen, 1999; LaFollette, 1992). Nevertheless, it is important to note 
that the lack of knowledge and understanding about academic writing, which I consider 
in part to reflect the lack of resources (Golunov 2014) and the divergence of reality from 
the official requirements and descriptions (Reeves 2003), no doubt plays a significant 
role. When the rules are not clearly established and students’ main motivation for doing 
the work is to pass formally no matter how, the process of composing the text might 
become completely detached from its official purpose. This is even more notable in the 
cases where buying does not emerge so much as a matter of calculated planning, but a 
confused process, which could involve work with the bought papers, starting to write 
oneself and ending up buying, combining copied works from the internet and so on.  
 
I will deal in more detail with the detached meaning of writing from the original purpose 
in chapter 5.2.2, but for now I would like to focus on another aspect; even if the case is 
that doing oneself and buying are not seen as so different in terms of result (the same 
amount of information will be gained anyways), this is still quite different from 
understanding that students are supposed to write themselves. It is also important to note 
that the question of buying or writing oneself is not one of either or. Irina, 21, told me she 
thinks there are almost no students for whom writing oneself would be a strict principle: 
“everyone knows, that in an extreme case one can buy”. Vova, 19, who studies 
engineering, told that he occasionally buys work, due to lack of time. There were also 
students who said they could not imagine buying their term papers or dissertations, but 
who had bought smaller works in subjects that were not of special interest for them22. 
Igor, 22, student of political sciences, had bought a mathematics task with a group of his 
class mates from a student of another faculty. He describes his attitude to the studies:  
 
There are people, who take seriously all their subjects. I only take such attitude 
to the subjects relating to my major. If the subject is ecology, depending on the 
teacher, I won’t be so serious.  
 
                                                      
22 The Russian higher education system in comparison to the Finnish one very little optionality and a 
wide curriculum, which means that students study several subjects which are not related to their major.   
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Even if students might use buying or copying from the internet as strategies to cope with 
the amount of work, the scale is significant. Like Igor, also Lenar, 19, who studies 
political sciences in the second course and had bought a mathematics test without feeling 
any bangs of bad consciousness, could not consider buying a dissertation or a term paper: 
“I would experience that as demeaning, because I can well write myself. --- I would lose 
respect towards myself”. Thus, even if a student would be ready to buy smaller tasks in 
order to cope with the amount of work, this does not mean that he or she would take a 
similar attitude to buying term papers and dissertations, which are bigger works related 
to student’s major. The question of whether this mattered to oneself was then the question 
implied by “choice”, articulated both by students who wrote themselves and students who 
bought. However, it is not the case that all the students who had experience of buying 
term papers took the question so light-heartedly, which I will demonstrate in the following 
chapter. 
 
 
5.1.2 “It so happened that I bought. I was ashamed of myself, it was a betrayal in 
relation to myself” 
 
 
Elena, 21, and Lyudmila, 22, both had experience of buying term papers. Elena studies 
political sciences in her third year and had bought term papers in both previous years. She 
says that in her first year she had spent a lot of time thinking about whether to change her 
major. However, after realizing that changing would be very difficult as she was studying 
on a budget place, she continued studying, getting steadily good grades with little effort. 
When it came to the time to write the first term paper, Elena was actively involved in 
organizing a major cultural event in her university.  She laid down her priorities, found a 
girl in Vkontakte and chose the topic for the term paper, for which she paid 1000 roubles 
for (around 14 euros at the time of the interview). In her second year, despite intending 
to write herself, the same thing happened and Elena ended up ordering the paper not long 
before her defence. At the time she was already working and therefore short of time. 
 
Lyudmila, who is in the third year of her pedagogy studies, had bought a term paper for 
1800 roubles (25 euros) with two of her class mates in an office in the city. Like Elena, 
Lyudmila had also planned to write herself: the theme for the paper had been chosen quite 
early and she had already started writing. However, she ran out of time and went to order 
work from an office with two other class mates. Lyudmila names the lack of time and 
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laziness as her main reasons for buying, but during the time she was also working in the 
evenings to support herself. She mentions that she “needed” to get the best grade in order 
to qualify for a larger stipend, which she had been receiving so far. However, she did not 
know how to achieve this and so she thought it would be simpler to buy. Despite making 
calculations concerning how much money she would have lost in the case of not receiving 
the stipend, she tells that when the deadline was approaching, she would have been ready 
to use “any sum of money” on the term paper. The process, however, did not go so 
smoothly: Lyudmila did not get the grade she wanted, but teacher gave her two days to 
do the required changes to improve her grade. So in the end Lyudmila rewrote the 
practical part of the paper, working during the nights.  
 
The girls were not the only ones buying work in their classes. According to Lyudmila, in 
her class buying work is like “going for bread” (kak skhodit’ za khlebom23) and people 
discuss it openly. Also Elena was very much aware that she was not the only one buying 
in her class, estimating that ten out of fifteen students bought. Despite students generally 
stating that buying did not involve any internal tensions, Lyudmila and Elena prove that 
this is not always the case. Lyudmila explicitly denies that she would have experienced 
some kind of remorse in relation to her teachers or class mates, taken into account the 
lack of judgment. However, she does admit that buying played on her consciousness and 
was a matter of self-disappointment:  
 
Somewhere inside me there was a small person who said ‘what are you doing?! 
Write yourself!’. --- Term paper is a challenge: you sit and write yourself. Who 
then goes and pays money for this. --- For me it so happened that in any case I 
went and paid. The challenge, which I had set for myself, did not materialize. I 
felt a bit ashamed in front of myself, it was a treason (predatel’stvo) in relation to 
oneself.  
 
In Elena’s account seemed buying came across as a sore point and a kind of contradiction 
to her self-image: 
 
I was ashamed to present the work >in the defence@. Ashamed in front of myself. 
I was always a responsible child, even in school I never – I very rarely copied 
answers from others (spisyvala) --- I was that kind of person, I never put a lot of 
effort into studies, but I got good grades. --- I was made to read a lot when I was 
a child. I have a skill to study, I don’t know how to call it. --- Even if it’s not all 
interesting to study, there are interesting moments. --- I study on a budget place, 
                                                      
23 A proverb meaning that something insignificant or basic is missing, that can be quickly obtained. 
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I’m taking up a place from someone else. --- Buying means that I go to these 
classes and I can’t do this simple thing myself.  
 
Both Lyudmila and Elena, then, differentiated themselves from the people in their classes 
for whom they considered buying did not involve any considerations of the kind. Elena 
observes the big difference between her own class and the other class in her year: 
 
In my group, majority of the students go to classes because they have to. In 
principle I do the same: because I want to graduate. But there are differences 
between us, the fact that I have thought about this >buying@ and they haven’t. --- 
They are…there’s this complete unwillingness to study and perfect oneself. In the 
second group, it’s quite the opposite: there most of the people want to study, --- 
the teachers like them and so on.  
 
Contrasting herself with the attitude of her classmates, the fact of buying sets Elena in a 
group of people she would not like to identify with. Lyudmila, on the other hand, denies 
the existence of scientific value in relation to her own studies, answering to the question 
why students choose to write oneself:  
 
Probably the grade. For us writing a term paper bring no practical meaning. It’s 
one of the tasks at hand: presentation, summary (referat), go through a work 
practice and then term paper. If it would be evaluated differently, if it was a 
beginning to scientific research, but we don’t have this. One finds the material, 
gathers documents, returns it and passes. What is concretely there, no one digs 
into, it’s of no interests to everyone. At least in my group.  
 
She considers that as their teachers do not have the kind of “scientific baggage” they 
could give forward, in contrast to the “spirit of science” she estimates can be found in 
some other faculties. “There is no science”, says Lyudmila, “maybe that is why I take 
such an attitude to the term paper. --- Its level is something equivalent to a summary 
(referat)”. 
 
However, both Elena and Lyudmila are hoping to write themselves in the future. Elena 
says she wants to feel “that she hasn’t spent three years in the university for nothing” and 
show herself that she can write something of good quality. She already has one third of 
the work ready from the work she has done in other classes, she just needs to give time 
for it and “get a grip on herself”:  
 
For me the most important thing is to get over my laziness. I can easily make 
everything myself, but I just haven’t had enough time for this ---. Maybe with this 
I’m just justifying myself---. However, I’ll try this time to make myself. --- It will 
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be a good experience for me and I don’t need to be so ashamed in front of myself. 
I’ll feel much more calm and I can be proud of myself.  
 
Also Lyudmila adds in the end of the interview that she would like to “present herself a 
wish” to write herself in the future:  
 
After all, it is more interesting. You choose the theme yourself, something close 
to you, --- and then you can dig into it, get a bit closer to science, to feel oneself 
like a small researcher. I always had this, that it would be great to sit in the library 
with a big pile of books, make notes, analyse…  
 
The examples of the students prioritizing and formally fulfilling tasks is reminiscent of 
Yurchak’s example of Komsomol secretaries in the late Soviet Union (2005: 100–1). 
Yurchak describes “the little tricks” Komsomol secretaries used to escape from the 
tedious responsibilities of their position to save time for activities they considered 
worthwhile. One such example is how the series of ideological lectures secretaries were 
supposed to organize was only carried out on paper. The higher level officials implicitly 
tolerated such practices, understanding that carrying out all the tasks would have been 
highly consuming. The key is the distinction Yurchak makes into ‘work pure pro forma’ 
and ‘work with meaning’, implying that the secretaries wanted to minimize the effort put 
into meaningless formalities to make taking the best out of the opportunities they found 
interesting in their tasks, such as organizing social and professional activities and 
competitions (ibid.: 93–4). Such meanings were not necessarily in line with the official 
socialist discourse, but neither were they about students resisting socialist values or 
revealing themselves to be opportunists. This was possible, because of the implicit 
agreement that actually such lectures delegated from above were not so important, a waste 
of both members’ and secretaries’ time – an idea with which reader can also easily 
identify with. Also the higher levels implicitly accepted this, understanding that 
completing all the tasks conscientiously would have required inhuman investments of 
time and effort (ibid.: 104).  
 
In contrast to the shared understanding of the relative unimportance of organizing 
ideological lectures, coming back to my own examples, students recognized that attitudes 
towards buying varied. Consider the attitudes of Elvira and Alfira against those expressed 
by Lyudmila and Elena. When asked whether students see buying as a problem, Alfira 
answers: 
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That probably depends on which students. --- There are those who straight-on 
(pryamo) study. For them the main thing is probably that the teacher would check 
and they would write themselves, and then there are those who study to get the 
diploma (radi diploma korochki). We probably take the attitude that it’s more for 
the points (dlya galochki). It’s all the same. Who pays, who doesn’t pay, who 
writes her- or himself, yeah.  
 
Alfira and her two friends say that even if some people do take a bad attitude towards you 
for buying, it is usually personal factors that decide more: “It isn’t important for anyone. 
It’s important to oneself”. Elvira, in turn, considers that it is better not to run around 
telling about the fact that she bought, as buying might cause displeasure among her course 
mates. When asked, she estimates that she has classmates, who do everything themselves: 
“Appears they want to do everything themselves---, if they get a good grade, feel that ‘I 
did this myself’. --- To reach for perfection --- But I have the kind of world view, that it’s 
not so important”. Both Alfira and Elvira thus simultaneously recognize that students 
differ in their attitudes towards studies and that there are those who might take a negative 
attitude to those who bought, while also denying that the choice to buy would in any way 
concern others. Elena and Lyudmila, on the other hand, separated themselves from their 
classmates, who according to them, did not even think about buying and for whom it was 
completely normal. The significant difference, then, is that both Elena and Lyudmila have 
an ideal of university as a place for learning and developing oneself, which the fact of 
buying violated. However, they explained their decision to buy tightly in reference to the 
realities of higher education, which were hard to reconcile with the ideal. Lyudmila 
considers that in her class academic values simply do not exist and Elena struggles with 
her demotivated classmates, while seeing that the students in the other group in her year 
study enthusiastically. 
 
What comes to the question of performativity, then, my point is that one cannot talk of 
performativity without talking about value. Even if students across the spectrum might 
buy occasionally or buy in order to prioritize, there is a difference between students 
engaging with their studies primarily in terms of formalist fulfilment of tasks and those 
who experience dissonance to varying degrees because of such performative engagement. 
Yurchak’s account’s theoretical limitation is that it implicitly relies on consensus of what 
is important and agreement that official discourse was to be engaged with performatively, 
thus leaving aside the kind of dilemmas people might have experienced in this regard. 
The relative irrelevance of constantive meanings, however, has been contested in 
responses to Yurchak’s account. Humphrey (2008) has pointed out in her reply to 
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Yurchak, that the constantive meanings of the late socialist discourse, irrelevant to his 
informants, were in fact important if one takes a bureaucrat’s view. She argues that in 
addition to wooden formulations they also demonstrated ideological battles behind the 
scenes that eventually led to perestroika (ibid.: 6–7). Yurchak does, in fact, acknowledge 
the existence of different positions and that not everyone engaged with the socialist 
discourse primarily performatively. To account for this, he makes a rather unproblematic 
division of normal people, on the one hand, and dissidents and activists, on the other. The 
defining factor was that whereas “normal people” understood that the socialist discourse 
was not to be taken for its truth value, activists and dissidents – despite their opposite 
views – were differentiated by their literal approach to the discourse (2005: 104). Platt 
and Nathans have criticized Yurchak on this point by pointing out that even though he 
rightly critiques accounts based on dichotomies, he ends up painting a picture only 
slightly less reductive (2013: 315). Similarly, the reductive division into students studying 
for the sake of knowledge and students studying for the sake of the certificate does not 
accurately portray the reality of higher education.  
 
 
5.2 Realization of value: arena and motivation 
 
In the coming chapters I further examine the relationship between structures and 
meaningful action, looking at the tension between work done “pure pro forma” and “work 
with meaning” (Yurchak 2005: 93). In order to explore how action becomes experienced 
as meaningful, I will address the question of value from three different angles: motivation, 
arena and objectification of value. What comes to motivation, Ortner (1984) in her 
famous account of practice theory differentiates between three different theories of 
motivation. The first and dominating one is interest theory (ibid.: 151). Interest theory 
assumes an actor rationally going after what he or she wants, which is “what is materially 
and politically useful for them within the context of their cultural and historical 
situations” (ibid.). This is exactly the kind of economizing man Graeber criticizes for 
failing to explain anything and bringing in instead assumptions of human nature (2001: 
8). The second approach is strain theory, which sees actors as reacting to the problems 
the complex situations they find themselves in, thus providing more context for 
understanding the actor’s motives. The third, developmental point of view sees actors “as 
involved in relatively far-reaching transformations of their states of being – of their 
relationships with things, persons, and self” (Ortner 1984: 152). Intrinsic to this 
perspective “is a sense of motive and action as shaped --- by images and ideals of what 
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constitutes goodness – in people, in relationships, and in conditions of life” (ibid.). One 
of the aspects of these theories of motivation which is crucial for my account is the 
question of time. Whereas interest theory sees action in terms of “short-term tactical 
‘moves’” (ibid.), developmental view takes a view of action that extends in time. In the 
coming chapters, I wish to show that one needs to take into account both perspectives and 
see how they work together (Bear 2014; Guyer 2012a&b).  
 
Where does motivation come from then? It is noteworthy, that even if Graeber looks at 
action as the source of value, acts derive their meanings in a social context: “In so far as 
value is social”, points out Graeber, “it can only be realized in other people’s eyes” (2013: 
226). There thus is a need for an audience. In chapter 2, I shortly presented some remarks 
on how anthropologists and social theorists have addressed the question existence of 
different values in society and the relations between them. As Graeber points out drawing 
from Bourdieu’s concept of social field, in addition to internal game for every social field, 
there is also a higher level game, where one value field tries to subsume all the others. 
One more useful insight I will draw from Graeber is that in the ordinary course of things, 
the audience tends to exist in the minds of people, which is most clearly the case when 
talking about society (ibid. 226–8). This has implications, which I will also address in my 
account. In addition to an arena – or structure – for its realization, Graeber’s definition of 
value also draws attention to how value is reflected in some form, both symbolic and 
material in nature (Graeber 2013: 225). Here one can talk of objectification or realization 
of value – or even rewards. This raises questions of does the form or qualities of reward 
matter (Sykes 2013: 110–1) and whether all the actions produce value in the sense that 
can be objectified (Lambek 2013).  
 
 
5.2.1 Classroom as an arena for the realization of value 
 
In this chapter, I consider the most immediate arena of the students for the realization of 
value – that of the classroom. I will consider how the existence of several different logics 
of value (discussed in more detail in chapter 4) contributes to the uncertainty over the 
value of writing oneself. I will specifically look at how this uncertainty resulting in 
multiplicity of criteria of evaluation is established in ritual, which in turn gets reflected 
on the more “official” symbols of value in higher education – grades and the certificate.  
 
Students in several occasions stressed the “normality” of buying. As Lyudmila expressed:  
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We have it so that we copy answers in the exams, that’s normal. --- The same 
thing goes for the term paper, there’s nothing criminal about it ---maybe there’s a 
different approach in the faculty of medicine >but@ at our faculty everything goes 
on loyally, the teacher closes her eyes ---. It’s a shame, because we are studying, 
we came for the knowledge and here the attitude is allowing (popustitel’skoe).  
 
From such statements comes across the lack of control of such practices24, but in addition 
students commented on the general lack of recognition for those writing themselves. As 
Lyudmila states buying does not affect the relations between students in any way and that 
“one’s reputation can rise from singing in the student festival”, not for writing oneself. 
Irina, who we met earlier, commented on the lack of social recognition for writing 
oneself: 
 
One would think that in the university there would be such a thing that those who 
didn’t buy, who didn’t cheat…that they’d be appreciated in some point and they’d 
be told ‘good, good, you studied honestly’ – that will never happen. You as if 
decide for yourself that you will receive knowledge. Not just a diploma and credits 
----. It is as if already your own choice (lichnyy vybor). 
 
Such remarks were also not limited to the students. Aida Faridovna, a professor of 
humanities remarked commented the issue accordingly: “That who writes himself has a 
full right to respect himself. But that doesn’t mean that others will respect him”. Again, 
the talk of choice implies that students should not expect any recognition – other than 
their own interest or gaining skills for the future: buying does not have to do with one’s 
classmates and teachers, but with one’s own relation to oneself25. 
 
Going back to the issue of realization of value, it is worth looking at one of the rituals of 
higher education. As already pointed out in chapter 4, Graeber follows Turner in arguing 
that there is a tendency in every value system for the festishization for whatever acts as a 
symbol of value for that system (2013: 225–6). This means, that the socially recognized 
                                                      
24 The reasons for this are discussed in chapter 4.2. 
25 It is worth noticing, that some informants did also recognize, that in their classes students with good 
grades were esteemed by the students and teachers. For example, Irina who above decries the lack of 
recognition, points out that “there are anyways moments when those who buy feel themselves stupid”. 
Similarly, Elena did tell that while the group opposite in her year is enthusiastic about their studies and 
the favourite of teachers. As Graeber points out, value is also about whose opinion matters (2013: 226). It 
is worth keeping in mind that students focused on their studies are likely to compare themselves with 
those that have similar abilities, not the ones who are clearly not into their studies. Such ideas surfaced 
even in the account of Alsu Talgatovna, a teacher, who told that her colleague had suggested that there 
should be different grading systems for those who actually came to study and those who just came for the 
certificate.  
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“concrete material medium of value realization” – in the case at hand the higher education 
certificate – seems to generate the power it embodies and is therefore seen to be the reason 
for completing these actions in the first place (ibid.). However, students considered that 
all of them will get certificates, no matter how this is achieved. As a consequence, 
certificate had in the eyes of many students seemed to have lost its power to symbolize 
the value of learning, turning instead into a “formality” comparable to a passport.  
 
However, the certificate is only the end result and the value of students’ learning is 
measured throughout the study process, which is important to consider in order to 
understand the devaluation of the certificate itself.  This happens through the score-point 
system in small rituals on everyday basis, but what comes to term papers and dissertations 
an important ritual for evaluation is the defence. In the defence the worth of students’ 
term papers and dissertations is evaluated publicly in front of the teachers and classmates. 
I would argue that defence is a prime example when considering realization of value in 
the classroom, firstly, because of its explicit function to evaluate students’ work and 
secondly, because of its ritualistic nature. Even if such evaluation goes on more everyday 
basis, ritual heightens the consequentiality of acts through the elaboration of formal 
circumstances and heightened felicity conditions, as Lambek argues (2015: 12). 
Anthropological literature on ritual is extensive and I will only refer to in order to 
highlight some of the aspects I consider crucial for the realization of value.  
 
For Durkheim rituals were crucial as moments of “collective ferment”, giving rise to 
powerful collective sentiments and thus as the source of ideals and values (explained in 
Robbins 2015: 221). Bourdieu (2006), in turn, has written about the rituals of institution, 
through which individual’s education is “consecrated” through. As Fumanti explains 
Bourdieu’s thoughts  
 
The examinations, the certificates, the exclusive nature of the educational 
institutions with their rituals of separation--- and their ceremonies invest 
individuals with social and technical competences and contribute to the creation 
of a series of discourses such as narratives of sacrifice, personal achievement, and 
exclusivity that reinforce the role of education as the sine qua non for personal 
distinction (Bourdieu 2006, explained in Fumanti 2006: 86). 
 
In contrast to Bourdieu’s account, in the case of my examples, the uncertainty related to 
the existence of multiple logics of value in higher education, was reflected in the rituals. 
For example, Anna, 24, recounts from an earlier year how the two girls she defended 
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together with got better grades than her, though she had written herself and they had 
bought. She did not tell them anything, despite feeling “angry with the world”. “Well, the 
girls were like that, confident”, she comments. Here the performances of the students who 
had bought their papers were more convincing, thus their work being valued higher. The 
existence of different criteria for evaluation is even more visibly present in the account 
of Natalya, 24, who had studied administration. Natalya says that in her university 
teachers did not the advertise the buy and there was no pressure to do it, but it was known 
that the option was available. It was visible in her defence how some students had paid 
for their work and were given easier questions, whereas others had a “normal defence”: 
 
When we defended our dissertations, there sat the commission and the teacher, 
who had been given money, there was that kind of system, when a person who 
had paid defended, he was told that the dissertation is good and given 
compliments---. And then if a person wrote him- or herself, it was already more 
difficult. They gave you difficult questions. Not in a sense that those who didn’t 
buy would have been tried to get bullied (slit'), --- but that it was just a normal 
defence---.  
 
On the other hand, there were cases when the authority of such rituals was so weak, that 
students had not even read their bought work. This is visible in Elena’s account of the 
defence of her classmate in their first year. Whereas Elena tells that she was ashamed of 
herself for presenting a bought paper and had spent a lot of time working with it to hide 
this fact, her classmate had read his bought paper only half way: 
 
>Elena laughs@ He went on and on. --- Then he was asked to tell what was the core 
idea of his theory. --- He couldn’t say anything. --- One would need to be stupid 
in order not to guess that he had bought his work. It was self-evident to such 
extent. At that moment I was so ashamed of my group and that boy. --- How stupid 
and irresponsible does one have to be in order not to even read the bought paper. 
--- On the one hand it was funny but on the other hand was really sad---. 
 
Elena denounces the lack of control from the side of the teachers: “He passed with a 
three26. --- If already in the first year you are given the idea that ‘guys, you can buy if you 
want---’. Everyone passed no matter what they handed in”27. Elena also notes that there 
are the students who bought their work and then boasted with the grades they got: “It’s 
such a peak of insolence, such a --- disrespect towards the work of others”. The rituals 
                                                      
26 The lowest grade required for passing. 
27 On the other hand, Elena notes that in her second year the criteria were sticker, and there were students 
who did not pass their defence.  
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turn out to confirm the fact that buying or writing oneself really is a “choice”: one will 
pass in any case.  
 
What is visible, then, is the way the felicitousness of the ritual establishes an insecurity 
over the criteria for judgement (Lambek 2015: 28) – either through hiding the possible 
ways that were used for completing it or establishing that in fact that there are no serious 
consequences for such action. Lambek writes of the role of illocutionary action, and 
especially ritual, as establishing criteria for behaviour28. Even if Lambek considers 
following Cavell (1976) that all illocutionary action, such as promises and apologies but 
also daily greetings, establishes such criteria, he presents this to be especially true for 
rituals, which “are marked and deliberate interventions in the stream of practice, 
producing definitive transformations that allow one to speak of before and after” (2015: 
28). In this, Lambek draws from Austin, for whom “rituals act are ones in which 
performativity --- has an explicit and central role” (ibid.: 22). That is, in rituals, more than 
in action of everyday life, utterances have the power to do things (to establish a pair as a 
married couple, a child as a Christian, students as a graduate etc.) by placing people 
publicly under certain criteria. As Lambek points out following Rappaport, this implies 
that rituals reduce the uncertainty related to language, “namely, the fact that we can use 
language both to lie and to imagine alternative worlds and courses of action” (2015: 22). 
In ritual, then, individual motivations are established as secondary “by offering public 
enactments of commitment to particular statements and particular courses of action as 
well as acceptance of the very means that establish such things” (ibid.).  
 
However, in the case of my material what the ritual does is more ambiguous. Instead of 
certainty, the felicitousness of the ritual can through the multiplicity of criteria establish 
uncertainty over the value of writing oneself. Or as Yurchak points out, render the 
constantive meanings of the ritual unpredictable or irrelevant (2005: 106). We can see the 
same phenomenon at play also with regards to plagiarism check, which the faculties of 
many of my informants had started using in recent years. Informants, with whom the topic 
was discussed, tended to agree that instead of encouraging students to write themselves, 
plagiarism control had resulted in more buying, as those prone to copying from the 
                                                      
28 Lambek (2015) views the ethical as internal to all action.  
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internet would now choose to buy29. Students also talked of possible ways of fooling the 
antiplagiarism programme, for example by changing Cyrillic letters to Latin ones, and 
such attempts had also become capitalized in the internet with Vkontakte-groups 
advertising services for tricking antiplagiarism programs. In the examples of students 
presented in chapter 5.1, the reality of constructing a ready text seems as rather chaotic: 
Elvira rephrased the old text sentence by sentence, Alfira downloaded a few papers from 
the internet and combined those, Laysan ordered and spent time correcting mistakes in 
the bought text and Kamilla tried to buy, but her text did not pass and she needed to write 
herself30. Some also told stories about student’s self-made work did not pass the 
plagiarism check, because the work included too many quotes. In such cases, the measure 
of originality becomes the result given by the plagiarism check, getting a pass, and 
successfully performing the defence, which means studying the paper. Again, the extent 
to which this is in the eyes of the students satisfactory and becomes a “normal” way of 
studying, varies. For example, Elvira, who redid her paper and tells that she will write in 
the future if the topic is interesting remarks, when asked about the role of teachers, that 
everyone would like that students would get knowledge: “But university is not a school. 
Nobody will follow, everything depends on oneself. You do, if you do. And if you don’t 
do, you will be suspended. A simple arithmetic. --- Everyone has to answer for their own 
deeds ---and carry the responsibility for them”. Elvira makes similar statements several 
times during the interview, and if overlooking the moralistic overtones, the idea here 
could be as passing formally becoming the measure of responsibility: fulfilling the 
requirements, but how, is already student’s own business31. 
 
Yurchak’s account on the performative shift provides, again, many useful tools for 
looking at the situation. In addition to reports made by Komsomol secretaries about non-
existent meetings, Yurchak gives several others examples of how practices were 
organized according to the performative shift in the late Soviet Union.  One such example 
is the fulfilment of the state plan (2005: 26–7). Yurchak writes that the Soviet industrial 
                                                      
29 However, buying was also not a guarantee of originality, as students also experience of buying work 
they discovered was unoriginal. Some companies would then advertise guarantees for required percentage 
of originality. 
30 This is an example of how there are also limits to what students can do. It is probably, that such 
examples were underrepresented in the interviews because of the subject matter. 
31 In the absence of clearly established rules or knowledge about them, also the meaning of buying can 
become unpredictable. An example is a graduate, who told me that he had chosen such a difficult topic 
for his thesis in law, that he ordered a paper in order to get needed material, thinking that in the office in 
Moscow they might have access to some sources. 
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managers needed to have developed strategies in order to escape the obstacles imposed 
by the functioning of the socialist economy and as a consequence Yurchak writes that the 
plan was “often fulfilled with the help of practices that violated the literal meanings for 
which the plan was supposedly designed” (ibid.: 27). Thus even if the plan was 
“meticulously reproduced in representation32 ---, the meaning of associated with it 
became open and somewhat unpredictable (ibid.). Similar remarks are made in the context 
of contemporary Russia by Reeves (2013) in her account of identification papers among 
migrant workers in Moscow. Instead of a clear line between illegal and legal, Reeves 
discovered a blurred boundary, and the sense among the informants that the authenticity 
of the documents was secondary to the fact whether they could successfully act as clean 
(ibid.: 516). Reeves points to exactly the social and moral uncertainty related to the 
legibility of people to the state, resulting from the fact “documents are never entirely 
knowable and never completely transparent” (ibid.: 509). Fitzpatrick in her account of 
files in the Soviet Union shows something similar and argues that the classifications in 
the files did not necessarily have much to do with reality, but they “had everything to do 
with individual fate and opportunity” (2005: 7). Such remarks resonate well with the 
portrayal of certificate as a necessity for the “realization of oneself” in the future. 
 
It is important to consider, to what extent such an approach is a consequence of limited 
resources and the resulting mismatch between the hierarchically delivered demands and 
reality. This is what Reeves points to in her accounts of higher education institution in 
Kyrgyzstan, concerning how corruption in higher education is usually attributed to be the 
fault of a dishonest student, teacher or administrator, rather than the product of systemic 
factors (2003: 22). Asking questions about “the preconditions for, and limits to academic 
integrity” (ibid.), Reeves shows how top-down homogenous prescriptions from the 
Ministry fail to account for the reality of rural universities where students have less 
background knowledge and that struggle to attract qualified work force. Reeves then 
argues, that while formally fulfilling the regulations, the rhetoric has very little to do with 
reality on every level, starting from students’ grade books and finishing with the 
Ministry’s announcement about the high standards of education in the country (ibid.: 22– 
3). She writes that when so much improvisation is required, acting “ethically” in academia 
becomes disconnected from the idea of measuring results against to some firmly 
established criteria, and gradebook becomes a statement about the relationship between 
                                                      
32 Yurchak writes that it was crucial that the plan was fulfilled “at the level of the form (in numbers, 
figures, statistics, reports, etc.)” (2005: 26–7) 
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the student and the teacher, with poorer students given better grades so that they would 
not lose their government stipend and fee-paying students never kicked out (ibid.: 23). 
As Golunov shows, many such concerns also apply to Russian universities with the low 
salaries of the work force, the increased bureaucratic workload and the ability of weak 
students to enter institutions through the paid section (2014: 410, 480, 530).   
 
My main argument in this chapter has been that whether because of the mismatch between 
the official and the reality or the multiplicity of criteria over evaluation, rituals such as 
the defence can add to the uncertainty over the value of writing oneself and further 
question the credibility of the system in the eyes of the students. In the next two chapters 
I address the question of writing oneself from the point of view of the tension between 
work with meaning and work pure pro forma (Yurchak 2005: 93) more explicitly in terms 
of the present and the future. Taken into account the multiple logics of value at play in 
higher education and the relative lack of punishment for buying, I look at the tensions 
related to motivation both in terms of value internal to writing and the value of doing 
oneself in the long run.  
 
5.2.2 “Writing is the only time when you can express yourself maximally” 
 
When considering the accounts of students on buying, term papers were often reduced to 
a task at hand or something needing to be taken care of to move on with other activities. 
As Arthur comments on the reasons why he bought his paper: “I wanted just to be quickly 
done with it and do other things”. Lyudmila, 22, considers that the motivations of those 
writing themselves in her group are related to non-academic factors. When asked whether 
there might be other reasons for students write themselves in addition to getting a good 
grade, she answers 
 
Some don’t have money ---. Some can’t spend much. Some people have time, 
they don’t have anything in addition to their studies and so they can write. But not 
so that there would be some motivation to write. --- In personal relation to myself 
I say: one has to write a term paper. How, myself or not myself, doesn’t matter.  
 
What is deemphasized in Lyudmila’s account, is precisely the value inherent in writing 
oneself, which she referred to in describing her ideal of sitting surrounded by books in 
the library and “digging into” some topic. Even if both Lyudmila and Elena (cases of both 
presented in chapter 5.1.2) denounce the lack of discipline from the side of the teachers 
and doubts about the usefulness of what they studied for their future, in their accounts 
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was also present the factor of wanting to write oneself because it is a chance to do 
something interesting. As Alsu Talgatovna, teacher of humanities in her early thirties, 
thinks of her own university times:  
 
I remember why I wrote myself: because it was interesting ---. Everything was 
interesting, teachers always raised the question 'what is interesting for you'. Now 
I'm not sure whether this question is given to students, as this marketing came---.  
 
It is rather striking how in some of the interviews, in contrast to remarks on the lack of 
time as a reason to buy, informants gave examples of time losing its meaning when 
spending nights in the laboratory looking over an experiment, not feeling the tiredness, 
or getting excited about one’s topic. Useful for considering the question of motivation is 
MacIntyre’s (1981) distinction between values internal and external to action. Writing of 
happiness as “good activity”, Lambek argues that the values intrinsic to the means (such 
as the pleasure of playing a violin) should not be overshadowed by the values external to 
them (the salary one gets for playing) (2015: 129). In the Aristotelian tradition Lambek 
draws from, a good human life requires “the exercise of capacities rather than simply 
fulfilment of needs” and as Lambek adds, for this the “practices through which to exercise 
the capacities must be available and meaningful” and in balance (ibid.). Lambek writes 
that it is hard to be happy, when “frustrated, undirected, understimulated (or perhaps 
overstimulated)” (ibid.). Lambek, then, concludes that “happiness is precisely not 
boredom” (ibid.: 130)33.   
 
Accounts concerning students’ disappointments with the education system were not rare 
and experiences of boredom and purposelessness are something that surfaced in many of 
them. This was often related to large number of lectures spent sitting and listening. 
Lyudmila description is a good example: 
 
Every time, when I sit in the university---, I think, ‘why am I here?’, I could spend 
my time so much better elsewhere. But then one understands, that a system is a 
system. And that one gets points form sitting in the class and this has an affect 
during the exams---. Well, let it be so, let me sit through another class. But, 
practically, that’s what it is: I just sit there. It doesn’t bring any kind of experience 
with itself. I write down the lecture, I train my hand. And nothing stays in the head 
                                                      
33 Interestingly Lambek draws examples of boredom from the Russian context, referring to the condition 
experienced by inhabitants of provincial cities in writings of Chekhov and the work of Kruglova (2016), 
who names the state “acedia” (2015, 193).  
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from it. You listen to the teacher, but this won’t bring any kind of meaning 
(znachimost’). 
 
The tension between boredom and interest in the course of studies is described by Irina, 
21, who studies social sciences in her third year. She tells she likes the science, but that 
she got disappointed with the education system: “When we started studying I hoped for 
something interesting. ---Third year I started already without enthusiasm”. Irina 
continues: 
 
You would think that in the university --- you’ll become smarter and that you can 
get to know some things, which you didn’t know. -- But then it happens, that you 
sit in the lectures and not all lectures are interesting. --- the material is dry. You 
sit there, you go just for the sake of attending. 
 
Irina talks of the score-rating system the university uses (ball'no-reitingovaya sistema) in 
which students are allocated points based on their attendance and finishing their 
homework, the points forming a basis for the grades and getting then points becomes the 
reason for attending the classes in the first place. However, Irina tells that there are also 
teachers she likes, the ones who keep their lectures informally:  
 
You go, because you know that you will get some knowledge. And then there are 
the other teachers: you go, because you know that you need to get points and give 
your exams. I like the teachers who make you forget about the system. You go 
and you get interested. --- But then there are those teachers who make everything 
in your head about points: you come and then you need to earn them, with them 
it’s uncomfortable to work. Because then you only earn points and that’s all.  
 
Irina also describes how the situation developed in her group since the beginning of 
studies:  
 
Maybe in the first year everyone who bought their work hid it from others, and 
those who wrote themselves took a negative attitude towards buying. But now, in 
the third year a lot of people already tell beforehand that “I bought” and don’t 
even think about it ---. And those who write themselves take a completely 
indifferent, neutral approach to this. It’s as if everyone’s own business (delo 
kazhdogo) already. 
 
 
Irina tells that she decided in her first course that she will write herself. She tells that for 
her it was only a question of principles, but related to the fact that there is very little 
independent work and creativity (samodeyatel'nost' y tvorchestvo) in the university: “It is 
the only opportunity when you can express yourself maximally”.  
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However, as Arthur, who had had an unsuccessful incident of buying a term paper in the 
past, but was now writing himself, notes “when you start writing yourself, you’re like 
‘Aaaaa!’, but when you have written twenty pages, interest has already fallen and you’re 
tired and there’s twenty more pages to write”. The example by Arthur is a direct pointer 
to the importance of structure: even if one would be interested, rarely is writing fun from 
the beginning to the end. Some students also told how they had contemplated of whether 
they would have been better off buying in the difficult moments of writing.  
 
Students then talked of trying to make oneself interested, in order to motivate oneself to 
study. Consider the following statement by Elena, where she tries to discipline herself 
into writing: 
 
So that these years didn’t go for nothing, --- that these efforts didn’t go for 
nothing, that for nothing I get up every morning at eight and go to classes and sit 
there…I have two extremities inside me: that I don’t need this at all, I don’t 
want to study here. And then that I should do now that I entered, I need to finish. 
When do I have the wish to resign, when to start studying properly---. And there 
I am, thinking whether I need this or not. Some people don’t even think about 
this ---. I try to make myself interested somehow, to do at least something, 
because I don’t want to have just a certificate, to have lost all these years. --- I 
would have some experience, --- I try to find some useful aspects. 
 
What is visible in Elena’s case is also how the meaningfulness of such activities extend 
further with time: what the student needs for the future. In Munn’s (1992) account, the 
value of an act was to be decided by its capacity to expand spatio-temporal spacetime. 
However, Nielsen (2013) has shown that the value of an act can also be temporal 
inversions can also work in a more complex manner. This he argues is the case of value 
transformation of salaries among road workers in Mozambique, when the primarily 
negatively valued meagre salary for their labour becomes positively valued in its 
conversion to cement for house building. That is, the value of an act of writing oneself is 
not to be determined by only at this very moment. The other kind of general reason 
students gave for writing oneself was student’s plans for the future, knowing “for what” 
the student studied. In next chapter I address how students connected higher education to 
their expectations for the future. 
 
5.2.3 Society as an arena for the realization of value 
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In chapter 5.2.1 I looked at classroom as an arena for the realization of value and this 
chapter extends from the previous ones, considering students’ ideas on what kind of 
activity is valued in society in general. As Graeber writes, a modern society consist of 
several value spheres, all with their own internal logic, but simultaneously there is the 
higher level game where political or economic field will try to subsume all the others 
(2013: 228). My attempt here is to show how – taken into account the multiple logics of 
value at play in higher education – such ideas of the higher level game might affect 
students’ ideas of the value of writing oneself. Thus, I will look at students’ ideas of the 
meaning of studies for their future and what kind of skills they consider to be necessary 
in Russia today. In considering such questions, the way in which value connects top-down 
and bottom-up perspectives (Graeber 2001: 20) becomes clearly visible: even if a student 
would enjoy certain kind of activity, there is also the question of whether it is possible to 
make a living out of it. This also has a further implication I wish to address: the fact that 
society as an arena for realization of value exists for the most of the time in our 
imagination (Graeber 2013: 226). To what extent, then, can discourses about the society 
and valuable action turn into a self-fulfilling prophecy?  
 
Farida, 19, who studies political science in her first year, states that she would not judge 
a person who buys:  
 
Well, I just don’t see based on what to judge. It is their choice. They won’t get 
what I will, in terms of knowledge, in terms of skills. To make yourself sit [and 
write] is also a quality of a person, --- they don’t have this quality and I will get 
an advantage in this respect.   
 
Farida states that in any case teachers place a student, who studies well, higher. However, 
later in the interview Farida also says she knows students who study with best grades, but 
who still might download papers from the internet: “They feel sorry for spending their 
time [in writing themselves], they rather take part in some kind of societal activities, 
university life, events…they don’t even think about it. I don’t know, maybe, perhaps, 
they do right. But I don’t know…”. After first stating that students writing do not get what 
she gets, Farida hesitates: is it better to write oneself?  
 
Questions of what one will do after studies were – unsurprisingly – occupied minds of 
the students. Irina states that there are very few study just for the sake of science: 
“Everyone studies so that they could afterwards somehow earn money, to secure their 
income. That’s why people start thinking about this already while studying. Who will I 
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become, where will I go and work”. Having a higher education certificate was perceived 
as a necessity, but similarly students shared the idea that it alone would not impress 
employers. Alfira describes certificate’s meaning for the employers accordingly:   
 
Alfira: I think it [certificate] is not the main thing but the knowledge is. They 
check this is in the interview. One must be communicative, that kind of 
properties will help moving forward faster than that you know this and that.  
Roosa: And what kind of qualities in addition? 
Alfira: Friendly, ---, smart…responsible! 
Roosa: And how does the employer get to know this stuff? 
Alfira: From the certificate [laughing]. --- If there are only threes34, when 
applies to work, then she will tell about her qualities. And as if it is a serious 
person, they believe her.  
 
Also Elvira considers that the employers are interested in the first place of the quality of 
the work and the sense of responsibility of the worker. She considers that a good 
certificate is not so important in the future: “When you come to work they tell you: forget 
everything you learned in the university. --- You can be a complete D-student (grugliy 
troechnik), but a really good specialist”.  
 
The fact that many students told that at work one will be shown everything needed 
illustrates the fact that 75 percent of graduates in Russia take jobs that do not match their 
education and receive on-the-job training, as pointed out by Minina (2014). Such an 
approach is also accentuated by the fact that majority of my informants were students of 
social sciences and business, in which cases the concrete, practical skills are harder to 
define35. However, this applies also to several other fields and also exactly what kind of 
jobs “match” one’s education is a matter of definition. However, one of the things that 
came through from the interviews was that success in studies would not guarantee success 
in the job market. For example, Aigul, who studies chemistry in her final year, contends 
that there is no direct connection between person’s success in his or her studies and future 
salary: 
 
In my opinion it doesn’t depend on whether you studied well or not. That if you 
studied well then you will earn a lot of money or that if badly, then not. It isn’t 
like that at all now. Of course there are cases where you studied well and 
                                                      
34 The lowest passing grade.   
35 Another aspect which I will not have a chance to discuss in the scope of my thesis is the devaluation of 
working professions in Russia and the current attempts to raise their profile.  
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therefore you have more open doors. Many didn’t study at all, but they earn 
more than A-students (otlichniki).  
 
Aigul says that what is hard is to find a job that you would both like and that pay enough 
for living: working in a regular laboratory would not be bad in terms of interest, because 
one could do scientific research, but would not be a good idea what comes to career 
growth and salary. “They pay you 7000 – 10 000 per month”, says Aigul, “that is very 
little for living”. A concern for finding a job that pay enough to live on is not an irrelevant 
concern and one does not need to look for examples too far: students generally knew, that 
making a living by working in the university or science in general was not easy, as Arthur 
and Irina noted:  
 
Arthur: They >teachers, scientists@ are not supported. 
Irina: You can’t earn enough to support (obezpechit) yourself and your family.  
Arthur: Teachers can’t progress in their careers.  
 
Such statements of students’ point to the devaluation of academic work in post-Soviet 
times. Jennifer Patico has pointed out that the so called Soviet “mass intelligentsia” 
(Shlapentokh 1999) including school teachers, engineers and doctors, who enjoyed a 
certain kind of “middle-class lifestyle” were some of the most negatively influenced by 
the disintegration of Soviet structures (2005: 481). Left behind by the benefits of 
marketization, Patico has also described the change in her study of school teachers in 
Saint Petersburg in terms of social recognition. She writes that whereas in the Soviet 
Union teachers were respected transmitters of knowledge to younger generations, in post-
Soviet Russia their cultured labour has become somewhat commodified by the families 
of their students, who are often significantly wealthier (2005: 481–6). Golunov writes of 
teachers as the “new poor” as their salaries are comparable to those of shop assistants, 
cleaners and other low-skilled workers (2014: 580)36. According to him, post-Soviet 
                                                      
36 Golunov writes that a typical lecturer or docent (C.Sc. degree) in a provincial university earns 300 
euros, professor (D.Sc.) 450–500 euros. This is a stark contrast to the salaries of the university rectors, 
Golunov writes, who earn often several dozen – or even up to hundred – times more than the docents in 
the same universities. He, however, points out that information about average teachers’ salaries is not 
easily available to the public and that university managers can manipulate the figures to inflate them 
(2014: 596). Even if the official statistics are taken at a face value, Russian scholars are strikingly low in 
worldwide comparisons, Golunov points out (Jaschik 2012). In addition, the opportunities of university 
staff to get income through grants has significantly decreased since the attitude to foreign funders has 
been more suspicions in the second half of the 2000s, offices of popular foreign programs such as the 
George Soros foundation being forced to close in Russia (ibid.: 691). A very relevant issue to the topic of 
the thesis is “brain drain”, which the Moscow Times (2015) writes is currently the highest in twenty 
years. This in turn brings up questions related to how phenomena such as buying and devaluation of 
higher education degrees influence Russian students and scholars’ chances to pursue education aboard 
and international careers both in terms of reputation of Russian academia and skills.  
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university teachers’ status has “schizophrenic features: on the one hand, it still contains 
the aura of intellectuality and prestige, but, on the other hand, it is increasingly perceived 
as a position of a social looser” (2014: 589).   
 
The devaluation of teachers’ work is only a one example of the abrupt transformations 
concerning relationship between individuals’ productive activity and his or her share of 
the material resources distributed to a social body that have taken place in post-Soviet 
times (Patico 2005: 480). The wide body of literature dealing with the struggles and 
deliberations over value in the aftermath of the fall of socialism and introduction of the 
markets in Russia cannot be dealt with in detail here (see e.g. Patico 2008; Humphrey & 
Mandel 2002; Hann 2002; Seabright 2000), but I will draw out a few aspects, which are 
crucial for understanding the historical context. 
 
Firstly, even if Soviet society was not – despite the ethos – egalitarian, the income 
disparities that developed in the 1990s were radical in comparison to the past 
(Shlapentokh 1999: 1172). Shlapentokh notes, that even if social stratification was 
pronounced from education to medical services also in Soviet Russia, there was a large 
middle-class (ibid.: 1170–1). In addition, people’s salaries were actively levelled by the 
government, and taken into account the important role of social benefits there was no 
direct correlation between one’s monetary income and quality of life (Ochkina 2009: 3)37. 
In the 1990s Russians, who were used to inequalities of status, were now faced with the 
severe inequalities of material kind (Humphrey 2002: xvii). Today, Russia has the highest 
concentration of wealth in the world (Remington 2016)38.  
 
Secondly, transformations in the 1990s put an end to the Soviet meritocracy, which had 
been at least publicly maintained (Alexander 2009: 47). In the Soviet system there was a 
strong connection between material reward and moral worth, or, as Alexander notes, 
raised consciousness went with a raised standard of living, even if the existence of elite 
and wide usage of personal networks to obtain goods and services ran counter to the 
official ethos of equality (2009: 51–2). While the disintegration of old institutions, 
                                                      
37 Instead of focus on the amount of money, Soviet social stratification worked on different principles and 
was more related to hierarchy and networks and connections, which often connected to one’s social 
position. The ambiguities related to the practice of using personal connections to acquire goods and 
practices, blat, will be dealt in more detail in chapter 6.3. 
38 It should be noted, as Remington (2006) points out, that increase of inequality and poverty are not the 
same thing: even though inequality has grown (and is growing) in Russia, this has taken place 
simultaneously with the reduction of poverty.  
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massive inflation, end of full employment and withholding of salaries in the aftermath of 
the fall of the Soviet Union meant severe economic and social hardship for the majority 
of the population, simultaneously emerged a new class of people, the so called New 
Russians, who were not afraid to show their magnificent wealth. Further, the sources of 
their wealth were rooted in the chaotic and unequal process of privatization of public 
property, which largely ended up in the hands of previous nomenklatura39, who were able 
to capitalize their positions and connections from the Soviet era, or those willing to use 
pure power. Crime rates were soaring and private protection structures such as gangs and 
mafia ensured the sanctity of contracts in the face of the weaknesses of the state justice 
system (Ries 2002; Humphrey 1999 & 2002)40. Simultaneously many people same even 
more dependent in their networks and informal practices to tackle scarcity (Ledeneva 
1998: 180)41.  
 
Thirdly, as Reeves point out, in “a context of radically transformed social relations that 
have accompanied the introduction of market relations, it >market@ is a term that is 
intensely morally loaded, a metonym for the much broader replacement of one political 
and economic system with another, a constitutive part of a particular ‘moral economy’” 
(2005: 6). This applies not to the context of the Russian case, as capitalism and 
accompanying individualism were presented as the moral evils by the Communist party, 
forming the base ideological conflict of the Cold War. It is worth also considering how 
the Soviet ideas of “immoral” markets might have affected the shape capitalism took in 
Russia. Shlapentokh has demonstrated this in relation to the concept of equality and how 
the liberal elites’ ruthlessness and lack of empathy in the face of the poverty following 
the fall of the Soviet Union drew of the Soviet notions of capitalism, which had in their 
negative representations ignored the actual mechanisms and attempts to promote social 
inequality (1999: 1169–79).  
 
Fourthly, it is important to consider the new kind of ideas of worthiness and valuable 
activity. Even if several authors have been addressing the post-Soviet developments 
                                                      
39 The ruling class holding key administrative positions in the Soviet Union (Voslenski 1970). 
40 As the Russian anecdote about shock therapy goes, ‘the shock came – therapy did not´. The 
privatization (rus. privatisatsiya) of the state property has been jokingly called prikhvatisatsiya, or 
“grapping” to refer to the chaotic and violent nature of the process. The resulting system has been named 
by different authors “chaotic capitalism”, "market Bolshevism", "nomenklatura capitalism" and "a failed 
crusade" (Round & Rodgers 2009; Shmulyar 2002; Cohen 2000). 
41What comes to the labour market, informality is prevalent also in today’s Russia: according to 
Zubarevich (2016) more than twenty percent of Russian workforce work informally. 
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drawing on moral resistance to capitalism, Patico argues, that such an image is one-sided. 
She writes that post-Soviet change should not be seen as “a confrontation between two 
separate, antagonistic forces: a local world of social embeddedness and moral obligation 
versus an exterior, supercultural, individualistic market logic” (2009: 205). Also Reeves 
points out many authors have pointed to the ambivalence of the market, both as a “world 
of new opportunities, whilst simultaneously erasing former economic certainties, and 
introducing income gulfs that were previously unknown” (2005: 6). Patico notes that the 
resistance of her informants – school teachers in St. Petersburg – was not so much about 
markets per se, but about how they practiced in Russia (2009: 211) and she also writes 
that the poignant critiques of her informants concerning the nature of Russian market 
economy in the late 1990s had become much less severe when she returned to the field 
in the 2000s (2005: 491). Patico writes that the image of business person was now able 
to also evoke positive qualities and suggest that the normalization of “new idealizations 
of personal success and national progress will recast the contributions and entitlements 
of teachers and their similarly positioned peers, perhaps increasingly normalizing their 
relative poverty in both their own and others’ eyes” (ibid.).  
 
The previous remarks concerning deliberations over value in post-socialist Russia point 
to the rapid material and discursive shifts that have taken place in post-Soviet Russia and 
relate to the kind of circumstances students today find themselves in. The kind of 
straightforward transition from higher education to work life in the Soviet times was used 
by some students to describe the uncertainties of today. What might, then, Elvira’s remark 
on being a D-student but a “really good specialist” imply? 
 
5.2.4 Aspiring (stremleniye)  
 
One of the things that came through from the interviews most clearly, was a certain kind 
of subjectivity or disposition. A good example is presented by Irina and Arthur:   
 
Irina: When you’re competing for a position, you have your piece of paper 
(korochka), --- but in concrete terms your knowledge doesn’t bring you 
anything. Maybe there are some places --- where they require concrete skills, --- 
but you can without education climb the career ladder, depending on the 
organization and the kind of person you are, whether people like you. Education 
is not always the main thing.  
Roosa: What is the main thing, then? In addition to connections? 
Irina: Your personal qualities. --- 
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Arthur: Aspiring (stremleniye). Not just qualities but aspiring, because qualities 
you can develop (kachestva potom priobretesh’). That is, the wish to aspire, 
aspiration towards something.  
 
Similar kind of focus on aspiring is found in Aigul’s account, on what one’s ability to 
get a well-paid job depends on, if the number of interesting jobs that also pay enough is 
limited:  
 
Aigul: It depends on the person and his character, whether he can break through 
(probit’sуa). 
Roosa: How does one break through? 
Aigul: Well, whether he continues in the field, but are there some people he 
knows (znakomyуe) who will help him get a job---. Or people who studied badly 
and have no connections, but have that kind of character, that they go forward 
all the time and can make themselves in this way and find work and climb the 
ladder. And then there are of course those, who studied well and gained great 
heights, but also those who are really calm and quiet people (cami po sebe 
lyudi), that cannot make such a big number of themselves (sil’no za sebe 
postoyat’), who are happy to work in normal work and that’s it, stability only, 
and all. Even if they could do more, they have knowledge for more.  
 
What was accentuated in students’ accounts, then, was exactly the positively valued inner 
determination, aspiration. The ethical value of aspiring was also visible in the way 
rendered time irrelevant and thus transcended the kind of calculations students made 
about the time buying might have saved. For example, Elena, who claims lack of time as 
her justification for buying but also simultaneously denies the adequacy of the lack of 
time as a valid explanation: 
 
Time plays a very big role ---. On the other hand, --- all depends to the greatest 
extent of the person himself. Aspiration of the person towards his studies. --- If a 
person wants to study, he will find the time. --- I have a friends who sleep three 
hours a night, but study well and take part in different kind of activities, confe- 
rences. People sacrifice their relaxation and sleep, but they do it, because they are 
interested. Time of course plays a part, but not such a big one, it is not a 
justification. 
 
In the example above, the aspiration of her friends Elena tells about in an admiring 
manner is directed towards studies. As such, it combines the kind of interest in studying 
as a source of motivation. Often aspiring was also connected to the question “for what?”, 
which the kind of future-directedness and movement forward the concept implied. There 
were students whom I interviewed, who displayed such an attitude in relation to their 
studies. Lenar, 19, and Alexey, 19, both students determinedly aiming to continue their 
studies, were writing themselves with clear goal in their mind. Even if they only studied 
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only in the first year of the university, they attended conferences, also sending papers to 
them. Lenar was already going through reading lists of foreign universities in order to 
apply for master’s programs later on and also Alexey was looking also forward to the 
possibilities available in master’s programs. For bachelor’s he had not gotten into the 
discipline he had wanted, because almost all the places were commercial ones, and he 
had not wanted his parents to pay for his studies42. Both were also actively studying 
English in their free time. In short – they both were the kind of students that could be 
called aspiring, knowing what they wanted from the future and actively working to 
achieve it.  
 
However, as students often presented theoretical skills gained while studying to be of 
secondary importance, it was not always clear whether studying hard was the way to 
aspire and allowed the kind forward going the concept implied, including the material 
perquisites for making a living. Thus next, I will present yet another portrayal of a buyer: 
that of an entrepreneur.  
 
5.2.5 Buyer as an entrepreneur 
 
Dima, 19, studies IT in a tekhnikum (see footnote on p. 19) in his final year. He writes his 
work himself, because it is easy for him, but has no praise for education system in Russia: 
 
I studied a lot myself, I came from another city, I expected a bit more from college 
that what was given to me. But after two years I realized that this is senseless, 
because financing of the studies is very weak. Only the a few universities --- are 
supported and given 120 million roubles and this money goes somewhere, not to 
the education at least. --- Corruption is everywhere and for always. 
 
Dima questions the ability of the education system to provide the kind of information 
required today, because he considers that the system as expired due to corruption. 
Whereas before in the Soviet times university provided a smooth route forward, Dima 
says that today the main thing is self-education. He makes a division into those who have 
money, and those who need to work their way up themselves:  
 
Usually those who buy exams (sessiyu) have rich parents, they already have a 
secured future. They know, that mum or dad will get them a place to work and >so 
                                                      
42 As Volokhonskiy and Sokolov (2013) note, often most popular disciplines have also the fewest budget 
places as universities seek to maximize their income. 
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they@ buy. We buy, because either we don’t have time, we have our own 
ideas…many go wrong with the choice of university.  
 
Even if he laments the corruption and the unfairness it implies, he presents this as the 
state of affairs in Russia today. Dima presents money as giving power and stability in the 
system: “Money solves everything today. In our world it is money. Having money means 
you can do everything.”. In the circumstances he has described, then, Dima sees the 
benefits of buying, which in the context of the problems of the higher education system 
provides a student with a chance to choose:  
 
In a given situation it’s good for both the teacher, who found a new source of 
income, and the student, who --- solved his problem regarding studies without 
being drawn away from work. In this situation there isn’t a question whether 
you’re a lazy-ass (lentyay) or not. I have friends who don’t study, because they 
were disappointed with their studies, but who opened their own businesses. D-
student (troechnik43) is an ambiguous (rastyazhimoye) concept. There are those 
who sit at home and play computer games ---. And then there are those who really 
get to know interesting people, mingle with them (obshchayutsya) and open their 
own business. --- And really, someone who does not study, can use their time 
usefully (tratit’ vremya c pol’zoy), much better. And yes, there are those who sit 
at home and play computer games and go out ---…it’s already everyone’s own 
choice (vyibor kazhdogo). In this I have the opinion that if a person does 
something serious---, buying is justified…because the money you use for buying, 
they will pay themselves back (tebye okupit’sya).  
 
In Dima’s account, then, we have an image of another type of buyers emerging in addition 
to the those sitting at home playing computer games: the entrepreneurs, the businessmen. 
Dima’s description is reminiscent to Ledeneva’s description of the “new Russian hero” 
(1998: 204) and Yurchak’s account concerning the new business discourse emerging in 
Russia in the 1990s. The goal of the discourse, argues Yurchak, was “to shape the new 
Russian into a neoliberal ‘homo economicus’” (2003: 73). Illustrative of the lack of 
ethical concerns which Yurchak points out is Dima’s earning from hacking and viruses, 
which he says are “very interesting fields, even if illegal such”. When asked what Dima 
would be interested in finding out if he would himself study the phenomenon, he makes 
up a business plan: “How much the works cost, making a portal, so that students can turn 
directly to the centre and find out about the prices. --- portal with different sections 
according to institutions”. As a reply to my question, whether he considers buying to be 
a problem, Dima answers accordingly:  
                                                      
43 A student who usually gets the lowest grades above ‘fail’. 
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I don’t consider that it’s a problem, it’s in principle normal, it’s now everywhere, 
and certainly isn’t a problem. The fact that the quality of education is low is not a 
consequence of people starting to buy, the knowledge itself got old. In any case 
out of thirty people in a group two or three finish as specialists. There will always 
be interested people, who will study and not even receive knowledge from the 
university, but find it themselves. ---Theory and knowledge live in different fields.  
  
It is important to note, that in comparison to other interviews I had, Dima’s account is 
exceptional in its emphasis on money44. In fact, in general students did not talk of earning 
money as a value in itself, only as a concern of making a living. Despite its exceptionality 
in this respect, Dima’s account is useful for bringing out the kind of discourse about post-
Soviet society which does emerge in one form or another in many of the discourses in 
relation to skills that are required, what one needs to “make it” in today’s Russia. 
However, it is worth considering to what extent such assumptions about the society and 
valuable action can turn into a self-fulfilling prophecy, as my next example shows. 
 
Anna, 22, is at the time of the interview pondering whether to buy her dissertation. Her 
interview works as a good example of the different discourses of ideals students drew 
from in negotiating the meaning of buying. Anna studies marketing in her final year, is 
already working and only has the dissertation left. As Anna already has a full-day job, the 
ease of buying in the given circumstances in comparison to time-consuming writing 
oneself has emerged as a tempting alternative, even though her dissertation topic would 
be relevant to the field where she works. In her account, then, Anna’s alternates between 
the position of “a good student” and a student who might buy: 
 
I don’t want to make the decision to buy the dissertation yet, I wrote all my term 
papers myself. But it >writing oneself@ would really kill my schedule. For my 
group mates, studies just weren’t interesting, for them it was all the same (pofig). 
Term paper costs 1500 roubles --- it’s a very small sum. When I wrote my term 
paper I needed two months for this. And in addition you go to classes, you have 
full days and then you write in the evenings. For me the time wasn’t enough, I 
didn’t go to classes but sat and wrote. I lost two months of my life. But that’s me. 
Who does this in three days, but doesn’t do it well, takes everything from the 
internet. But if you write yourself, this takes a lot of time.  
 
                                                      
44 Also, it is noteworthy that Dima in fact writes himself and I do not have interviews with informants 
who would have bought papers in order to focus on developing their businesses, even if such examples 
were presented by the informants. 
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She estimates that at least half of the people in her group will buy and in the other group 
in her year seventy percent. She also brings up the example of a friend in her home town, 
who paid 30 000 roubles to her supervisor, who took care of the whole thing. In the 
university of her home town she considers this to be common. Anna, however, came to 
university in Kazan because this is not what she wanted from higher education. In 
principle, she presents herself as enjoying studying: 
 
Anna: I love to write that kind of things. Already in school I got used to writing-
--. Three years I did happily, but now I already understand, that it is time to work. 
And in principle I work in that kind of field where one does research all the time.  
Roosa: Even if you said that you lost two months, you enjoyed it >writing 
oneself@?  
Anna: Well yes. --- When I talked to the boy at work, I started thinking, damn, 
why on earth am I doing this…everyone buys, nobody sweats because of this. But 
when I wrote myself I was so happy about myself. The kind of proudness, 
excitement, that I did all that. One can do it all. It isn’t so that one cannot because 
one is stupid, and another one can, because she is smart. --- One just has to sit 
down and not lazy around. --- It is all effort and time.  
 
Anna is also a good example of how the informants drew from examples they had 
personally encountered. When Anna remembers earlier being grudging about a class mate 
who was getting good grades without actually doing her work, she had a friend reminding 
her why she came to the university: to study, not just to sit around. In the quote above we 
have another example appearing: in preparation for the interview, Anna had carried out a 
small research about the topic in her circles. Her reference to a boy above is about 
colleague from Ukraine, who had finished both spetsialitet45 and Master’s degree, after 
which he had worked four years as an engineer. After the war in Ukraine started, he 
migrated to Russia, where he started working in a completely different field: 
 
What he had studied – nobody simply was interested in. He earns with internet, 
doing completely different things >than what he studied@. It is simply not needed 
by anyone. That is, you won’t be paid for getting a higher education. You will be 
paid for what you are able to do. Well, simply put, if you have a certificate, you 
have some guarantee. --- but everywhere they need experience. I started working 
in my fifth year, and then when you get some experience, when it comes the time 
to write a dissertation, you realize that you learn more during the time when you 
are working and you even get paid for it. Nobody appreciates writing scientific 
work and pays you for it. 
 
                                                      
45 A five-year Russian university degree, which has now been replaced by the two-tier Bachelor/Master-
model as a consequence of Russia joining the Bologna-process in 2003.  
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When asked about official rules and whether those play a role, Anna answers the 
following:  
 
In Russia we have a saying: D-students (troechniki), those who study badly, have 
good business. And those people, who live by the rules, who have red diplomas46, 
they got used to living by the rules, and they will live whole their whole lives in 
this way, in the system. --- In reality they work their butts off, they have really 
low salaries. And the people who…I have a manager at work, who didn’t finish 
his higher education, --- because he started earning good money when he was 19 
as a programmer. Until the final year he went to the university and studied, but 
then thought – for what? He had studied badly and as a rule, people who study 
badly don’t enter the system, they’re very smart, but they won’t live by all the 
rules. And they are the ones who achieve something in life, that, what they wanted. 
Because all these rules, they’re not necessary, they’re not needed, they’re not 
interesting. 
Roosa: And where do you position yourself in relation to these two categories of 
people? --- 
Anna: I see myself…next to those, who study well…I was always like that. But 
now it bothers me to live. Because all these fears that >one has to@ ‘do like this’ – 
nobody does like this! They’re a schablon I’m trying to free myself from, I don’t 
want to be like that. 
 
In contrast to Elena and Lyudmila who in the interviews present a wish to write 
themselves, in Anna’s example we have another type of subjectivization process 
emerging: whereas Anna earlier in the interview talked of how it all depends on the will 
power, in the quotation above Anna is trying to talk herself around from writing herself. 
She would have an interesting topic that she notes even her employer would be interested 
in, but this would require extra time and effort that she is not ready to invest, taken into 
account that she is already working fulltime. Her rationalization is based on discourses 
about what is socially valued and what is required to succeed. It is similar to views 
expressed by informants of Ledeneva talking of business in post-Soviet circumstances 
and the recipe of success as calculating and being able to overcome one’s own limits, that 
is, which is this context was connected with breaking one’s principles (1998: 204).  
 
 
5.2.6. The (in)commensurability of buying and writing oneself 
 
It is interesting to consider how the commensurability and incommensurability of writing 
oneself and buying varied in the accounts of the students and the way time figured in 
                                                      
46 Higher education certificate with distinctions. 
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these comparisons. In the chapter above, Anna contrasted salaried work to writing one’s 
dissertation by remarking that one does not get paid for writing academic work. Through 
the concept of time students could make calculations such as the time spent writing a term 
paper versus the time spent for earning the money to buy one. Consider Dima’s account 
on time: 
 
There is still one more important resource: time. --- in principle time and money 
are equal (priravnyye), now everyone decides that my time is money and 
whether to use these six hours to studies or talking to interesting people, do a 
couple of contracts and get three times more than from six hours of studying. 
 
However, it is important not to overlook the multiplicity of representations of time in 
students’ accounts. Consider the following discussion with Dima and two of his friends, 
which seems to contradict Dima’s statement on money and time above. Both of Dima’s 
friends had experience of buying, and when asked about what kind of issues affect their 
decisions to buy concretely, Vova names the “lack of time as the main reason, personal 
reasons, work…and also personal life. It’s not possible to have time for everything”. 
Dima however overrules the words of his more soft-spoken friend: “What comes to the 
lack of time I don’t really agree. Because one can always find time, one just has to design 
one’s day so”. Then Dima refers to the biography of a millionaire Richard Branson, who 
“achieved such heights, he’s a millionaire --- and he said that one can find time for 
everything”: 
 
Yes, maybe he only slept during the flights between cities---, it was enough for 
him, he sacrificed his time, but he was doing something all the time, he couldn’t 
sit in one place, he agreed to all adventurous ideas. It is possible to find the time, 
one can find the time (uspivat mozhno, mozhno uspivat). There are just those who 
waste their time in some personal pleasures. And then those who really put their 
time into business (imenno v delo).  
 
This account is strikingly similar to the words of Elena (p. 62), where she presents lack 
of time as her reason to buy, but simultaneously denies the adequacy of the lack of time 
as a valid explanation. Such juxtapositions counter the seemingly neutral calculations 
over time and money and reveal the heterogeneous ways in which time is valued by the 
informants. The point is similar to that made by Ortiz (2013) in his account on 
neoliberalism and value. Ortiz shows how the claims of financial workers of their work 
as simply technical and free of moral concerns, were revealed during the time of crises to 
be founded on the master value of market efficiency – which was simultaneously moral, 
political and economic – derived from liberal theories (ibid., 76). Pointing to Ortiz’s 
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account (2013) Graeber argues, that this kind of switch between ends (efficiency as an 
end in itself) and means to the end (efficiency as a tool to other ends), or what Graeber 
calls meta- and infra values, is typical for neoliberalism (2013, 34). 
 
The rhetoric of aspiration can be connected to the self-development practices, which 
Zigon writes have their roots in Soviet and Orthodox traditions, but are central for 
cultivating citizens of neoliberal Russia (2009b: 14; 2013 12–3). However, the positively 
valued concept of striving in itself reveals very little of the kind of ends students pursue. 
As demonstrated by the examples I have presented above, the inner directedness towards 
something was presented by the students in positive terms, but striving drew together very 
different kind of goals. Notably then, in line with the concept of personal choice, striving 
was then portrayed in terms of personal projects47. As students presented theoretical skills 
gained while studying as not always the main thing, it was thus not clear whether studying 
was the way to aspire and allow the kind forward going –movement the concept implied, 
including acquiring the material perquisites for it. As such, students accounts on striving 
were posed a contrast to ethnographic vignette by Patico on school teachers’ New Year’s 
celebration in the late 1990s. In the party teachers jokingly posed the question whether it 
was “better to be happy or own a Mercedes?”, and one of them concluded that those in 
Mercedes “could not be happy because they aspired, always aiming for more (oni ne 
raduiutsia potomu chto stremliaiut)” (2005, 479). In the case of the students I 
interviewed, the connotations of striving were not merely positive, but they were in many 
cases also presented as necessary.  
 
5.3 Buying now and in the future 
 
In the final section of chapter 5, in the spirit of Gregory’s commonsense contradiction, I 
raise the question, whether buying is, in fact, bad. This means looking at the ways buying 
can be both enabling and disabling. In doing this, I wish to draw from the insights laid 
out in the previous chapters. My core question evolves around the theories of motivation 
and their relation to time. As I pointed out from Ortner’s (1984) description, the time span 
of theories of motivation extends from the short-term tactical moves of interest theory to 
the life-long projects of developmental theory. Laura Bear argues that in capitalism time 
is the “key site for attempts to develop legitimacy and agency” (2012: 19). Much could 
                                                      
47 I will address in the contrast some informants drew between shared Soviet values and the current 
material ones in chapter 6. 
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be said about time and agency in the contexts of Soviet socialism. In fact, many of the 
examples Yurchak gives in the context of the late Soviet Union can be interpreted in terms 
of people managing and negotiating different temporalities. These include the Komsomol 
secretaries’ little tricks to minimize the amount of time spent on work pro forma, spaces 
allowing intense form of socializing (obshcheniye) and highly educated professionals 
who took jobs in boiler rooms to maximize the time they spend on developing themselves 
in their own fields (2005, 98; 148; 151). Also, for example Verdery (1996) has dealt with 
the issue of political production of time and its relation to ideas of the self and agency in 
the context Soviet style socialism. She uses the concept of “etatization of time” to refer 
to the process by which the party state appropriated much of people’s time in Ceausescu’s 
Romania. However, in addition to looking at such day to day activities, it is worth 
considering the longer term possibilities that such activities made available. For example, 
Komsomol secretaries did work pro forma in order to do work with meaning. How does 
buying, then, figure if examined in terms of such considerations of agency and time? 
 
Laysan, Alfira and Kamilla (introduced in chapter 5.1.1) have no clear plans for the 
future. To the question whether they themselves came to university more for the sake of 
certificate or for the sake of knowledge the answer that 
 
Laysan: To me it seems that for the knowledge. Because higher education we 
could get for the galochki48 in our country. ---  
Alfira: Or that’s how my parents explained it to me, that there’s no future in our 
country.  
Laysan: The more so because our education isn’t valid in Russia or abroad. 
 
The girls study in the budget places, paid by the government of their country. Their 
mother had planned to send the girls to study in Kazan and initially they had not been so 
enthusiastic about this. However, they have made good friends and even if there are 
boring moments, they are overall satisfied: “There are many friends and lots of socializing 
(obshcheniye)”. To the question concerning future plans, Laysan answers: 
 
This is the most painful (bol’nyy) question for me, at least. What to do, where to 
go, to go and work or to continue to masters? To stay here or to another country 
or city…or to go home, return. --- The easiest thing to do would be to go to 
masters, but I don’t know, I haven’t defined this yet.  
 
                                                      
48 See p. 26. 
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Elvira, who had redone an old term paper word by word (chap. 5.1.1), told that she was 
interested in poetry and would like to publish her own collection in the future. Also a 
house in one of the nicest districts in Kazan belongs to her dreams. After she finishes her 
bachelor’s degree, she is planning to sign up for evening studies in a master’s programme, 
because she “just can’t bear to study for two more years” and send her CV to Moscow. 
What comes to future term papers, she is planning to write herself, if she gets the theme 
she would like to write about. If not, she already knows a person she will order from.  
 
Elena, whose case was introduced in more detail in chapter 5.1.2, expressed contradictory 
feelings about buying. She described herself as being trapped between a desire to start 
studying properly and quitting, because she did not “need” her studies. She experienced 
feelings of shame and guilt and also mentioned fearing that she would not get skills she 
might need in the future, even if she is not planning to work in a field directly related to 
her studies. On the other hand, she gives a very positive account of student life in general 
in contrast to her gloomy thoughts on buying. When Elena bought her first term paper 
she was busy because of taking part in organizing a major cultural event for students. She 
describes this “as a great experience”: 
 
Elena: Those, who are involved in creative activities---, get so much out of life 
during university---. All those feelings, when everything goes well, or when 
things don’t go well. --- Student life is very vivid (yarkaya) in itself, and in these 
circles especially. --- 
Roosa: Even if the studies were not quite as expected, there were many positive 
moments? 
Elena: Yes, yes, I’m really happy I came to Kazan. --- Students have so many 
opportunities here ---. Many students become famous when they perform in the 
student festivals ---. There are many creative happenings, where a person can 
realize him- or herself and have a good time. I really enjoy university life and I 
will have many good memories.  
 
She seems to found in these circles the kind of satisfaction, which was missing in her 
studies, with the demotivated classmates: “I’m not a creative person ---, but throughout 
my life I’ve been surrounded by smart and creative people---. I have always felt attracted 
to people that stand out in some way, that can do something better than others”. Elena 
also adds that in fact she was not altogether disappointed in her studies, because there 
were still many positive sides. Now Elena is working in addition to studying to get some 
variation. On her future plans she remarks rather mysteriously:  
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I don’t know, at least I won’t continue into master’s, I can’t take more studies. I 
want to go more to the creative direction, to perfect myself. I have certain goals 
that I wish to achieve and I will by all means aim to achieve them. Maybe 
because of this I will have to work in a profession not related to my major (ne po 
spetsialnosti). But for now everything is too unclear (neisvestno).  
 
Elena is wanting write herself this year and has already taken first steps. However, she is 
fearful of not getting a grip of herself and ending up buying again. 
 
Lyudmila, who had run out of time and ended up buying her term paper, considered that 
there was no “academic spirit” in her faculty and that she did not want to work as a teacher 
in the future. She describes the kind of contrast she experienced with the “rosy image” 
university studies gave of the work life and the kind of reality she encountered in practice. 
Lyudmila recounts an encounter with a director of a school, who was slouching behind 
her desk, looking untaken care-of and looking at her with a spite in her voice: “so you 
want to become a teacher!?”. Lyudmila, however, notes that in her class majority of her 
people want to work as teachers when they finish: “For me this is shocking, what did they 
ever find in this profession?”. Lyudmila herself has a big disappointment behind her, what 
comes to the choice of studies. She had long dreamt of studying journalism in St. 
Petersburg and when she did not get in, the disappointment was so powerful, that she did 
not apply again. However, recently she had started writing for the student paper. Similarly 
to Elena, Lyudmila’s account of university life was altogether positive despite her 
disappointment with the content of her studies:  
 
It’s cool in that sense, that you haven’t yet defined anything. In addition to going 
to university, you have no other responsibilities. You can go dancing, you can 
participate in different kind of happenings, --- work, or not do anything and fully 
dedicate yourself to studies. It is really a good time. I know people who would 
want that studies would be over faster. I don’t have that. I guess I’m in my soul 
an eternal student (vechnyy student). If you read Chekhov, in Cherry Orchard 
there’s an eternal student and maybe I’m like that. I, of course, like being a 
student, mostly (skoreye). 
 
Lyudmila, like Elena, puts a lot of emphasis on self-realization. She tells that after classes 
she still has time, when it is possible to “realize oneself”. She also points out, that students 
have freedoms those in working life do not have. They are provided cheap hall 
apartments, and they do get a scholarship, even if a small one, from the government. Thus, 
both for Lyudmila and Elena, the positive sides of student life seem to dominate the 
negative sides related to boredom and doubts over whether their studies will provide them 
with skills that are meaningful in the long run, in addition to a certificate.  
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On the other hand, it is also worth considering the “soft skills” university provides. Elena 
points out how one learns skills in university useful for life in general:  
 
Even if I wouldn’t end up working in the field of my studies, there’s the life 
experience. University life gives you a lot of experience…how to get through 
some situations, short deadlines, interaction with people. --- University is taken 
to be a kind of school for life. Student gets a lot of experience thanks to the 
university.  
 
Similarly Vova, whom I asked about the good sides of student life, after the discussion 
on buying had turned a bit gloomy, answered that:  
  
It’s merry, cool and fun. In fact, there’s nothing gloomy about it, because every 
student understands that he’s a student. No matter how difficult it would be, a real 
student always finds a way out and doesn’t lose heart (opustit ruki), unless he 
himself wants to.   
 
Humphrey notes in her account on favours in Russia, that there is “a long-standing set of 
ideas about ‘veering’ ways of doing things, perhaps even a habitus” (2013: 24). The kind 
of remarks by students above demonstrate that an important skill that students acquire in 
higher education is the kind of problem-solving skills that relate to the ability to spin 
(vyikrutit’sya), finding one’s way through the difficult situations. The habitus has its 
Soviet roots, the “normal heroes always taking the roundabout way” (Humphrey 2012: 
24). The priority here, finding creative solutions to situations at hand and finding one’s 
way out of them.  
 
A good example of the contrast between the interests of the moment and the future came 
up in the example of Arthur, who had in his first year bought a term paper but now writes 
himself. As a reason for buying he says that he “wanted just to quickly to be done with it 
and do other things”, which is a kind of attitude coming also in other accounts. However, 
as a consequence of being “deceived” and having paid for an unoriginal paper, Arthur 
tells he came to the conclusion that it is better to write oneself. He says he decided that 
“they do not give these papers >certificates@ out for nothing: I just imagined, that I would 
go to work and they’d ask me to do something and then say ‘you don’t know anything!’. 
--- that one would come out of the university as nobody”. He says that this is the more 
the case because he himself chose what to study. In the end of the interview he adds that 
he takes a negative approach to the phenomenon, because “it makes no sense, you just 
buy the time when you’re supposed to write”. He notes that if one reads the instruction 
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book written by one of the teachers, one understands that writing oneself will be worth it 
in the future (prigodit’sya), when one needs to be able write texts.  
 
As pointed out before, Arthur was not the only one declaring the importance of writing 
oneself in the end of the interview. However, it is worth noting, that students might well 
understand the significance of writing oneself, but the priorities might vary depending on 
the moment. A similar kind of contrast between now and then, comes up in Laysan’s, 
Alfira’s and Kamilla’s answer to the question whether there are some professions in 
which students should not buy. Girls conclude that at least medicine would be such a 
field49, after which Alfira goes on pondering the issue: 
  
Alfira: Everyone should write themselves. For example, future teachers, they 
should know how to teach children, otherwise the children will get more stupid. 
Of politics and sociologists depends the future of the country. And of translators 
depends the peace, if we don’t translate neutrally and we are not correctly 
understood, a war might begin --- The world depends on us…a lot depends on us 
too.  
Roosa: Do students think about these kind of things when they should write a term 
paper? 
Laysan: >In a frustrated manner@ This kind of thoughts only appear now. When 
one should write a term paper there are no such thoughts: important is just to take 
it from somewhere and go and have fun (poyti gulyat’). 
 
The comment points to the hierarchical ordering of temporalities, whether the long- or 
the short-term plans are prioritized. In some cases, students viewed the higher education 
as lost its ability to give the kind of skills they needed in the future. For example, Leonid, 
23, had wanted to become a car mechanic, but had stopped going to classes because he 
thought the teaching was so poor and materials so outdated, that the skills gained would 
have been irrelevant. Now he was working in the service industry, paying to pass. On the 
other hand, it is worth questioning, to what extend students can estimate the potential 
usefulness of their studies for the future. Natalya, 24, who was at the time of the interview 
already working, was initially disinterested in her studies, as she did not get into the 
university she would have wanted to. However, in some point she started studying more 
actively, thinking that as her parents paid for her education, it was not right just to go 
without doing anything. Now she works in a job where the skills she got during her studies 
                                                      
49 Mentioning medicine as a field where students should not buy was very typical for the informants. Also 
the firms selling work for sale I visited in some cases emphasized that they do not sell work for medical 
students. This might be rather unnecessary, as medical students do not write dissertations and term 
papers.    
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turned out useful and she is happy about the way things turned out. Conversely, Guzel, 
30, was an excellent student, but got disillusioned with the level of teaching and the 
attitude of students and teachers. Now she considers that the years spent in university 
were wasted.  
 
Hannah Arendt pointed out that the concept of agency is tricky because the outcome of 
events is always dependent on the actions of others and thus by nature unpredictable 
(1958: 184). However, people inevitably make predictions about the outcomes of 
alternative courses of action and as outcomes are always a consequence of the actions of 
several actors, this inevitably involves anticipating what others will do. Such predictions 
can be a more unconscious automatic process, as described by Bourdieu in his concept of 
“feel for the game”, which according to him “makes possible a near-perfect anticipation 
of the future inscribed in all those configurations on the pitch or board” (1990: 66). This 
is based on the previous experience of the game, which results in embodied dispositions 
– or habitus – in process much comparable to acquisition of mother tongue (ibid.: 67). 
How about decisions concerning more distant future and the outcomes of choices such as 
whether to buy or write oneself?  
 
As I pointed out above, one can also approach the question by placing in the centre of 
enquiry whether the short or long term concerns were given priority. The question, then, 
becomes not to what extend students can guess rightly or wrongly whether it is in their 
interests to study well or to take “easier routes”, but whether considerations of the 
moment or the long-term projects are given priority but the interplay of different 
temporalities in informants’ lives and they ways these could be connected to the wider 
socio-economic structures. This is something I could only make some initial remarks on 
based on my material. In chapter 6, I will continue from where this chapter ends, calling 
further into question the idea of calculating students free of social constrains the talk of 
“personal choice” might seem to imply. Through looking at questions related to location 
of value and ideas of ethical interactions with others, I also point at how questions of 
temporality are related to ethics (Bear 2012a&b).  
 
Before this, however, I would like to return once more to the issue of “choice”. With the 
structures of higher broken education broken – or accommodating several different logics 
of value – the likelihood of repercussions for buying was rather insignificant and social 
condemnation towards buying was in many cases absent. The question of buying, then, 
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in some sense really was one of “choice”. The “personal choice” of buying or writing 
oneself, the strong positive value placed on self-development and aspiring as well as the 
need for self-discipline all seemed to be connected in the context of such institutional 
uncertainty. On the one hand, this made people’s actions excusable in the face of 
structural problems. On the other hand, such structural factors also advocated 
responsibility to individuals as the broken structures where not considered of much use. 
After all, the concept of “choice” implies that one could have always done otherwise. As 
we saw most clearly in the case of Elena, she was wanting to write herself the next time, 
but was afraid of ending up buying again. Both Elena and Lyudmila condemned the lack 
of control for such practices, which made buying appear an alternative, and there were 
also other students who were calling for more control and structure for their studies, even 
more work. In a certain way, from their perspective, there was as if “too much choice”. 
The issue could be also considered from the point of view of stress, as the availability of 
alternatives in fulfilling assignments caused also the kind of reflections whether it is 
worth writing oneself. On the other hand, some students welcomed this availability of 
alternatives, as we saw for example in the account of Dima and the unproblematic 
approach Elvira took to buying. However, it is also worth questioning what students gain 
by such a choice. After all, rushing in to an office last moment to pay for a paper or correct 
mistakes in a dissertation one has bought, or in general studying for four years in order to 
formally receive a certificate seems also like a strange “choice”. In a way the students are 
facing a double bind (Bateson et al 1956): they can choose, but the parameters of the 
choice were nevertheless already defined.  
 
 
6 Location of value 
 
In chapter 5, I addressed my subject matter from the perspective of norms, ideals and 
practice, looking at how structures of higher education and ideas of what kind of skills 
are needed in Russia today affected students’ ideas of the value of writing oneself. I 
sought to explain how, as a consequence of multiple logics of value at play within the 
structures of higher education and the powerful discourses these stemmed from, buying 
emerged as a “personal choice”. In this chapter, I will approach the question of buying 
from the point of view of location of value. The stimulus for looking at the location of 
value emerged from the talk of ‘help’ (pomosch’) that came across in the interviews and 
was often not subjected to similar kind of rationalizations and calculations as the ‘choice’ 
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of buying. In fact, buying was not the only kind of informal practice students talked about. 
Students also talked of cooperation between classmates to fulfil the required tasks and 
practices such as sharing answers in the exams. Some of such practices would be easily 
placed under the category of “cheating”, but how are they understood by the students 
themselves? Here it is important to note that informal should not be equated with 
“immoral” and in fact, the prevalence of informal practices – depending on what kind of 
practices at question – can be beneficial for learning, as in the case of helping one’s 
classmate to understand better the content of a text.  
 
I consider the juxtaposition between personal choice of buying and positively valued 
concept of help important, because it forcefully counters the kind of atomism statements 
about “everyone deciding for themselves” seemed to suggest, and points to the way 
different relations are valued by the students. Whereas the talk of “personal choice” might 
evoke an image of an autonomous individual freely choosing whatever better fits his or 
her “needs” uninhibited by social constrains, the talk of help points to the importance of 
examining what kind of questions fall outside rationalizations students made. It has 
already been established that students and teachers are in many cases aware of informal 
practices that go against what is generally considered good academic conduct and even if 
such practices would undermine the values higher education is formally about, such 
practices were tolerated. Therefore, instead of autonomous individuals deciding for 
oneself in an absence of control, one can also take another perspective to the question and 
ask, what is required of social relations to allow for practises such as buying to continue? 
This is related to the insight by Bill Maurer that counterfeit money acts as money as long 
as nobody declares it as counterfeit (2011: 59). That is, what does a situation described 
in previous chapters mean in terms of relations to one’s classmates and teachers? And 
what might it mean about people’s attitude towards institutions and official structures? 
This second part will thus serve to further challenge the idea of rational cost-benefit 
analysis, the interest theory based on the economizing man acting on the basis of 
optimality and efficiency that the discourse on “choice” might seem to imply, by 
examining what is considered open to negotiation and what is represented normatively 
(Comaroff & Roberts 1981: 248).  
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6.1 From shared values to personal choice? 
 
Some informants placed their accounts of “personal choice” of buying within a more 
historical and sociological framework of Russian society. Dima, who I presented in 
chapter 5.2.5, theorized about the stage of Russia in the following manner: 
 
Now, I think, we are going through an ongoing restructuring (plavnyy perestroi) 
from communism to democracy, here the situation is you making it yourself 
(cdelai sebya cam), nobody else is interested in your victories and whether you 
gained something.  
 
Many students made references to the changes in the education system in relation, 
contrasting the problems of Russian higher education today to the situation in the Soviet 
Union and how things were before 50. Some of these accounts described the change 
explicitly from the perspective of values. Arthur, 19, and Irina, 21, describe the situation 
accordingly: 
 
Arthur: It’s probably the consumerist way people are brought up (vospitaniye). 
They >students@ have values that are different. New values emerged --- material 
values. There are no...spiritual values, religion, science. 
Irina: In comparison to what we had before. 
Arthur: In the Soviet Union, in the 90s, science was magnificent (moshnyy), now 
it’s not like that.  
 
Alsu Talgatovna, an enthusiastic teacher of humanities in her early thirties, is what 
students would call a “principled” teacher. She refuses the plastic bags (i.e. bribes) 
students regularly try to give her, but ironically describes the lack of “need” or “use” for 
morality in Russia today: 
  
But what am I going to do with this, where will I use this information about my 
honesty? ‘You know, I have never taken a bribe!’ That would be strange…it is 
information about what exactly? Values, --- they don’t have a point (ne imeyut 
mysli)…yes, where would I use it? I don’t get money for not taking bribes, or 
some kind of price…a fur or a car…I cannot use it as a status. --- But how to 
create a deficit of moral categories? There isn’t a deficit for moral categories and 
                                                      
50 In chapter 4.2 I presented how such examples were also made in contrast to the West, especially in 
relation to famous universities such as Oxford. Both are good examples of how talking about the past and 
using stereotypes of others can be useful for making statements about the current situation and the self 
(e.g. Herzfeld 1997; Yurchak 2005: 159), which renders their accuracy of secondary importance. 
However, it is also important to consider whose ‘voice’ (Keane, 2010, 75) is heard in such accounts, 
taken into account the dissatisfaction of teachers to the in many ways destructive post-Soviet 
transformations (Golunov, 2014). On nostalgia in post-socialist contexts see for example Berdahl (1999) 
and Boym (2001).  
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therefore we do not have these values. --- I don’t know, maybe I’m from a country 
that doesn’t exist anymore. --- Not all in the Soviet Union were honest and good. 
But strictly (chetko) there was the category of shame. --- That other people will 
watch for you, after all you are a Soviet person. --- Before shame was needed 
socially, but now it isn’t. Socially, there’s no social status: “I’m an honest person”. 
 
Alsu Talgatovna contrast her own experiences with those of today’s students based on 
the demise of the shared values of the Soviet Union. She points to the difficulty of 
establishing the “need” for values such as honesty in post-Soviet Russia. She then also 
alludes to the moral dilemmas being answered on a personal level, which she connects to 
the dominant values of the market:  
 
Maybe now there isn’t any global answers, as there were before. --- Probably now 
everyone solves their problems on an individual level. Further works the logic of 
the market: what you are looking for, you will find. And if you are looking for a 
bought paper, here you go, if for a tutor, here you are… 
 
Alsu Talgatovna also thinks that this is reflected on education, as before thinks that before 
the knowledge and morals were connected, both in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. “In 
literature, art, bible…like in science”: “Before I liked to tell the students why aren’t you 
ashamed, but now I can’t do that anymore – I don’t work in a church after all.”  
 
In such accounts the question of “personal choice” is placed in the context of the ‘losing 
of values’ (Zigon 2009b: 4) in post-Soviet Russia. Such accounts are not unique to the 
Russian context and similar concerns can also be traced further back than the relatively 
recent rise of neoliberalism. They are reminiscent to studies of historical sociology, 
describing the change from moral economy of kinship to the rise of moral economy of 
labour, referred to by Sykes in her discussion of valuable relations. Sykes summarizes 
that in this “new moral economy, money is traded for things and persons without concern 
for the importance of the moral character or personal dignity, and the new moral 
sentiments become private concerns of individuals” (2013: 113). Alsu Talgatovna’s 
remarks in relation to the education system are very showing. As Platt and Nathans point 
out, in the Soviet Union citizens were expected to identify with the goals of the society 
to the extent that they adopt them as their own (2011: 308). Moral education in schools 
and youth clubs was in a big role in the moulding Soviet citizens, teaching principles such 
as “honesty and truthfulness, moral purity, modesty, and unpretentiousness in social and 
private life,” “a high sense of public duty [and] intolerance of actions harmful to the 
public interest” (Kelly 2001: 302, quoted in Zigon 2011: 103). Against this backdrop, the 
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prevalence of corruption in higher education today seems like a stark contrast. According 
to a 2012 report of by Open Government51, higher education is perceived by Russians to 
be the fourth most corrupt sector in the country, after the road police, security forces and 
community facility agencies and third after traffic police and pre-school institutions in 
terms of number of respondents encountering corruption when turning to government 
institutions (Open Government 2012).  
 
However, accounts based on the “demise of collective values” alone are not enough to 
explain the practice at hand. Michael Binyon (1983) has shown that the decline of moral 
values has been touted in (Soviet) Russia at least since the mid-1970s, with a discourse 
not so different from that of today (quoted in Zigon 2010: 17). Despite the accounts of 
informants concerning the esteem of the Soviet education system, it is worth recognizing, 
that informal practices in higher education are nothing new. Golunov points to a 
description by writer Aleksander Solzhenitsyn in his novel The First Circle (1970) with 
overworked teachers and underprepared students, passing their exams using crib notes, 
which is not so different from some accounts dealing with Russian higher education today 
(Golunov 2014: 347–58). Leont’yeva, in turn, reminds that connections and patronage, 
have been always used in higher education and that in the Soviet Union “students of all 
generations knew that there were those who got in and studied under ‘insurance’ and 
passed with a phone call. --- It was self-evident for any Soviet person was that for certain 
people with famous last names there was no need to come to classes and no need to ask” 
(2006: 144). Volokhonskiy and Sokolov (2013) write how the government quotas for the 
number of study places in the 1960 led in the flowering of blat52 in the faculties of 
humanistic and social disciplines in the capitals, where the competition for entrance 
places was most intense. Also for example my landlady, a retired elementary school 
teacher, recounted how she would have had access to all kind of services through the 
parents of her pupils and how she had been earlier in her student days persuaded by her 
class mates to use crib notes in exams. All in all, the remarks above point to the fact that 
double structures and coexistence of multiple logics of value in evaluating students is not 
a new post-Soviet phenomenon: favours and exchanges were common in the Soviet times. 
The question then becomes one of tracing the continuities and transformations of informal 
practices from the Soviet era.   
                                                      
51 An expert council established by Prime Minister Medvedev 
52 The use of informal networks (Ledeneva: 1998). Blat will be dealt in more detail in the coming 
chapters. 
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Chapter 6 also relates to discussions of neoliberalism in anthropology and in the Russian 
context more generally. In my introduction I pointed out how discourse-based accounts 
of post-Soviet Russia (Zigon 2011; Yurchak 2003; Hemment 2009; Matza 2009) have 
studied the creation of new kind of subjects or subjectivities through self-fashioning 
practices, which I also alluded to in the previous chapter. Such accounts of neoliberal 
governmentality can be placed within larger anthropological discussions on neoliberalism 
and Ortner (2016) names the study of governmentalities as one of the fields in the study 
of neoliberalism in anthropology. She notes that such accounts follow Foucault’s 
argument “about the production of the liberal subject – the freely choosing individual – 
as the hegemonic form of governmentality in the neoliberal world” (2016: 55). The line 
of questioning here deals not so much with neoliberalism as a politico-economic system, 
but with “the ways society is being neoliberalized, that is, made to operate on neoliberal 
principles of market efficiency, and geared to the production of self-managing 
entrepreneurial neoliberal subjects” (2016, 55–6). For example, Yurchak (2013) in his 
account of neoliberal subjectivity shows how the new business discourses in Russia 
advocate a picture of life in which all aspects are organized through the model of 
“business-living”, including close interpersonal relations (2013: 80). However, as Matza 
has pointed out in his account of the rise of the talk-show in post-Soviet Russia, the idea 
of autonomous self, was contested by the callers to the programme who drew attention to 
the conditions in the society which were outside of their control, but required an ethical 
response (2009: 511). Zigon, in turn, contends in his account on self-work in Orthodox 
church -led drug rehabilitation programme that neoliberal discourse is the dominant one 
in Russia today (2013: 13). Zigon presents a “hegemonic” moral virtue “within this new 
biopower” to be responsibility, by which he means “the obligation to and for oneself as 
well as the Other, which is enacted by means of disciplined self-vigilance” (2012: 12). 
However, such accounts of responsibility and “biopower” of neoliberalism (Zigon 
2013: 12) seem to leave out of the account how people simultaneously deal with more 
blatant use of power in Russia. Instead of invisible, abstract powers critical Russian 
scholars such as Golunov (2013) write of “feudal” power relations in higher education 
institutions. And how is the question of responsibility applicable to a context where 
people are constantly faced with – as if – too much choice and therefore also uncertainty 
about what others will do. In addition to raising question concerning social obligations 
and norms guiding behaviour, it is necessary to specify what kind of relation is in question 
and, also, how much open-endedness different social interactions involve.  
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6.2 “Everyone for themselves, but all help each other”: good relations and the obligation 
to help 
 
We prepare together for seminars---, there really is team work (komandaya 
rabota). We all work together, ---. Somebody attends less, but is in any case with 
us (s namy), we will help him or her as well. --- This is how we have it. We do 
our best (starayemsya) to help each other. --- Everyone for themselves, but we – 
specifically in our group – all help each other. --- Everything depends on oneself. 
(Veronika, 19, law student) 
 
The Russian higher education system is socially intensive in comparison for example to 
the Finnish one. The students are typically divided into groups in which they often study 
for the whole length of their degree. Many students live in dormitories, which are offered 
to students for a very affordable price and which adds to the intensity of the social 
experience. There were great differences amongst my informants concerning the extent 
to which they identified with or liked the people in their class, but one thing is for sure: 
they spend a lot of time together during their studies. From my own time in exchange I 
also remembered the way students shared tasks and seemed to co-operate a lot. For 
example, Anatoly, 24, studying political sciences in his final year, describes co-operation 
among classmates accordingly:  
 
You come to study with these people for five years. --- I for example write the 
lecture to a tablet computer, some teachers speak fast and I’m fast with my 
computer. --- If someone asks me for the notes I give it to them, I don’t mind 
sharing (mne ne zhalko). If we have test (kontrol’naya) and I know the answer, I 
will tell it, if I’m asked.  
 
Anatoly explains that he could ask from the students of another group what they had done 
in their seminar and then pass on the information to his own group and onwards to yet 
another group that had their seminar later on during the week. What comes to exams 
where students would need to be prepared to answer forty questions, Anatoly tells that a 
group of ten students could each take four questions to prepare and then share their 
answers with others. And in the exam – if the other person was not sitting too far – one 
could always ask. In the account of Anatoly, then, studying has elements of collective 
effort, which can also significantly help dealing with the amount of work. Aigul, 22, who 
studies natural sciences, describes the situation in her class also as one where students are 
usually ready to help each other: 
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Yes, we help. Usually there is mutual help (vzaimopomoshch), but there are 
individual people, who don’t want to help. There are often people in the group 
who study well but don’t want to help others. They just study themselves and 
that’s all (prosto tam sam ychatsya i vso). And there are those who study well and 
help others too.  
 
It is worth noticing that as such, the help discourse goes beyond the students. Aigul 
describes the attitudes of the teachers to the foreigners in her class: 
 
We have many foreigners in the faculty and we Russians help those who don’t 
know the language a lot. In the first course we had three foreigners from Africa 
and Vietnam. It was very hard for them and we always helped a lot, always 
explained. The teachers also took a very loyal attitude to the foreigners, especially 
in the first and second year when they didn’t know Russian very well, they gave 
them a lighter variant, >they related@ not so strictly but with understanding.  
 
Going back to the students, informants might talk of everyone helping each other, but all 
studying for themselves, as in the quote by Veronika in the beginning of the chapter. 
Anatoly answered to my enquiry whether this was not a contradiction accordingly:  
 
It’s not a contradiction. The fact, that I help them, is not going to influence me 
anyhow, my position doesn’t get worse from it. That is, I write my work and 
exams myself, I get my diploma and I help them, I don’t mind sharing (mne ne 
zhalko).  
 
It is noteworthy, that such help would not necessarily involve close friendships, even if 
as visible from Anatoly’s quote, it was connected to good relations among the classmates.  
 
It’s the Russian soul---, maybe I happened to find myself in such surroundings 
(obstanovka) that we help each other. Maybe elsewhere it’s different. I know, for 
example, that in the fourth course it’s different, there they have a bit worse 
relations. But we normal relations, we can help each other, that’s no problem53.  
 
As becomes visible form the accounts above, “help” referred to by the students also 
included practices such as sharing answers in exams, which would be officially termed 
cheating. However, it is crucial to take into account how the students themselves 
understand the meaning of such practices. For example, Rustam, 24, a postgraduate 
                                                      
53 It is interesting how Anatoly in his quotes results in referring to ideas of Russianness. Similarly, 
students also theorized about the idea of collective, going back to talking about peasant communities in 
the Imperial Russia and about kolkhozes in the Soviet Union, making an explicit comparison between 
these collectives and a group of students. The discussions of Russian person as either collective or 
individual in nature have been abound in social scientific literature (Kharkhordin, 1999), but my task here 
is not to address the ideas of personhood as such, but to examine what kind of discursive regimes 
concepts such as help and collectivism enable (Das 2015: 57). 
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student of physics, consistently refuses to use the word spisyvat’ (to copy answers from 
others) when talking about his own group, changing the word to a positively valued one: 
 
Roosa: Do students as a rule let each other spisyvat’? 
Rustam: From each other? What comes to exams, students support each other. 
-- 
Roosa: Do all the students let others spisyvat’ equally? --- 
Rustam: All students are more or less friendly in this respect. I haven’t 
encountered during my studies students, who would refuse to help.  
-- 
Roosa: Those, who let spisyvat’, what do they get out of it? 
Rustam: In material terms – nothing. They just helped --- and that’s it.  
-- 
Roosa: And did you yourself always let others spisyvat’? Or did you spisyvat’ 
yourself? 
Rustam: In some subjects I did [muttering] spisyvat’, I honestly admit. And 
helped others. 
 
The students themselves, referring to their discussions with foreigners, noted the differing 
attitude to copying answers in Europe and the US: “I was really surprised to hear that 
English has such a word as ‘to cheat’ --- that in American universities --- or in England, 
--- it is considered straight-on immoral and that if a person gets caught it’s a big scandal”, 
tells Alisa, 22, who is doing her master’s degree in marketing. Making crib notes 
(shpargalki), then, was considered a harmless practice, even a “Russian tradition” as 
some called it (see Latova & Latov 2007)54. Also professor Aida Faridovna considered 
making crib notes a good study method – as long as one would leave them home. In 
YouTube one can find Russian videos of the most ingenious ways of making crib notes 
and people sometimes had very humorous stories about using them. There were also other 
examples of “cheating” methods “popularized”. For example, there is an episode in the 
beloved Soviet comedy Operation Y and Other Shurik's Adventures (1965) where a 
student with the help of his friend tries to use headphones for cheating in an exam55. I 
was also told some stories, evoking considerable amusement, of students trying to trick 
their teachers. One example is how someone in a group had send an e-mail to a teacher 
from an address that he and his classmates had created especially for this purpose in the 
name of another teacher. In the e-mail – that students hoped the teacher would think was 
                                                      
54 There were also students who did not want to use crib notes or copy answers and took pride in this. 
55 The student explains the bandage around his head hiding the headphone with an aching year. When the 
professor asks – referring to the flower in student’s suit pocket hiding the microphone – whether the 
student is having some kind of celebration today, student answers seriously, his voice trembling with 
emotion, “Exams for me, professor, are always a celebration”. The student gets caught, though, as the 
professor is prepared with a device preventing the workings of radio connection (Gaidai, 1965).  
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from her colleague – they enquired in a business-like manner what questions would be in 
the exam. The teacher had not been tricked, which she had only revealed in the actual 
exam. Even if such stories in part point to the rather young age of Russian university 
students and play with the hierarchical relations that persist in higher education, they 
illustrate the kind of humorous trickster aspect related to such practices. What is also 
noteworthy is their collective character and how such practices often imply an idea of 
group work in order to trick the teacher. In this sense, their nature differs from the 
business-like transaction of student ordering a term paper from a firm. In a way, they also 
evoke an image of a positively valued figure of blatmeister, described by Ledeneva 
(1998), people who could organize everything and acquired prestige and power from their 
position as “useful people” or “brokers” in terms of network analysis (ibid.: 113–6). Such 
a figure combined the kind of social skills, energy and charm required for forming a large 
social networks and was so different from the kind of positive qualities students described 
were helpful in finding a job and related to aspiring (chapter 5.2.4) and soft skills gained 
in university (5.2.3). As Vova pointed out that if one can find one’s way with people, one 
does not have to pay.  
 
As Vova’s comment above illustrates, “help” as a concept is tricky, because of the 
obviously different uses the word is put, their varying evaluations and the socio-economic 
role of these practices. Help has a central place in the communist ethic, but in addition, 
in the Soviet context “help” also had a systemic role for making up for the Soviet 
“economies of shortage” (Verdery 1996). Help in this sense is often discussed in relation 
to phenomenon called blat, which Ledeneva defines as “the use of personal networks and 
informal contacts to obtain goods and services in short supply and to find a way around 
formal procedures” (1998: 1)56. Blat arose from the realities of life under socialism, 
making people dependent in many cases on their networks, even if it violated the official 
ethos of equality. From this followed the ambiguous moral position of blat (ibid., 64). As 
Patico summarizes  
While ‘speculation’ for profit indeed was seen by most people in a negative light, 
the friendly ‘help’ involved in the variegated networking practices of the populace 
often carried a positive moral value and consolidated a sense of a ‘we’ or one’s 
own circle as against the state’s faceless, bureaucratic and unfeeling ‘them’ (2009, 
                                                      
56 Discussion on blat, in turn, bears a connection for the anthropological study of exchange and social 
forms related to different forms of exchange, which is what Otto and Willerslev identify as one of two 
major branches of anthropological study of value (2013a: 1). Blat bears a connection to such much 
discussed phenomena as patronage in the Mediterranean context (Davis 1977) and Guanxi in China 
(Yang 2002).  
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210-1).  
 
This observed conflict between one’s own group and the public interests in general has 
led to accounts that tend to ultimately give priority to the calculative aspect of blat at the 
cost of its other sides. For example, Ledeneva writes: “the logic of the obligation of help 
is clear: you helped people unselfishly, it was just a humane and warm attitude to your 
close friends, but if you were in trouble, all those whom you helped turned to you” (1998: 
164). Ledeneva writes of blat as s ‘game of misrecognition’, following Bourdieu, based 
on the fact that people misrecognized blat in relation to their own actions, talking of rather 
friendships and help, but in similar situations when talking of others talked of blat (ibid.: 
36-7). Thus, according to Ledeneva, the morality of blat was based on the denial of 
reciprocity that the practice was premised upon – a point analogous to Bourdieu’s 
rereading of Mauss’s account on the gift (Bourdieu 1990: 105; Mauss 1954). 
 
However, some of the evidence Ledeneva presents in her discussion of obligation to help 
speaks against reducing the phenomenon to such a calculative rationale. As one of 
Ledeneva’s informants says, “Indifference or refusal is a psychological trauma. I try not 
to refuse, giving out everything I can” (1998: 163). The dominance of informal exchanges 
in discussions of help in literature on Soviet Union is understandable taken into account 
the importance of such exchanges for the everyday life of people in a system where 
trading for private profit was condemned, many basic services and necessities were not 
available for money and the uses of money were further limited by shortages (Ochkina 
2009: 3). However, if we leave aside the questions of actual objects, might one consider 
the value of helping in itself? This might be important for countering the kind of 
maximizing individual of economic theories Graeber criticizes (2001). As I pointed out 
in chapter 2.2, considering the value of actions instead of objects has allowed getting 
around “barter model of value” (Strathern 1992: 169) and enabled considering the value 
of actions that do not involve reciprocity. It is noteworthy, that even if cooperation 
between students might be described in terms of you rub my back and I rub yours” 
(vsaimovyiruchka), that is, in terms of mutual benefit, such practices are not best 
understood as exchange. For example, Maria, 22, a medical student in her final year, notes 
that a student, who studied everything herself is often the one sitting on the telephone and 
dictating the answers to a classmate who did not study and who’s sitting in the exam with 
a micro headphone:  
 
Roosa: That is, those who studied themselves would then help others? 
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Maria: >laughs@ Yes, those who go to exams with micro headphones usually love 
to have A-students (otlichnikov) to dictate answers for them.  
Roosa: And they agree to this? 
Maria: Yes. 
Roosa: Why? 
Maria: I don’t know.  
Roosa: They just help? 
Maria: They are good people, people have to help each other (pomogat nado drug 
druga).  
 
Refusal to take part in such practices can also be difficult, as one doing so becomes 
vulnerable to accusations of unwillingness to share (tebe chto, zhalko?) and selfishness:  
 
Roosa: Not letting others to copy answers (spisyvat’) isn’t looked so well upon, 
or? 
Rustam: Well yes, it strains the relations between people – If there’s no reason 
why the person couldn’t help, if the teacher went out, but one didn’t help, without 
harm for oneself, then yes, that strains relations. --- If a student didn’t pass the 
exam as a consequence of not being helped in the exam this can strain relations. -
-- It’s not completely right, but so it is. Because if you didn’t study, it is of course 
your own problem, you should have studied. --- But they get offended and 
relations go bad. 
 
To theorize such practices among class mates I consider Widlok’s (2013) work on sharing 
to be useful. Widlok questions the standard approaches which see sharing in terms of 
either “covert form of market behaviour or as ultimately governed by extended forms of 
reciprocity” (2013: 11). Such approaches are called into question by the fact that “people 
do share what they value, they share without receiving or even expecting returns, and they 
even – at times – value sharing itself” (ibid.: 12). Widlok himself sees sharing as a 
“complex social phenomenon” and writes that the cultural conditions conducive sharing 
are connected to “the modes of relatedness, the modes of conversation, and the modes of 
bodily presence involved” (ibid.: 19). Importantly, as already mentioned, Widlok points 
out that sharing is not the same as reciprocity: it is often initiated by the taker and does 
not require charitable attitude, motivation to give or absence of sentiment of 
possessiveness from the side of the provider or giver (ibid.: 21). Rather, writes Widlok, 
“sharing creates value in terms of the unwillingness to insist on particular possession 
rights in the face of social pressure that is based on kin ties, talk, and bodily presence” 
(ibid.: 24). Widlok’s account bears many similarities to the accounts of students: the 
compresence (sharing answers in the exams), relatedness of students (class as a 
collective) and that help between the students was not distributed equally (good students 
are asked more). Even if from a Bourdieuan perspective it could be argued that good 
students aim to accumulate prestige by helping or exchange their help for not being 
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bullied, I suggest that such accounts would miss the point of the kind of ethical and 
emotive power “help” as a concept evokes.  
 
6.3 “No-one will help you for free forever”: help and transactions 
 
In this chapter, then, my aim is to outline some general tendencies concerning the way 
informal practices in higher education might have changed from the Soviet times. As I 
have already stated, the concept of ‘help’ was used to cover a variety of transfers and 
exchanges. A good example of this is how the companies selling term papers and 
dissertation branded themselves in terms of “helping students”. On the one hand, some 
students noted, that the commodification of such shadow services has made everything 
more “simple”. Even if students still use their personal contacts or grapevine to search 
for trustworthy services, the existence of offices means that informal practices are 
increasingly commodified, allowing to by-pass the kind of troublesome social intricacies, 
which for example Leont’yeva (2006) describes in her account of phenomenon of 
“academic guardianship” (opekunstvo) in Russian higher education. Further, it became 
clear from my examples that transactions between students were also taking place. For 
example, Anastasia, 24, who had been writing term papers and dissertations for sale for 
seven years, had started writing for others in her final year of university. Back then, in 
addition to her ow dissertation, she wrote dissertations of five of her classmates and 
received compensation for these. Is it the case, then, that transactions would be taking the 
place of mutual help?  
 
This is what Ledeneva suggest about blat in discussion of its post-Soviet “monetization”, 
when the shortages of the Soviet times became replaced by a new shortage, that of money. 
Thus, Ledeneva writes that “personal interests have become business interests and the 
ethics of blat have come into conflict with a more calculating business ethic” (1998: 178–
9). Even if Ledeneva’s account of the post-Soviet transformations of blat is mainly 
focused on the world of business, she still notes that the general tendency has been the 
breaking of social ties and declining of ‘mutual help’ in the face of financial pressures 
(ibid.: 194–5). On the other hand, Rivkin-Fish has shown in her study of health care in 
Saint Petersburg during the first decade of neoliberal reforms that actors continued to 
deploy informal practices as survival strategies and that informal practices (including 
payments) often fulfilled a moral obligation to others, by providing greater hope that 
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doctor would be personally committed to their care and the unfair payment system for 
hospital workers (2005: 210–1).   
 
It is worth taking a closer look how informants themselves talked of help, transactions 
and the relations that went with them. A clear example of juxtaposition between help and 
transaction can be seen in the account of Aida Faridovna, a university professor in her 
50s. She strongly denounces the practice of buying, emphasizing the fact that this results 
in a situation, where the employers have no idea of applicant’s skills because all have 
similar higher education certificates. However, in an account of her student years, Aida 
Faridovna tells about a friend, who was completely uninterested in her studies. As a good 
and enthusiastic student, Aida Faridovna used to help the friend by writing exams for her. 
The friend had continued in academia afterwards, without changing her habits, ending up 
buying her doctoral dissertation. When I later on ask Aida Faridovna whether such help 
to a friend can be compared to buying work, she makes a clear distinction between these 
two based on the type of relations: help includes a narrow circle of close people and is 
strictly based outside economic compensation. However, Aida Faridovna noted that this 
might be changing.  
 
In the example above Aida Faridovna did not connect help she gave her friend and 
students buying work in terms of comparable result – the lack of skills – even though she 
had earlier in the interview remarked that she did her friend a disservice as she did not 
learn. Before I move further, it is worth directly addressing the question of money, which 
Aida Faridovna so strictly rules out of relations between friends. What emerged in some 
the accounts was the idea that buying was hazardous not because student did not do his 
or work independently, but because of the fact that money was involved. For example, 
Aliya, 23, who was now a graduate student and occasionally wrote work by order, had 
been a talented student already during her undergraduate studies and had therefore acted 
as a tutor of sorts for her classmates and friends. She commented the moral valuation 
between the two accordingly: “Funny, when you do it for free, it’s encouraged, but when 
you take money for it, it’s something bad”. Similarly, Farida, 19, noted on the fact that if 
a person would get caught for writing work for sale, he or she could just say that he was 
helping as a way to escape consequences. The negative moral evaluation of money from 
the Soviet times and corruption being in Russia connected primarily to informal 
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exchanges involving money (Leont’yeva 2008b: 112) highlight such a tension between 
money and help57.  
 
The idea that a grade is given based on something else than an evaluation of student’s 
skills is nothing new, which the Soviet comparisons show: it can also be a favour given 
to a friend’s child or a sign of reverence to a politician. Also in the accounts of students 
there were examples of exchanges such as getting material for the thesis from one’s 
supervisor on the condition to delivering a truckload of manure or passing an exam in the 
condition of coming to work at a vegetable plot of the teacher’s dacha. Non-monetary 
barter might be less morally hazardous, but the absence of money does not then imply the 
absence of calculative mentality typical for transactions. It is also crucial to take into 
account a point Humphrey makes in relation to favours. Humphrey writes that as a 
consequence of favours being way of acting people value highly, also “calculating 
transactions of capital, greed and power” end up being “performed” as favours (2012: 
24). This is, importantly, not the same as saying that actual favours do not exist and 
therefore counters the kind of flattening economizing ethic Bourdieu presents. On the 
other hand, it is also important to keep in mind that the economic element does not 
exclude the element of favour. Another point Humphrey makes is that “not all acts in the 
economic sphere have to be thought of as transactions through and through” (2012: 37)58. 
Humphrey argues that “any economic action had moral implications and this applies both 
to the impetus for taking action at all, as well as to the interpretations of the results of 
those actions” (ibid.: 27).  
Humphrey, then, addresses the question of favours through the kind of relations they 
bring into being (2012: 25). Similarly, Sykes – in her comment about the work of Parry 
and Bloch (1989) on morality of exchange – remarks that the what actually stands out is 
not so much the differences between monetary and non-monetary objects, but rather the 
“very nature of valuable relationships” (2013: 100). Aida Faridovna viewed writing her 
friend’s exams strictly in terms of their mutual relationship. The students, however, who 
were clearly different generation in comparison to Aida Faridovna, expressed more varied 
uses for the word help and the kind of social relations monetary transactions could take 
                                                      
57 On the other hand, students also expressed the view that writing for sale is as any other work and needs 
to be compensated for. 
58 In the scope of my thesis I cannot study the position of people writing for sale, but I consider 
Humphrey’s remark especially relevant in relation to them.  
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place in. For example, when I asked about how students start writing for others for money, 
Irina and Arthur presented more of a gradual transition to “help” that was to be 
compensated by money:  
Irina: It depends on the scale. First you ask for some small works and agree upon 
giving a chocolate bar. And then you’ll be told “what am I going to do with 
chocolate, give me rather 200 roubles”. --- 
Arthur: People themselves understand, that just to help like that all the time…in 
Russia there even is such a thing, --- it’s a mentality, that people won’t keep on 
helping you forever. Even if it would be relatives. 
Irina: When you ask for help, then you already understand that you should pay.  
 
A similar view, where “help” is rightfully compensated by money, is visible in the 
account by Elvira, who was given an old term paper from a girl who had helped her with 
studies before. As a thank you for the paper, she bought the girl’s brother an Adidas 
Christmas gift package, according to the girl’s wishes. When I ask whether it would have 
made a difference if she would have given money, Elvira says what the compensation 
makes no difference and she would have not stayed indebted: “Similarly if a man works 
in his relative’s factory, he will get paid like the rest of the employees”.  
 
I suggest that one way to analytical lenses to look at the issue is time, which also binds 
this section to the issues presented in chapter 5.3. Here I find Guyer’s (2012a) account on 
obligation useful. Drawing from anthropological work on debt (Graeber 2011; Hyland 
2009) and gift (Mauss 1954), Guyer examines the kind of bonds gifts and debt create and 
the temporalities they imply in terms of obligation. Whereas gift involves the temporal 
arc of human life and is indeterminate in its “temporal markers and moments”, debt 
belongs to the calendar with its regular interest and specified repayment dates (2012a: 
491). Guyer addresses the point of Mauss’s work on the gift that was maybe his weakest, 
“the temporal math and violent sanctioning of repayment on time” (ibid.: 498), which in 
turn has led to criticism that Mauss did not show evidence on “obligation to repay” 
(Testart 1998). Importantly, Guyer points out the difference between mutuality and 
reciprocity. She writes that Mauss’ s account has been misinterpreted to focus on self-
interest and reciprocity, at the cost of mutuality he implies (2012a: 500). She argues that 
this is illustrative of our world, but Mauss himself assumed “the embeddedness of self in 
others” and the “the sharing of object-substance and spirit” (ibid.). Guyer raises the 
question, “can we still define and re-experience obligation as mutuality, especially when 
the ‘real’ things of the world are no longer animated enough to bind people to each 
other?”.  
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Returning to the examples by the students above, expressions such as “nobody will help 
you forever” and “I will not stay indebted” refer to the temporalities of the kind of bonds 
created. Next example of Dima and his friends is illustrative of not only the location of 
value and the temporalities such valued relations imply, but also the kind of 
transformations alluded to above. As demonstrated earlier (chapter 5.2.5), Dima portrays 
society as well as education system as corrupt and his account of doing hacking illustrates 
his lack of ethical concerns with such interactions: 
  
I have been doing many different kinds of jobs in IT. There were also “black” 
areas, hacking and viruses. These are very interesting fields, even if illegal such, 
one can earn good money quickly. And it’s a fact that it’s difficult to follow small 
crimes like that. Well, I don’t know, I’m attracted by internet and all that, it’s 
beyond the control of the state. If you have a business, and the state knows that 
you have a business, they can come and expose you, but this isn’t possible on the 
internet.  
 
Later on in the interview Dima tells that he has “earned from (his) classmates” by writing 
work for them. Whereas Dima’s work on hacking and other illegal activities were not 
something that required an explanation, even confident Dima ends ups justifying his 
actions, when Vova answers my question by telling that class mates usually help without 
paying. Dima comments that this depends on what kind of task is in question and that for 
bigger ones one needs to give money: 
But it’s not so that all your class mates are your friends, if it’s twenty people, after 
studies you will lose contact with from 80 to 90 percent of them, you have nothing 
in common. --- Or well you’re a group but then everything falls apart and only a 
few people remain.  
 
Interestingly, Dima justifies “earning” from his classmates by referring to the anticipated 
breakdown of relations, which seems to be related to the nature of these relations in the 
first place. Similar kind of view is visible in the following comment of Anatoly following 
his account on how helping his classmates and working for oneself is not a contradiction:  
 
What becomes out of them, is none of my business. I’m interested in and it is 
important for me what happens exactly to my closest friends, around five people, 
about them I worry about.  
 
Whereas Anatoly talks of positively valued good relations and help between classmates, 
he also makes a clear differentiation between them and his closest friends by reference to 
how these relationships extent in time, similarly to Dima.  
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A significant difference between blat and stereotypical market transactions is that the 
former is about cultivating relationships extending in time. Further, as Ledeneva points 
out, blat relations were embedded in the socio-economy of the Soviet state. It is 
understandable that the drastic material and discursive changes connected to the end of 
Soviet socialism would result in transformations of blat. However, if taking the 
perspective of friendship, the accounts of the students do not appear so different from that 
of Aida Faridovna: transactions do not belong to the sphere of closest friendships, which 
are defined by their mutuality, extending in time. Kharkhordin (2009) has pointed to the 
extremely high and altruistic value of friendship in Russia. Humphrey points out in 
relation to Kharkhordin’s work that if one overlooks the economizing man -type of 
reasoning underlying his account (comparable to Ledeneva, both inspired by Bourdieu’s 
account on reciprocity), Kharkhordin actually points to how it is through the “mutual 
regard of friends above all that people acquire a sense of self-worth” (summarized in 
Humphrey 2012: 31). This came about historically, with the Orthodox and Soviet 
traditions of collective as a site “within which each person should strive for sanctity”, 
self-evaluation being achieved “through pervasive horizontal surveillance of the members 
of one another” (ibid.). As Humphrey argues, this also ran against the official judgements, 
as one was to be evaluated primarily by reference to “friends, neighbours, or colleagues, 
and only secondly by the Party-State” (ibid.)59.  
 
What might this mean in terms of class collective, then, which both Anatoly and Dima 
separated from friendships? In my data, there were large variations between the students. 
In general, it could be suggested that while the ideal of help and good relations maintain 
some of their power, as favours get bigger with the growing demand for services such as 
whole term papers and dissertations, monetary compensation becomes the fair alternative. 
Zygmunt Bauman’s (2016) comments on the difference between a social network and a 
community might be of relevance here. He argues whereas an individual belongs to a 
community, network is something that belongs to the individual, involving a feeling of 
control. The loss of class collective might be losing its power as a reference group as a 
source of self-evaluation and giving way to closer groups of friends.  
  
To conclude, I would like to suggest that despite making some general statements, on the 
                                                      
59 Kharkhordin argues that such collective assessment maintains its relevance today, even if it has 
changes its sides to include also fields such as friendship circles of entrepreneurs and criminals 
(Kharkhordin 2009: 16–7, summarized in Humphrey 2012: 31–2). 
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level of individual acts, there exists a large variety and a resistance to formalization. 
Humphrey (2012) borrows from the work of Leont’yeva by writing that informal 
practices are, in fact, more “unformed” than informal. Humphrey notes in relation to 
favours that they “always leave something open and uncertain: what people may hope for 
or expect might not happen” (ibid.: 37). Similarly, Widlok points to the kind of openness 
of transfers, by arguing that “there is always the potential for negation and for a reversible 
movement” (ibid.: 15). Thus, sharing is not reciprocity, but that “many want it to be” 
(2013: 13).  
 
6.4 “Academic collusion”? Social control and relationship to the “system” 
 
As I have already noted, there were many teachers and students who took a critical view 
of buying. Why, then, does the phenomenon persist? In this section I will touch upon the 
phenomenon’s relationship to social control. One of the things I often asked from the 
students was whether they could imagine telling on someone. There was a wide consensus 
that this would not happen. Maria, who studies medicine in her final year, tells that during 
the last two years, almost half of her classmates used micro headphones in exams. She 
says she thinks that using micro headphones in the exams is “horrible” and “not fair”, but 
that a student would never tell on another to the teacher: 
 
Because when you go there, there are your classmates. In any case people interact 
with each other and in general the relations between people are good. It’s like 
people don’t betray each other. Well, it’s just without a point to tell to the teacher 
that “he went with a micro headphone”, there hasn’t been such a case.  
 
Telling on someone or comparing grades were in addition connected by some students 
negatively to individualism, which came across some students made in comparison to the 
West, as in this account by Lenar: 
 
That’s the mentality. A group after all is a certain kind of collective, you don’t 
give your own in. Europe is the fortress of individualism. And here we have more 
of a collective consciousness, post-Soviet, post-Imperial. --- One doesn’t give in 
one’s own.  
 
From the interviews it became clear, that telling on someone would be viewed by 
everyone in terms of wanting to damage him or her for personal reasons, and therefore 
the act would be viewed negatively and ethically condemned by others. It is notable that 
the concept of “individualism” came up in the interviews still in mainly negative terms, 
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understood as selfishness. As sociologists Steven Lukes has studied the changing 
meanings of individualism in Europe at different times, drawing from the insight of 
Weber that individualism “embraces the utmost heterogeneity of meanings” (1971: 45). 
As such, ‘individualism’ is also a valued concept, like ‘the market’ (Reeves 2005: 6), and 
based on the examples that came up in my interviews, maintains a negative evaluation 
against the positively valued concept of ‘help’. Aigul compares Russia and Europe in 
following manner in her account of using crib notes:  
 
Aigul: There’s no such a thing --- that somebody would say, that ‘that person 
uses’. I have just heard that in Europe people tell the teacher, that a person can tell 
the teacher, that that person used a crib note. We of course don’t have this. You 
use them and classmates know about this, but they don’t of course tell about this.  
Roosa: Why “of course”? 
Aigul: Because in my opinion in Russia there’s no such a thing. Because people 
think that would be to give in one’s course mate (postavit odnogrupniku) and if 
you tell a teacher they might not let him pass the exam. 
 
Lenar, in turn, remarks that perhaps in good universities a different attitude might be 
taken, but nevertheless connects telling on another student with selfish motivations and 
making one’s way forward at the expense of others: 
  
Roosa: In schools, where they control plagiarism, could students tell on others?  
Lenar: Maybe they have a bigger personal competition.  In that kind of places one 
goes forward at the expense of others. --- Here there is no such a thing, it’s a 
province. To Moscow go those who want to achieve something. They use all their 
money in tutors, courses, in order to get the best grades and get somewhere. 
 
It follows, that telling on someone would not be imagined to make sense, unless the 
motivation was to personally harm the other person60. Otherwise idea of turning someone 
in simply did not make sense to the students. Part of this seemed to be that due to the 
“normality” of buying, even if a student experienced dissatisfaction about the state of 
affairs, acting upon it would not lead to anything. For example, Anna defended her term 
paper, but girls who had bought got better grades. Even though she felt angry at the whole 
world, she would not have imagined telling on the girls:  
 
Anna: They are not the ones to blame, it just so happened.  
                                                      
60 However, there was one exception: Regina, 25, who was a graduate of humanities, thought that 
students might tell the teacher if they knew someone had bought a paper. Regina estimates that in her 
class buying did not take place and would have been difficult also due to the nature of the assignments 
they were given. However, others students who studied in classes where they estimated that buying would 
not take place estimated that they would not tell the teacher. 
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Roosa: Do teachers guess when students don’t write themselves? 
Anna: Half and half. And if they guess, they won’t say.  
Roosa: Why don’t they? 
Anna: Well, what would they gain? The situation is, that it doesn’t make a 
difference to anyone. There’s that kind of a system that you don’t fight against. 
They don’t give a damn (im pofig). 
 
Thus, even if people would consider cheating in negative terms, they would see little 
use raising their concerns. Also talking about such concerns is considered against good 
habits. Irina notes this in relation to bribes: 
 
Maria: Normally. That is, there’s no such thing that fjuu, bribes…nobody talks 
about this.  
Roosa: Why not? 
Maria: Nobody’s interested…it’s considered improper (neprilichno)…it is as if 
already my own business.  
Roosa: Even if it’s classmates, it also concerns them, no? 
Maria: Yes, but we don’t have this kind of --- fairness, because it wouldn’t lead 
anywhere, that’s for sure.  
 
When I told Igor that I would find it unfair if someone from my group would buy 
something, he reacted accordingly: 
  
Igor: Aa in Russia we have some problems what comes to fairness. Unfortunately. 
 Roosa: Has the issue to do with fairness? 
Igor: Yes. For example, if I will stand up and speak for the case, hardly this is 
going to change anything. Therefore, it’s none of my business. Everyone is for 
themselves, the majority. It’s without difference to me, even if it’s of course unfair 
that I do myself and then a person who doesn’t gets exactly the same grade, the 
same diploma ---. We have that kind of education in our country, much and a long 
time is required for changing it. 
 
What could be seen at stakes here is also a kind of double bind: even if students see what 
they do not like, interfering would be seen as useless. The examples above made reference 
to the educational system, which was considered by students denouncing the practice of 
buying as “not right”. Even if the faults of the system were visible to many informants, 
they had little hope for the system to improve in any near-future, as Igor states. As 
illustrated by my examples, then, students’ considerations of the education system, 
seemed to lie outside the kind of ethical considerations students presented as applying to 
interpersonal relations. For example, questions of honesty were hardly raised in relation 
to the system – they simply made no sense to students in this social field.   
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The perceived immutability of the system had a curious effect on the way responsibility 
played out in the accounts of informants. Typical for the interviews was that blame and 
responsibility was first distributed, but in an after sentence excused. A good example is 
how students viewed the role of the teachers for the practice. I have shown in previous 
chapters, how some students blamed teachers for the lack of control concerning such 
practices61. Guzel, 30, who is academically oriented and for whom higher education in 
Russia was a major disappointment, says that “the main lesson in this story is that I can 
take whatever kind of attitude I wish, but the teachers are the ones who set the rules of 
the game”. However, she continues that 
 
If the teachers know about this and refuse to check the bought work, it will come 
back to them once more, and then again. You can infinitely send people to do their 
work again, but in the end, you just want to be left alone. This is the point of view 
of the teachers. This is why it’s all the same for the teachers. --- Nobody has to 
spend time on this, because for the sake of the ideal work only some individuals. 
And this has been going on before you and will continue after you leave. 
 
Students did, however, recognize the existence of “principled” teachers, who were set on 
not letting students pass without doing their work. Controlling such practices usually 
meant extra work and investment from the teacher’s side, and as already mentioned, such 
work was not necessarily welcomed from the side of the side of the university 
administration. An account by Farit, who had been doing his aspirantura62 in natural 
sciences and had been simultaneously teaching, tells that he closes his eyes from students 
who cheat: 
 
Happens so, that students become more and more stupid every year. --- The last 
students, they couldn’t give me the exams, they wrote some kind of nonsense and 
despite this I needed to let them pass. Why? Firstly, because of the department. 
That is, if you don’t give them a pass, this will result in a reaction from the side 
of the faculty. --- Then they will blame the department and the leader of the 
department will tell me ‘Look, Farit, be more gentle with them’. As a result, I 
have to again close my eyes in many cases and give them a pass. Or, if I don’t do 
that, they will come to me during the following semester every time, five, six 
times, all the time they will come. As a consequence, they will distract me from 
my main work. They will bother me. That is why, if they fill some minimal 
requirements, I will give them a pass.  
 
                                                      
61 There were also students who thought that teachers could possible not be aware of such practices.  
62 Russian term for post-graduate studies, resulting in the degree ”Candidate of Sciences”. 
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When I ask whether it is not in the interests of the institutions that the level of graduates 
would be high, Farit in a frustrated manner exclaims that the teachers do not have control 
over the students:  
 
But being strict to the students doesn’t help in any way, one can’t stop them, they 
don’t need anything. It depends on the person, if he needs something, already 
when he applies to the university, then he will study. If not, he will not put his 
efforts into it.  
 
Similar approach to responsibility also applied in the case of the students: on the one 
hand, students could have always chosen otherwise, but on the other, as Alexey contends, 
“what are they >those who buy@ guilty of? They just used the opportunity”. Consequently, 
responsibility was never entirely evaded as one could have always chosen otherwise, no 
matter how inconvenient this choice would have been. The focus on individuals and 
interpersonal relations as a cite of moral disciplining is something Michele Rivkin-Fish 
has commented on in her study of women’s health in Saint Petersburg in the 1990s. She 
writes that both global and local actors “worked to by-pass the state and public sphere as 
primary sites for change and created imperatives for moral work on the self and 
interpersonal relations” (2005: 210). She notes that this was a continuation from the 
Soviet era, when the personal sphere was often the site of moral discipline and 
authenticity, despite the ideological collectivist ethos (2001:38).  
 
The question that needs to be addressed is why and how questions of buying or bribe-
giving become removed into a sort of private realm and turning into questions of person’s 
self-discipline instead of being considered as something of a common concern and related 
to one’s responsibilities to others. Some hints can be gained through looking at the kind 
of dynamics of the classroom. Instead of the dominant approach to seeing bribe-giving as 
the reason for teachers giving good grades for poor performance, Titayev (2012) suggests 
the concept of “academic collusion” (akademicheskiy sgovor) to describe the situation in 
higher education. By this he means an implicit agreement, which emerges between 
teacher and students in the absence of proper incentives to teach and study properly. His 
point is that both sides benefit (teachers save their energies in not controlling the quality 
of students learning and students do not interfere with the quality of teacher’s work 
because they do not want to interfere), but that harm is brought to the society in general 
as the result is an inefficient education system and low qualified graduates. Titayev’s 
remarks concerning how such behaviour comes to be appear normal to the members of 
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the group are similar to that made by Zinn about how corruption accusations can act as 
“boundary markers for identity” (2005: 233–4).  
 
Yurchak’s account of “the morality of svoi” is in similar to Titayev’s remarks in some 
ways. Yurchak describes how the performative engagement with the authoritative 
discourse in the late Soviet Union resulted in the production of an unintended common 
sociality, that of the svoi (eng. us, ours) (2005: 103). The morality of svoi, as described 
by Yurchak, is a kind of shared understanding that the commands from above need to be 
adhered to, even if only formally, to avoid trouble for the whole group. One example 
Yurchak gives is how Komsomol secretaries managed to collect membership fees, which 
was a task delegated to them from above. Yurchak describes how people paid, because 
they recognized the secretary collecting the fees as belonging to one’s svoi and refusing 
would have resulted in trouble for the secretary. Not paying “out of moral principle”, 
would have been considered not only “silly and useless” but as potentially harmful for 
the whole group (2005: 197). Thus activists and dissidents, who demanded engagement 
with the authoritative discourse on a literal level, could be potentially dangerous for those 
around, who were dependent on their cooperation. People therefore attended official 
meetings at their study places and work out of a shared understanding that norms needed 
to be followed at the ritualistic level and that this was nobody’s fault (ibid.: 110).  
 
As in the case of Titayev’s example of collusion, the performative engagement with the 
official tasks in Yurchak’s examples resulted in lighter work load both for the Komsomol 
secretaries, as well as reduced the formal tasks and obligations of the regular Komsomol 
members (2005: 110). However, instead of the rather cynical view Titayev adopts by 
focusing on how the “collusion” serves the interests of its participants against the third 
party or society in general, the definitive feature of the morality of svoi was the ethical 
responsibility to those around, “acknowledging that one recognized the predicament in 
which others found themselves and did not wish to aggravate their situation – was a key 
for belonging to svoi” (2005: 111–2)63.  
                                                      
63 A related remark is how generating interest conflicts between one’s own collective and society as a 
whole seemed to be systemic for the Soviet socialism. An example of this is how blat often implied a 
conflict between the responsibilities of those around to the general interests of the society. It was also 
important that what made blat morally good was that the services of access were provides to others, not to 
oneself. Important was also then the initiative to give on the part of the giver or an intermediary, as asking 
oneself would have been difficult. Blat thus involved various shades of distance and mediation, that were 
morally loaded (Ledeneva 1998). One of the reasons for what Ledeneva call the “misrecognition” of blat 
in one’s own case, when it was referred to as help between friends and acquaintances, could be the indexical 
nature of such statements and the hierarchical valuation of different relations. 
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Even if Titayev’s remarks on collusion resonates in some respects with the examples I 
have given above, I find his focus on how collusion is made possible by the lack of 
supervision and how this is also the reason for the demotivation of teachers and students, 
as questionable. Golunov’s notes on the financial deprivation of teachers in post-Soviet 
times, their lack of power at their work places due to hierarchical power relations in the 
university as well as their increased work load due to the increasing bureaucratization of 
their work point to the straining situation teachers face (2014: 480, 499, 530). The account 
of Reeves (2003) of the massive gap between the reality of rural institutions and 
Ministerial plans imposed on them in Kyrgyzstan is a case to the point. In addition, in 
many of the accounts I have presented students expressed disappointment with the quality 
of their studies and dissatisfaction regarding the fact that “anyone” could graduate. These 
point to the direction that students hoped for meaningful engagement with their studies, 
not simply avoiding work whenever possible. Thus, even if Titayev valuably recognizes 
the role of structural factors in the creation of the situation he describes, I find his 
representation of deal as a prevalently “happy” one for its participants questionable. 
 
Further, it is important to understand that the benefits are not necessarily distributed 
equally. Students wishing to pursue careers in their field and hoping for the recognition 
of their degrees abroad as well as an intellectually stimulating atmosphere that would 
allow them to develop, do not benefit, whereas those with only studying formally might 
consider the deal satisfactory. However, students who hoped more from their studies had 
ultimately little pretensions to their class mates or teachers, the acts of whom were viewed 
in relation to the inadequacies of the education system and in conditions where higher 
education certificate had turned into a norm. The question of buying was not viewed in 
terms of one’s responsibility to one’s course mates or one’s teacher, but rather a question 
relating to one’s ability to “realize oneself”. In some accounts also came across the 
negative connotations to comparing one’s situation to those of others. Aigul and Rudi 
spoke of comparing accordingly: 
 
Aigul: Well, let’s say that I’m not interested at all in what others got. For me the 
main thing is to get my own grade and the more if I get a good grade, I don’t 
compare. For me the main thing is that I get what I need. If I need a five64 and 
                                                      
 
64The highest grade.   
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get a five, then that’s good. All the others are responsible for themselves. 
Everyone tries, of course, to get a good grade. 
Roosa: Do you agree? 
Rudi: For me it doesn’t make any difference. It’s their life.  
Aigul: I agree, I guess it depends on the person. There are jealous people, for 
them it’s important, it’s probably not just a question of grades, but if a person 
compares, he will compare all the time. If other people’s lives aren’t important 
for the person – you’ll just look at yourself. 
 
In the account above, comparing is connected to jealousy. Alexey, 19, comments the issue 
of comparing from another perspective. As a response to a question about what kind of 
issues cause tension between classmates, he names “things that are related to critique”: 
 
In Russia it so happened that lazy-asses (lentyai) are not discussed, --- if you 
judge that kind of person, then everyone’s like ‘why are you getting into other 
people’s business, take care of your own and I will do what I want’.  
 
The personal choice gets another twist when looked at what it means from students’ ideas 
and understandings of fairness (spravedlivost'), as some of the examples above indicated. 
What taking such an approach might mean in terms of self-work is visible in the account 
of Ramil, 30. To the question whether he would feel upset about someone buying, he 
replies accordingly:  
 
I understand that this is life and there are different people and different ways to 
achieve goals. But maybe different people will have different some kind of 
feelings ---- Depends on what one considers fair. --- >if one thinks that@ “life 
should be fair to me!”. When it rains, will I get offended for it ruining my plans 
or am I emotionally ready for this…? 
 
Ramil turns the question around by considering the question in terms of what is 
psychologically easier for a person: 
 
If one gets hurt, this means that he will have a difficult time in life. After school 
he will start looking for a job and will be told that we don’t have open positions, 
while they simultaneously hire a person who bought his certificate, because his 
aunt works there. One understands, that it will not get better in life. There will be 
of more such moments. There will always be people who will find a shortcut --- 
One shouldn’t do so, but there are people who do and you can also do that. --- >it 
is a question of whether@ one is going to get hurt all the time because one bumps 
into reality, and his expectations from the world are different from what he sees.  
 
Ramil, then, deems the life of an idealist a hard one and advocates a pragmatic approach. 
Some students did, in fact, tell that in the beginning of their studies they had felt bad about 
unfair grading in the university, but then they had gotten used to this.  
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It is worth then raising once more the question concerning skills students learn in the 
university. Golunov argues that the prevalence of malpractices makes harm by 
contributing to acceptance of corruption and “unscrupulous behaviour” (Golunov 2013: 
9) as well as “teaching them that cheating and bribing is an acceptable way to advance 
their careers, that personal effort and merit do not count; and that success comes rather 
from favouritism, manipulation and bribery” (quoted in Hallack and Poisson 2007, quoted 
in Golunov 2013: 9). Golunov points out that there are studies indicating that Russian 
students are more tolerant to corrupt practices than those young people not studying in 
universities (Golunov 2013: 9; see Rimsky 2010 & Titayev 2005). In addition to buying, 
some informants had experiences of being exempted from sports classes against informal 
payments65. Students emphasized the kind of skills necessary to make such deals, which 
those with no similar experience could not imagine, almost humorously trying to think 
how this could take place. In the case of the students I interviewed, there was no indication 
of personal effort not counting in life in general, even if the students expressed that those 
with contacts have easy ways forward. However, there was an uncertainty about whether 
focusing one’s efforts in studies was the way forward and even more importantly what 
emerged from my interviews was that students did not consider it their business how they 
classmates pursued their goals. This takes me back to the question of responsibility.  
 
The other side of the morality of svoi – or also the kind collusion Titayev describes – was 
that punishments could be delegated on selective bases as a consequence in failing to take 
part in svoi and putting others into risk (2005: 110). One such example was how the 
Komsomol organization committees in ideological Lenin examinations gave pass to those 
who they considered to be “good people”, but in the case of individuals refusing to take 
part in svoi, they could draw on the literal results of the exam (2005: 110). As Yurchak 
points out, such means of collective control have also been described by other authors 
and have historical precedents (2005: 109, see e.g. Ledeneva 1998: 81 & Kharkhordin 
1999). Such selective administration of punishment is also a good example of how the 
fact that something is collective should be automatically considered more “ethical”, 
which the juxtaposition of shared communal values and personal choice might imply. 
Laidlaw notes that many anthropologists have deemed practices and values moral merely 
because they seem to strengthen collective cohesion or are shared or collectivist in content 
                                                      
65In the two interviews this came up, the sane students also had experience of buying term papers.  
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(2014: 21). He criticizes a romanticized choice between collective and individualist goals, 
arguing that behind such accounts is a Durkheimian view of the collective as morally 
superior to the individual (ibid.).  
 
However, in addition to the kind of collective discipline described by Titayev and 
Yurchak, at play are also other kind of power mechanisms, which are more blatant and 
hierarchical in their use of power and also relate to the Russian political system at large. 
Ledeneva has argued, that Russia today relies on “network-based governance patterns, 
referred to as sistema” (2013: 2), while Kononenko and Moshes (2011) call Russia “a 
network state” and argue that state institutions “have to operate with basic contradictions 
between the stated goals of the regime and its practices” (quoted in Humphrey 2012: 25). 
Much literature has been written about the power structures of the Russian state, but for 
my purposes here I would only wish to point out, following Golunov, that the universities 
are also tied to the wider power structures through the implicit control over the 
appointment of rectors exercised by Ministry of Education and Science, rectors 
themselves often have political affiliations (2014: 539–558). Golunov describes the 
power relations in higher education today as neo- or quasi-feudal, leaving teachers 
vulnerable to the whims of the university leadership, who in turn is outside the university 
in a weak position to higher political figures (Golunov 2014: 499). How does the 
university, then, socialize students to encounter such a politico-economic system? Shortly 
after my fieldwork, a teacher who had been beloved among students both for his teaching 
skills and willingness to help students with their scientific writing, seems to have been 
smoked out of a major university in Kazan as a consequence of a long-continued conflict 
with the university leadership, rising from the active position teacher had taken towards 
the problems connected to reforms that had taken place in the university during the recent 
years. The dismissal was officially portrayed as a part of the university “optimization” 
procedures66. Golunov lists similar kind of punitive measures influential figures can 
exercise in the case of non-cooperation (2014). The message conveyed through such 
examples is clear: the personal price for standing up against the interests of a powerful 
                                                      
66 Golunov writes of the “optimization” campaign Russian government has adopted in order to respond to 
declining number of students due to demographic reasons and the strained economic situation after the 
crises in 2007-9 (2014: 430). As described by Golunov, ”in 2012 Russian government adopted a roadmap 
for ’increasing efficiency of science and education” (ibid.), the goal of which has been to reduce the 
amount of universities and educational programs.  Golunov points out that the plan has been constructed 
so that the number of teachers reduces more rapidly than the number of students, which leads to an even 
more increased work load for the teaching personnel in addition to the recent wave of bureaucratization of 
their work (ibid.: 430-87). The analogies to similar procedures in Western universities are alluded to on in 
the conclusions of the thesis. 
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persons can be high. However, in the case of the teacher alluded to above, the dismissal 
did not go as planned as both students67 and staff petitioned to university leadership on 
behalf of the teacher and also the candidate, who was assigned to compete with him for 
the same place withdrew from the competition.  
 
As a last example I would like to bring up a phenomenon, which has gained visibility in 
the media in the past few years and is directly related to my topic: plagiarizing or buying 
doctoral dissertations. Golunov carried out an analysis of degrees of those considered top 
officials and politicians, more than half of whom held a doctoral degree, and concluded 
that almost half of their degrees were “obtained under dubious circumstances, further 
thirteen percent raising some suspicion” (2014: 1299–1371). He notes that the same goes 
to ten percent of university directors (ibid.)68. Golunov calls the situation so disastrous, 
that the value of academic awards system can be questioned (ibid.: 1302). Plagiarism 
exposures have gained much visibility in the media in recent years due to work of activists 
checking the originality of dissertations, especially network called Dissernet. It is notable, 
however, that in the vast majority of cases, as Golunov notes, these revelations haven’t 
resulted in withdrawing of academic degrees, and neither have they ruined careers or been 
obstacles for promotion (ibid.: 1993). However, as Sergei Parhomenko, one of the 
founders of Dissernet, remarks 
We are not interested in the content of the scientific text itself, but the qualities of 
the person who signed the work. ---. The main thing is the following: we set in 
place reputational RESPONSIBILITY (vot eto glavnoye: my ustanavlivayem 
imenno REPUTATSIONNUYU OTVETSTVENNOST'). (Dissernet 2016, capitals 
in the original) 
  
It is thus notable, that there is also resistance to the development in which symbols of 
value of the academic sphere can be obtained by money and that such attempts involve 
establishing responsibility beyond one’s own circle.  
 
 
 
                                                      
67 This was one of the very few times, when somebody mentioned the fear of getting suspended from 
university, as one of the girls involved talked about the concerns related to petitioning for the teacher. 
68 Such cases also reveal the dependence networks and institutional weaknesses of higher education 
institutions, the university leadership having been in some cases involved in covering and later on 
falsifying evidence. 
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7 Conclusions and future directions for research 
 
 
In the thesis, I have dwelled on the gap between the official discourse and practice 
(Yurchak 2005) or the normative and normal (Kruglova 2016). My thesis thus joins the 
large body of work dealing with informal practices in the Soviet Union and post-Soviet 
Russia. By drawing from anthropological theories of value, I have searched for ways to 
address the gap in a way that neither produces a catastrophe report nor brushes away the 
serious structural problems, but instead shows how several different logics of value can 
coexist within a same system. By demonstrating the existence of several logics of value 
in the system of higher education, I have hoped to show how students deal with the 
uncertainty resulting from this multiplicity. I have emphasized that it is important to 
recognize that the enthusiasm for learning and research exist alongside practices that 
formally violate them. My theoretical questions on value have dealt primary with these 
two aspects: “what is the relationship between structures and students’ ideas of valuable 
action?” and “what do students’ ideas on informal practices in higher education reveal 
about the location of value?”. Addressing these questions, I have hoped to shed light on 
questions that seemed paradoxical or curious to me to, such as why buying was portrayed 
as a personal choice not concerning others in the class, but help to one’s class mates was 
valued and – in several cases – expected.  
 
In addressing the gap between normative and normal in my thesis, I have found Yurchak’s 
(2005) account of a performative shift in the late Soviet Union helpful and in many ways 
relevant for today’s Russia. Yurchak shows how in the late Soviet Union the literal 
meanings of the discourse were drifting further away from the reality they were supposed 
to describe and people’s reproduced the forms of the socialist discourse in order to get 
things done, engaging with the discourse performatively. In relation to my own material, 
I demonstrated how some students engaged with their education primarily 
performatively, formally fulfilling their tasks, and considering that buying did not make 
a difference or was not indicative of problems in higher education. On the other hand, I 
argued that buying does not necessarily imply the absence of a value, by showing how 
not all students who had experience of buying took such an unproblematic attitude 
towards it. I pointed out how the limitation of Yurchak’s account is its implicit reliance 
on consensus concerning what is important and argued that one cannot talk about 
performativity without talking about value. 
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In addition to students’ evaluations of action, one could say that the point above applies 
to the “value” given to performativity itself: in connection to continued importance of 
performative engagement with the authoritative discourse in post-Soviet times, Yurchak 
writes that “the hopes of Russia’s future may lie precisely in these people’s continuing 
deterritorialization of all state attempts to control authoritative rule and meaning” (2005: 
298). This positive evaluation of performative engagement, in my understanding, stems 
from point of view of Yurchak’s account: after all, Yurchak was looking at how 
performative engagement allowed people to live meaningful lives despite the oppressive 
sides of the system. However, considering implications of performativity for the higher 
education system today, such positive evaluation seems contestable. It is worth raising 
the question, then, what does the existence of multiple logics of value within the same 
system “do”? In the context of late Soviet Union Yurchak argues that people 
unknowingly69 “deterritorialized” the system, the discourse drifting further and further 
away from the reality it was supposed to describe (2005: 286), until the discursive 
changes initiated by Gorbachev during perestroika led to the crumbling of the discursive 
regime (ibid.: 294). One might, then, enquire into the role of performativity in post-Soviet 
times, also from the point of view of its political implications.  
 
One indication is the devaluation of the higher education certificate, which seems to be 
losing its power to symbolize learning. The process could be interpreted in terms of 
similar kind of deterritorialization Yurchak talks of in the case of the Soviet system. I 
have sought to demonstrate that the devaluation of the higher education certificate in 
Russia is not simply a consequence of credentialism (Brown 2001) or educational 
inflation due to larger percentage of population receiving higher education, but it is 
connected to the creation of an uncontrolled higher education mass market, which took 
place in the context of introduction of markets and decreasing state support in the turmoil 
of the 1990s. The result was the partial commodification of education, as most clearly 
presented in the case of evening and part-time studies, forming a significant portion of 
Russia’s higher education sector. Ledeneva has pointed to the way informal practices in 
different regimes differ in terms of their functionality and implications (2014: 12). The 
                                                      
69 Ortner points out, that the irony of practice theory is that even though people’s intensions are given a 
central role, change seems to happen as an un-intended outcome, no matter how rational the action (1984: 
157). As she borrows Foucault’s words “people know what they do; they frequently know why they do 
what they do; but what they don’t know is what they do does” (quoted in Ortner 1984). 
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shadow market for academic work can in many ways be seen as functional: higher 
education institutions get funding from paying students, who might not be able or willing 
to pursue their studies independently, and poorly paid teachers and graduate students get 
an income from writing work on sale. However, whose interests such a system serves and 
how it can go on are different questions, which takes us back to the hierarchical ordering 
of temporalities. I looked the way in which long- and short-term motivations and plans 
played out in the accounts of the students, but the question could be taken much further 
by bridging temporality and ethics, which anthropology has a long experience of, as 
Guyer (2012b) notes. 
 
Going back to the role of informal practices in higher education today, it is worth pointing 
out that in contrast to its withdrawal during the deregulation of higher education in the 
1990s, the Russian state has in the 2000s taken an active position in relation to higher 
education and the system has been subjected to several massive reforms, some of which 
were adopted directly in order to counter corruption in the education process70. It is worth 
questioning, then, why authors such as Leont’yeva suggest that the attempts to reduce 
corruption have not been successful or have even led to an increase of practices they 
sought to control (2006: 142)71. One of the directions that my data suggests would be 
worth studying is how the principles of performativity work together with neoliberal 
reforms in higher education and other institutional contexts both in Russia and elsewhere. 
Analogies can be drawn between Yurchak’s concept of performativity and neoliberal 
practices such as the audit (Strathern 2000). For example, Shore and Wright have drawn 
attention to the way how out of the three ‘Es’, neoliberalism’s focus has been generally 
on the ‘Economy’ and “Efficiency’ rather than ‘Effectiveness’ (2000: 64). An interesting 
example is a high-profile project is the “5-100 Russian Academic Excellence Project” 
(The Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, 2015), launched in 
2013 and aimed to “bolster” the position of Russian universities “in the global education 
market”. The project is named after its goal to get five Russian universities in to rankings 
                                                      
70Such reforms include joining the Bologna process (Pursiainen & Medvedev 2005) and adopting a 
national test for university admission Unified State Exam (Minina 2010), federalization of universities 
and other optimization procedures (Golunov 2014).   
71This seems to apply to public perceptions of Unified State Test (Minina 2010), which was adopted in 
2009 in order to reduce corruption in university entrance process. However, statistics collected by the 
Levada-center (2015:111) show that more respondents believed that corruption had increased – instead of 
decreased – as a consequence of adopting the exam. In my own data a good example of the adversary effects 
of intended efforts to counter plagiarism is that introduction of plagiarism checks has according to the 
students led to an increase of buying because those prone to copying material from the internet now prefer 
to buy in order not to get caught.   
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of world’s best hundred universities. It is worth enquiring further into the consequences 
of such campaigns and what they might mean in terms of value from several different 
perspectives. For example, publicity pressures might also function adversely, further 
suppressing the concerns of staff and students on the ground72.  
 
Finally, I would like once more consider the discourse of “choice”.  
 
Emphasis on the individual, instead of structural factors, as the focus of moral cultivation 
has been pointed to by Rivkin-Fish (2005) in the context of Russia. She has shown in her 
study of women’s health in Saint Petersburg in the 1990s how both global and local actors 
“worked to bypass the state and public sphere as the primary site for change and created 
imperatives for moral work on the self and interpersonal relations” (2005: 210). Rivkin-
Fish also notes that historically both Soviet ideology and oppositional practices treated 
the personal as the site of morality and authenticity (2001: 38). Perhaps partly because of 
this, several accounts have dealt with the questions of morality and personhood in post-
Soviet Russia through discursive accounts focusing on questions of self-work and how 
discourses produce new subjectivities (Zigon 2011; Yurchak 2003; Hemment 2009; 
Matza 2009). As I pointed out in my introduction, such accounts have their limitations, 
not the least because of the kind of performative engagement with discourse in Soviet 
Union Yurchak has described (2005).  In addition, because such neoliberal discourses 
often imagine an autonomous individual (Yurchak: 2013), they fail to account for the 
ways people are embedded in social contexts, which can also call discourses into 
question, as Matza has shown (2009).  
 
Finally, I would like to once more return to the question of when an issue becomes viewed 
in ethical terms. It can be said that students talked strikingly little about the wider effects 
of buying and the uncertainty related to qualification system. It was usually in the case of 
medical students that the line was drawn and in some cases disciplines such as teachers 
or engineers. In terms of social science and humanities disciplines, buying was considered 
inconsequential, as it posed no direct threat to anyone. The question was then portrayed 
                                                      
72 Shore and Wright also note how the vocabulary of the language of “efficiency”, “effectiveness”, “best 
practice”, “self-management” and so on disguises audit cultures’ reliance on “hierarchical relationships 
and coercive practices” (2015: 62).  
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as one of the self-realization of the student and the kind of doors having any kind of higher 
education certificate would open. Very few contemplated the general lack of trust this 
implied. However, interviews in themselves seemed to provoke “a moral breakdown” in 
Zigon’s terms (2010: 23), causing ethical reflection on the topic and its consequences, 
with the discussion ending in people reaffirming that they think that it is better to write 
oneself73. For example, Anna, 25, who is pursuing career as a researcher and has 
occasionally written work for sale remarks in the end of the interview: 
This interview really achieved its main goal: now I will reflect upon and think, oh 
god, why are we doing this >writing for sale@, because I have never drawn these 
parallels in my head --- including the issue of medicine and so on.  
 
Rather than seeing the interviews as some kind of a moral lesson, the crucial thing here 
is to reflect upon why such issues, which the interviewees themselves drew during the 
interviews, where brushed over in everyday life. It is worth noting, that the importance 
of such opinions are subject to change, according to the dictates of the different kind of 
situations where other social, economic and political forces students face might take the 
first place.  
 
In her discussion of ethics Das has posed the question “what is it that blocks our ability 
to see the everyday and hence to imagine the ethical as inhering in the quotidian rather 
than standing out and announcing its presence through dramatic enactments of moral 
breakdown or heroic achievement?” (2015: 55) Anthropologists such as Robbins (2007) 
and Zigon (2009a; 2010) have sought to address related questions such as how does 
ethical problematizing enter into the largely unconscious everyday action and why do 
ethical concerns over everyday choices seem to be more pronounced in some societies 
rather than others. In the thesis, I have address similar questions through the juxtaposition 
of “personal choice” of buying and positively valued obligation to help. My approach has 
been to look at the multiplicity of social, economic and political forces and discourses 
that students face when navigating their way through the structures of higher education 
and beyond. Value as a theoretical approach has allowed addressing this multiplicity, 
helping to reveal some of the incommensurabilities that might manifest as contradictions.  
                                                      
73Zigon has in his work on made a division into morality as unconscious, embodied dispositions and 
ethics as conscious reflection on these dispositions, when they become problematized through “moral 
breakdowns” (2010: 23). The division does not explain why in some contexts everyday life is full of 
choices and in others some contradictions are silently brushed over and others become a source of great 
moral anxiety (Lambek 2016: 6).  
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